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ABSTRACT 

The focus of the study was a group of ten women who had recently corne t o  Ontario from 

Hong Kong with their children. Their husbands remain in Hong Kong to &tain their 

businesses and visit their families two or three times a year. This phenornenon has been 

called "astronaut" f d y  by sociologists. Some of the children in these "astronautn 

families in my school have been having difnculty with English language acquisition and 

other academic subjects. Teachers and administraton have been asking why this should 

be so when it has been assumed that Chinese children are highly motivated and achievers. 

The mothers often do not speak English well and they are having to handle aii aspects of 

funily living by themselves in a new country with different expectations and values. This 

study was an attempt to understand the lives of the women in this situation, how they feel 

about the schools in Ontario and what their expectations are for their children. An open- 

ended questionnaire and a follow-up i n t e ~ e w  with three of the mothers were used to gain 

information about these issues and give the mothers an opportunity to express their 

feelings about living here. Teachers and p~cipals  in the schools the children attend were 

interviewed to investigate their perspective on the education of the children in "astronaut" 

families and the role of these Chinese mothers. The children of the three women in the 

follow-up were also interviewed. Recommendations were developed based on the results 

of the questiomaires and i n t e ~ e w s  proposing steps that schools and tacher training 

institutions could take in training teachers and administrators who must work with the 

children and mothers in "astronaut" and other immigrant f d e s .  
. . 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1. Purpose of this research study 

The purpose of this exploratory, ethnographie study was to Uivestigate the lives of a small 

group of women with children who had recently arrivai fiom Hong Kong. The focus of 

the study was the everyday activities of the women and the relation of these activities to  

their involvement in the schools and education of their children.. The women are living in 

a reIativeIy small southern Ontario community with their children while their husbands 

rernain ui Hong Kong to cary on business careers. This familial situation wdi remah, at 

least, untd the political situation in Hong Kong is settled after the mainland Chinese 

takeover of Hong Kong on Jdy 1, 1997. 

The women mua deal with necessary day-today household issues and many 

bureaucracies in this, their adopted country. Rockhill(1991) reponed that the immigrant 

women she studied were faced with the buik of the work and emotional support necessas, 

to maintain the family. She also discussed how the wornen were responsible for handling 

the day-to-day issues, for example, buying grocenes, paying bills and home maintenance. 

If immigrant women have had to do all these things even when their husbands are here, 

there are even greater responsibilities for the women involved in this shidy. 

One of the most important bureaucracies with which these women rnust interact is the 

education system and particularly the school in which their children are enrofled. A 

policy of  the Ontario Ministry of Education, quoted by Leonard and Millar (1995) in their 

study of parents and reading aates that, "schools should encourage parents and guardians 

to become involved in rheir childrents education in meanin@ ways." "Meanin@ ways" 
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can have many connotations, from assisting students with homework to volunteering in 

the school andor haMng input into the decision-making in the school. 

The Ministry has some expectation that parents wiU support and assist their children in 

their academic careers through their involvement in the schools and in the home. 

A new Ministry initiative is "School Councils" for every school. The Council mus include 

parents as well as community pesons, teachers and students. Therefore, tthrough its 

policy statements, the Ontario Ministry of Education makes it ciear that there are 

expectations for parental involvement at many Ievels. 

The "Cornmon Cumculum". the main cumcdum document of the Ontario Ministry of 

Education, which must be foilowed by every school board and school, inchides clauses 

requiring schools to involve parents in the everyday working of the school and their 

children's education. Although the Ontario education system is based on white middie- 

class values, parents of al1 dhrral backgrounds are expected to attend parent-tacher 

in te~ews,  help with their children's homework and now participate in the local School 

Counds. As people fiom non-English speaking cultures have corne here, there is a 

further expectation that parents assist their children in English developmem. 

This exploratory smdy was conducted to begin to understand the [ives of a particular 

group of women, their attitudes and behavior with regard to their children's schools and 

education, particularly Engish skills development, because they are the ones who are 

responsible for the children here, and have specific values and expectations for their 

chiIdren's education. lf administrators and teachers are to invite mothers to assist in 

helping their children leam English more quickly and achieve better grades, they need to 

know more about the lives of tne families. This unique sociological phenornenon - the 

"astronaut" family - is not well understood at present because it is so new. Therefore, I 

hoped the mothers in this study could provide insight into their lives. The issues explorai 
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included: how the mothers spend their time when their children are at home and at school; 

concems of the mothers about living in Canada without their husbands; their actual 

experiences with their children's schools; how they explain their children's academic 

success and failure; their expectations of the schools their children attend. 

The results of this study have implications for teacher preservice education in faculties of 

education. There are courses on parent interaction and mul~cultural issues that wuld 

benefit from more information fiom a study such as this. Staff'development (in-senrice) is 

conducted in local schools and by the board. Where administrators and teachers work 

with rninority group families there needs to be more sensitivity to issues such as those 

facing the mothers in this study. Therefore, recommendations were developed for pre- 

service and in-service education. 

1.2 Author's Perspective 

In 1989, I began teaching in a newly built elementary school, in a new subdivision. that 

unexpectedly had a great influx of Hong Kong immigrants. Today, the midents nom 

Hong Kong constitute over 75% of the student population in the school. There are over 

730 audents in the rhoo l  and therefore, the population of students fiom Hong Kong is 

over 500. Smith (1987) in her research talked about how the changes in the character of a 

local population can, in very sudden ways confront a school with entirely new situations. 

She pointed out that many times the procedures already in place are inadquate and that 

we must must taik to the mothers to h d  out how to procede, something that this study is 

meant to do. There are many other cultures represented in the xhool, for example, 

students have corne from India, Iran, the Caribbean, Japan and Mainland China At 

present there arg 60.staffmmibsrJ in the &mol but the majorityare nom the dominant 
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culture. There are two Black teachers, two teachers nom Hong Kong and one teacher 

&om India. 

Some of the students from outside Canada have difEwity, at first, simply adjustiag to thek 

new surroundings - Canada is a drastic change Eom where most have corne. Depending 

upon what time of year the families arrive, the children may have to deal with a totally 

different climate irnmediately. For example, if they arrive in the wïnter, they need to Wear 

dierent clothing, and many of the children talk about feehg very cold at first, regardles 

of what they Wear. 

Then there is the problem of leamhg a new language (evm ifthey have studied English in 

their country oforigin) and potentially a new way of schooling - not sitting in rows, not 

havhg the teacher give al1 the "right" answers, doing group work with pers, b- 

expected to disaiss rather than give back what the teacher said. Many students h m  

Hong Kong express the view that discipline in Ontario schools is lax and that they can do 

anything they want. Teachers in Hong Kong have high exp&itions of cornpliance (L& 

Leung and Lee, 1988) and many of the students who have corne here £?om Hong Kong 

say they are not used to having to think for themselves moa of the time (Lai, 1992). 

-- Therefore, it cm them a great deal of time to develop the intenial locus of control 

(the ability to exercise resvaint when there is not an exterd force teiluig them wbat to 

do) that is necessary to lem effectively in this new environment. 

- .  Teachers and admmstmtors expect students to immediately begui to leam English or 

consolidate their ability to work and study in English. For the students from Hong Kong 

this expectation is compiic8ted beauise they are in the majority in the school and ~an'quite 

easily spend a great deal of their time not using English. The students sit together ni 

groups in the classrooms. Thae are not enough nonChinese speakhg students to be able 
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to separate the Chinese students into separate groups. As they play on the playgrwnd at 

recess and lunch they speak Cantonese, as that is the ianguage of Hong Kong. They speak 

Cantonese in the halls, before and after classes. While the staffacknowledges the need for 

them to keep their iïrst language, they a h  believe the use of Cantonese for a great 

percentage of the day hinders many of the nidents' abilïty to progress quicWy in their 

Engiish development. 

For some -dents, the adjustment difliculties are compounded because their M y  

configwation in Canada is a variation on what was called a "split-househoid" family in the 

Iate 1800's and early 1900's and today has had a new term coined for it - "astrona~lt" 

f h l y  (Lai, 1 992; Billson, 1 995). The "astronaut" famiiy is the ffip side of the "split- 

household" famiiy. In the "split-household" M y ,  the father immigrateci, supposedly 

temporarily, to Canada and sent money back to his tàmiy in China. In the "astronaut" 

family, the M e r  stayed in Hong Kong and the wife and chiidren have corne to Canada 

to await the outcome of the t r d e r  of Hong Kong to China in 1997 (Billson, 1995). 

The students in "astmnaut" famifies are the majority of the ment immigrants in our school 

and many continue to expenence difEcuIties with English development even d e r  rhey 

have been here long enough to have become sornewhat acculturalized. At the present, 

there is rninllnal contact beîween the homdmother and the schwl in many instances and 

when it does occur it is usuaiiy confineci to parent - teacher talks through a transistor. 

1 believe if the teachers and administraton are going to provide more relevant help to 

these students there needs to be a beîter understandmg of their f à d y  situations and the 

best place to start is with the mothers - their expectations regarding their cMdrenls 
. . ducation, their suggestions regarding what teachers and administrators can do to 

tàctlitate parental involvement at home, their williogness to becorne more active in the 

school and their proposais for facilitating this imrolvernentt 
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CHAPTER 2 

Background to the study 

2.1 Hiaory of Hong Kong 

Hong Kong is an important site in Ana because the harbour is the bea one between 

Shanghai and Indochina (Microsoft, Encarta, 1993). Prior to 1842, because of its 

irreguiar coasiline, Hong Kong consistai of srnaII fishing siilages and pirate havens and 

was pretty much l& alone by China In 1842, Britain gaincd control of Hong Kong in the 

Treaty of N&g wliich d e d  the Opium W a .  with China W y  under this treaty, 

Britain was to hold Hong Kong in perpetuity, but in 1898 a change was made. Britam 

was granted a 99-year Iease for Hong Kong including the New Temtories on the 

mainiand. Hong Kong became a place of refuge for many people &om the Chinese 

mainland in the ensuing y-. In 1912 when the Chinese Republic was estabLished. 

ending dynastic rule of China, political exiles fled to Hong Kong and began setting up 

s d  businesses. 

The Japanese invaded China in 1937 and thous~ds of Chinese fled to Hong Kong. 

Udortunately, the Japanese also invadeci Hong Kong later. Mer the Second Worid War, 

the Nationalist-Communist civil war in China sent thousands more refùgees to Hong 

Kong. When the Comrnunists won in 1949, again thousands carne to Hong Kong, hoping 

to maintain their fi-eedom in a British protectorate. In the 1 970fs, during the Cultural 

Revolution in China, there was another influx of polîtid refbgees from d a n d  China 

Most of the people who came to Hong Kong came from Guangzhou, a southem province 

in China, just north of Hong Kong. The Chinese dialect spoken in Guarghu is 

Cantonese (the ana has been hown as Canton by the English speaking world for many 

years) and thdore, the main language in Hong Kong has been Cantonese. 
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Anti-Cornmunist sentiments fiom parts of the worid resulted in foreign investment in 

Hong Kong by those hoping to hurt the comunist regime in China. This resulted, 

ultimately, in the creation of an economic boom thai has made Hong Kong one of the 

wealthiest areas in the world and one of the driving forces in Asia. 

Britain and China negotiated the return of  Hong Kong to China and signed an agreement 

in 1984. Although Hong Kong is supposeci to be allowed to maintain its own legai, social 

and economic systems for at least another 50 years, many people in Hong Kong became 

concemed and the emigration began. (see Table 1 for the immigration statimcs). Ln 1987 

there was a triple fold increase in immigration to Canada fiom Hong Kong. 

In lune, 1989, with the massacre of students in Tianamen Square, Beijing and the 

repression of democratic influences7 many people feared that the same thing could happen 

in Hong Kong when it reverts to mainiand China's d e  and so even more emiggted. 

Instead of fleeing to Hong Kong as in the past, people were now fleeing from Hong Kong. 

However, it was an exodus with an interesting twist. Wves and children were sent to  

many places around the world, for example, Canada and Ausualia, whiie the 

husbanddfàthers remained in Hong Kong-to keep their businesses going. 

-- 

Canada has b e n  the recipient of a large proportion of this new exodus and the percentage 

of Hong Kong immigrants corning into Ontario has consistently been more than 50% of 

the total number of Unmigrants fiom Hong Kong. The communities and schools where 

there has been a large influx have been fiiced with many new concems. 
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80-1993 

YEAR TOTAL ONTARIO 

1990 28,949 

1991 22,329 

1992 3 8,84 1 

1993 36,511 

Citizenship and unmigration Canada, 1994 

Canada and Hong Kong Update, Wmter, 1995 
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The community in which the mothers in this shidy Iive is irnmediately north of Toronto. 

The community is part of a t om within a geographicaily large region in which there are 

many s d  towns and cities. In 1984, this town was studied by Alberti and Pozrebon for 

its ethnoailtural profile. At that time, 1 -3% of the population was classifieci as born in 

Asia, but none were listed as Chinese. Since then this area has received a large nurnber of 

new residents from Hong Kong, espedly  since 1989. 

The families have purchased large houses and the women and cMdren are Lniing in relative 

isolation in their new environment. The men jet to Canada for a couple of weeks, u d y  

twice a year - Febmary for Chinese New Year and September for the Chinese Harvest 

Festival. 

While English has been the second langwge in Hong Kong and most children study 

English in schooi, the cMdren who have corne to Canada usually have to become more 

proficiem in English in order to learn &ectiveiy in Ontario schools. Many of the mothers 

do not speak English wek ifat ail, and do not have access to English instruction, for a 

variety of reasons; for example, as spouses they do not have access to fkee English 

language education here in Ontario because the Federd Goverment wiU only fund 

English education for the head of the household at present and in these tamitie!~, even 

though the husband is not here, he is considered the housdiold head (BurBaby, 1992; 

RockbiU, 1994). 

Having taiked with parents about their children for over 30 years, I believe that most 

mothers want to be able to hdp their children, in whatever way they can, to achieve in 

school and the research by Bauch (1989) confirms this. He found that most parents he 
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worked with wanted to know what they could do at home to as& their children. This 

can be very difficult for the mothen who do not speak English and also do not understand 

the education system in Ontario. The mothers may h o w  whaî needs to be dom, but 

without the assistance of those in the local education system, they may oot know how to 

go about providing the help they beiieve is neceSSary. Teachers and principais need to 

know what is happening in the h e s  of the families in this situation so they can help the 

mothcis assist their children in their schooling. 

Given their own diieremt educational eXpenences and cuiturai backgrounds, sume 

mothers I have spoken to who have been here several years have said that they were very 

reluctant in their eariy years in Canada to take the initiative to approach the school for 

help. Ritter, Mont-Reynaud and Dombusch (1993) reported similar hdings. Therefbre, 

it becomes the responsibility of the school to develop strategies that can bring the mothers 

into the school in order to help them and their children. It may mean the schook will have 

to make changes in accordance with the wishes and values of the familes in their 

community. The best way to fuid about the values and expectations of the familes is to 

ask them. This snidy was an attempt to do just that. 

Context of the study 
-- - 

2.3. Chinese and Hong Kong immigration to Canada 

2.3.a. Before 1984 

The first Chinese immigrants came to Canada in the L8SO's. Some had started in 

California at the begllmùig of the Gold Rush and then moved on to Canada (British 

Columbia) when gold was discovered in the Fraser River d e y .  Others came di.- 

fiom China for the same reason. (Ruprecht, 1990; L& 1992). Hong Kong was the d 

place for emigrants fiom China to begm their joumey to Canada. 
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The men (and it was only men at first) who came fiom China were often peasants who had 

little hope of weaith in China (Johnson, 1992; Tong, 1994), and were hoping that Canada 

would provide greater opportunities. Unfortunateiy for them the gold rush did not last 

very long and they n d e d  other work because they were expected to continue sending 

money back home. Authors who have snidied this phenornenon of fathers emigrating and 

sending money back home to support their fàmily called this a "split-household" (Glen, 

1983). 

When Sir John k MacDonald began the building of the Canadian PacSc Railway to brhg 

British Columbia into Codederation, thousands of men emigrated nom China to becorne 

labourers on the railroad. m e r s  became cooks, grocery store owners and launderers as 

support seMces for those who were working diredy on the railway (Johnson. 1992). 

Unfominately for many of the men working on the railroad, there were many deaths 

because of the dangerous nature of the work and the racism that made it all right to give 

the most dangerous jobs to the Chinese men. 

Although, men were usually the only ones to immigrate, some women did corne to Canada 

as weii (Nipp, 1986). The first donimenteci women arriveci in the 1860's. 

-- 

In the United States of Arnenq there was some concem about the numbers of Chinese 

men flocking to west coast cities. The "yelow press" (newspapers that were opposed to 

immigration nom Asia) spread stories of opium dens and dissolute lives of Chinese men. 

They tried to make "white" citizens believe this was a threat to the young people of the 

United States. This pmoia  spread to Canada when the railroad was finished. Now the 

Chinese workers bad no jobs and since Canada was in an econornic depression the . 

Chinese were sem as a threat to the "white" labour force. This 1ed to a wave of racism, 

anti~hinese sentiment and discrimùiation (Baureiss, 1985). Now, with little or no work, 
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there was no money for the men to be abie to retum to their families in China (Nipp, 

1986) or bring their familes here. 

In 1885, the Canadian govemment passed the Chinese Immigration Ac+ This Act 

imposed a $50.00 head tax on al1 Chinese who wished to becorne immigrants. This 

amount of money completely precluded the ab* of the men already here to bring th& 

wives and children to Canada (Johnson, 1992). Today there is a feeling of d eja w The 

Canadian Government has again imposed a "head tax". This thne it is $900.00. 

The "split-householdn remained a fact of life for these d y  Chinese immigrants in Canada 

and their wives and children back in China. In the split-household, the man was expected 

to send as much as possitie of his earnings back to his village to support his M y ,  which 

included his wife, children, his mother and perhaps younger brothers. The w5e in the 

split-household was expeaed to rem& in China, with her mother-in-law and serve her 

(Glen, 1983; DiIl, 1988). 

As hard as the men worked in Canada, when they could get a job or start their own 

business, in most cases they never were able to save enough money to be able to either 

retum :O China or bring their families here. In 1900, the Canadian govemmem increased 

the head tax to $100.00, and increased it to a prohibitive mm of $500.00 in 1903 
- 

(Johnson, 1992). This series of Iaws Iimited the Chinese men's economic, social and 

political participation in Canada (Nipp, 1986). Sometimes, the men did manage to go 

back to China for a visit, but this was not the nom. 

The beginning of the Chinese community in Canada began in British Columbia as it was 

the first place of embarkation. By 1900, some had crossed the country hto Ontario. The 

f h t  documented person of Chinese origin &ved in Toronto in 1900 (Ruprecht, 1990). 
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The Exclusion Act of 1923 ended any fiirther Chinese immigration and the men were lefi 

in Canada to build some sembl,,.,r of Me on their own. Thus, the immigration of the men 

to Canada, which was to have been temporary, became permanent. This was viewed very 

negatively by the Chinese comunity because they had corne with the tradition of not 

planting their roots in the "devii's" country (Tong, 1994). 

The Chinese comrmuiity was fkther ghetto-ized by the gender imbalance (Johnson, 1992). 

Some authors say the men chose to live in areas by themselves and not htegrate into the 
- - .  . 

larger population. However, with so mch govenmian and social discnnnnation thqr 

were not aüowed to integrate M y .  Therefore, the Chinese people med to protect 

themselves by living in close proxh6t.y and keeping a close social bond among themselves, 

maintahhg their traditionai aistoms, developing social clubs and mutual aid societies. 

This was an adaptive process on their part, not an unwihgness to assimilate (Baur&, 

1985). 

Afier Worid War 11, there was a great deal of agitation in the larger Canadian wmmunity 

to repeal the 1923 Exclusion Act. China had been our d y  in the war and the act was 

correctly viewed as discriminatory (Nipp, 1985). Also, the Canadian Chinese 

- immigration - - Act violated the newly formed United Nations Charter of Hunian Ri& 

(Baureiss, 1985). Even though the repeal was M y  e ~ e d  in 1947, there were 5ti.U a 

great many restrinions placed on Chinese immigration and it was not untii 1%7 that d 

restrictions on Chiuese immigration were M y  removed (Johnson, 1992). Therefore, 

Chinese people were relatively free to corne to Canada until 1996 when the Federal 

Governent irnposed a new tax of $gOo.OO to be paid by ail new immigrants before 

entering Canada. 
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As Hong Kong prospered with the influx of people from mainland Cha ,  the 

entrepreneurs needed places to imrest their money outside Hong Kong (Johason, 1992). 

Money flowed h o  Canada, inciuding Ontario. This put many Hong Kong people in an 

excellent position to be able to emigrate should the need arise. That need became acute 

d e r  1984. There was a great dedine in confidence in the fiiture of Hong Kong d e r  

Bntain signecl the agreement to retum the cdony to C h  in 1997 (Lai, 1992). As pan of 

the agreement Btitaùi was not to be allowed to introduce parliamentary dem~cfacy before 

the takeover in 1997. 

The Communist Party officiais stated that politics should be lefi to them so Hong Kong 

can concentrate on making money (Pan, 1990). However, many Hong Kong residents 

were distrustfid of the Communist Govemment and what they rnight do once thq took 

over cornpiete contrai of the cofony. Therefore, between 1986 and 1989 over 5 million 

people lefk Hong Kong for Canada, the United States, AuNalia and Britain (Pa 1990). 

The concern for the fiinire of Hong Kong on the part of residents escalated even more 

after June 4, 1989. Lai (1 992) found that 1 1 % of those interviewai before the T i m e n  
-- - 

Square massacre were intendhg to lave Hong Kong. Mer the massacre this percentage 

jumped tu 15%. Many were concernecl about retribution after 1997, as bey had 

supported the rebel students and the d e m o d c  reform movement in China Some had 

even gone so fa .  as to participate in a march in Hong Kong on May 21 and bide re-ee 

students afker June 4 (Pan, 1990). 
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Now many more wealthy investors starteci to bring their families over to Canada and settle 

them here in anticipation of the effects to Hong Kong of the mainlaid Cbinese tdceover in 

1997. Many men intendeci to get Canadian citizenship by haWig their &es and children 

live in Canada, while they maintaineci residence and business in Hong Kong (Pan, 1990). 

They were Iooking for an insurance policy - an escape route in the ment that the 

Communist Governent did enact rneasures to curtail private enterprise and revoke 

democratic reforrns. Canada is a prefmed country because our tax laws ailow a citizen 

to live abroad without paying Canadian tax. This is peffect for the wealthy Hong Kong 

businessmen and entrepreneurs. 

In the years immediately after the repeal of the Exclusion Act, Hong Kong immigration to 

Ontario consisted mainly of the sons of the we l l - c~~ec ted  and wealthy who came to 

attend university here (Ruprecht, 1990). However, as the immigration numbers rose, so 

did the range of people. Now there are people nom every walk of life coming to Ontario. 

As this paper was being written the situation in Hong Kong was again changing. The 

handover of Hong Kong to maidand China was imminent and there was increased conceni 

conceniing the outcorne. July 1, 1997 has been the date in so rnany people's mincis for so 

long and now it is upon them. 

The young people from Hong Kong, pnor to 1981, were originally seen as bright and 

industrious, obtaining the highest marks in university? especidy in the maths and sciences 

(Barringer, Takeuchi and Xenos, 1990). A large body of literature evolved t@q to 

explain why the Asian immigrant chddren were doing so much better than the Xorth 

h e r i c a n  children. Hurh and Kim (1989) looked at tbis nereotype. While they found 

that Asian children were doing better in math and science, they also found that tttese 

chüdren paid a price. The children attained these higher marks in retum for M e  time fôr 
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play, socialization and creative endeavoun (Stevenson, Stigler, Lee, Lucker, Kitarnua and 

Hsu, 1985). 

There were many social problems and even though the students graduated with high 

marks. they have often remained underemployed (Bamnger, Takeuchi and Xenos, 1990). 

Many of the problems of Asian-Americans today are not being addressed because of the 

misperception that they are doing weii in their adopted couritries. However, Asian- 

Amencans are in need of nippon (Kim, 1995). 

Today, the need for support is even greater. There are many more students coming from 

Hong Kong and because there are so many, it is only t o  be expected that they will come 

with a wide range of abilities. With the numben and the needs of midents with different 

abilities, the stress on the education system is particularly great in the areas in which the 

fàmilies have chosen to live. usually in large numbers. Therefore, the need for parents to 

participate in the schooling of their chiidren and also be part of the decision-making in the 

schools is more criticai now than ever before. 

2.4. Cultural assumptions and needs 

Sorne adult immigrants who have corne to Canada chose to Iive in communities in which 

they could shop and deal with regular household needs in their first language. They often 

Iearned some English but they may not have needed English on a daily basis. However, 

the chiidren in these families need Engiish to participate in schooling here and perhaps to 

find employment later. 
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îhe majority of people coming to Canada from China in the early years were men 

(Johnson, 1992). Moa of these men had been peasants (Johnson 1992)- Mer their time 

on the railroad was over, those that could smled in small groups and stand small 

businesses. They were nibjected to systemic discrimination and were victims of a great 

deal of prejudice (Johnson, 1992). They, thus, tended to Say in their cultural group and 

not mix with the dominant culture. 

The midies on the early days of Chinese immigration have focused on men because they 

were the ones who were here. The wives and children Iived in China and as has k e n  

pointed out (Glen, 199 1 ; Yamanaka, and McClelland, 1994) there is definitely a dearth of 

studies about these women. The few studies that have been done do not disniss in great 

detail the lives of those who had to aay behind in China and keep the famiiy together. 

China is a patriarchal society and when a wornan marrie& offen with a husband chosen by 

her farher (Pan, 1990), she was obliged to live with her husband's family. Thus, the wives 

left bdiind had to remain with their mothen-in-law and bring up their children in an 

atmosphere of subservience (Glen, 199 1 ; Glen, 1983; Song, 1995). 

When the Canadian govemment h d y  Iaed the discriminatory legislation that had 

effective1y barred most Chinese women from coming to Canada, there was an influx of 

women and children joining their husbands. They continueci to corne with their husbands 

in subsequent waves of immigration over the next decades. Now, durùig this new wave of 

immigration (post 19û4). the women are coming with their childrea, but without their 

husbands. 

Studies conducted with immigrants fiom many diEerent parts of the globe document the 

psychological upheavai many of them go through. (KUner, 1986; Poiyzoi, 1982). The 
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departure from the home country marks the beginning of a major disruption to every day 

life. M i l e  immigrants may believe they know what they will encounter from hearing and 

reading about Canada, the experience is never what it was expected to be. The dislocation 

can be traumatic, but the adaption process can be even more so. 

Of course, the first obstacle is language. Even if there is some biowledge of Engiish, 

speaki@ everyday idiomatic language cm be a big problem (Polyzoi, 1982). ïhe  main 

feeling expressed by many of the new anivals is the feeling of isolation (Hesse, 1990). 

The newly amived families bring with them a whole stock of previously constituted 

knowledge, formed and developed within the social anicture of their home cultures 

(Polyzoi, i982), and this can no longer be theû bais for judging the world around them in 

a new culture. 

In the situation that is the subject of this research, the mothers arriving in Ontario are 

confrontai with an entirely new value system (Kim and Hurh, 1988). For some of the 

women, this may put them in a position of having much more fieedom - they are no longer 

under their mother-in-Iaws' control. 

However, confusion is Iikely as they try to reconcile the value syaems in which they have 

Iived, with a new system with which they are as yet unfamiliar. Many values and lifestyles 

in both systems may be congruent but there are differences, for exarnple, subse~ence to 

one's mother-in-law is a central tenet of traditionai Chinese life. 

While the men who have corne to Canada tend to either have positions, for exarnple. bank 

managers, accountants; have theû own businesses or quickly find employment, the 

women are mainly expected to stay home and look after the children. However, some 
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women work in the family businesses (Song, 1995), especially if the family business is 

running a restaurant or manufacturing goods. 

Song ( 1995) stresses the need for women to be studied separately from their husbands. 

Their expenences can be very different and need to be treated with the respect and value 

they deserve (Glen, 199 1). Aiso. since their perspective can be very different, they can 

bnng a nchness to our understanding that would not be possible in any other way. 

Cumrning (1994) points out that the number of immigrant females with lirnited English is 

nearly double that of sirnilar males in Canada Most men have to interact with the larger 

Canadian society, while many of the women c m  aay in their own communities. 

It is important for educators to understand the values and cultural expectations of the 

home environments from which their students corne (Bernhardt, 1994). The beliefs 

regarding success and failure that parents and students bring to the learning sening can 

aiso be cnticd to the audents' academic achievement. Educaton can not expect students 

to leam well in an environment where they do not know the d e s  and expectations and 

where their beliefs are not acknowledged. Also, teachers must not devalue the leamer's 

home culture or language and especially must not devalue the mothers' voices and values 

(Corson, 1994). 

Many of the mainland and Hong Kong Chinese have roots deeply connecteci to 

Confucianism (Howerdew and Miller, 1995) in which coiiectivism and harmony are most 

important values (Harry, 1992) and a person is defineci by Wher relationships with others 

(Chao, 1994). Confucianism is a philosophy of life that upholds, among other principles, 



obedience to male authority in the family, to those who are oider. to the state and to those 

who teach in the education syaem (King and Bond, 1985). 

Confùcianism holds that behavior is contingent upon the role a person has and that each 

person in the society has a specific role to play (Sue and Moishima, 1982). If everyone 

plays their proper role then a hannonious society wiil be achieved (King and Bond, 1985). 

Conficianism also aates that human nature is biased toward the good (Ho and Kang, 

1984) and that humans have an imate need to choose the good path toward human 

perféctibility (Pomerleau, Malcuit and Sabatier, 1991). Therefore, it is to be expected that 

there could be adjuament difficulties when immigrants fiom this value system are exposed 

to cultures where diflerent values are held. 

Since Confucianism is a patriarchal philosophy and reidorces other a s p a s  of pauiarchy 

in contemporary Hong Kong, women have had the main respomibility for the raising of 

the children. Women were expected to occupy a subordinate position to men and to 

accept the role of homemakerand mother (Billson, 1995), even though there are many 

stories of individuai women who broke out of the mold. 

However, Confucius did not consider individuals as independent entities. Everyone was 

part of the collective identity (Kim and Choc 1994) with mutual dependence. group 

identification, seffkiiscipline and hannony the goals (Chiu, 1987). The family was an 

especiaily important collective (Sue and Monshima, 1982). 

Those grounded in Confucianism place a high value on educational achievement (Chiu, 

1987). However, they have attitudes toward teaching and learning that are different from 

the dominant Canadian culNe (Fiowerdew and Miller, 1995). They believe in leaniing by 

listening and observing (Huynh and Yang Lam, 1994). Students in Confuàanism- 
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infiuenced classrooms tend to sit quialy in rows of desks while the teacher "teaches" what 

is "correct knowledge" because education and strictness must go together. Students are 

not expected to respond to questions or engage in dialogue. There is very little 

experientiai leaming; for example, in science, the teacher conducts experirnents in the 

£?ont of the class and the students watch (according to the students in my school). 

Students are expected to act in aich a way as to bring respect to the family name. The 

Confbcian classroom emphaskes effort because the belief is that children can improve in 

almoa anythuig if they work hard (Chao. 1994). In contras?, in moa Ontario schools, 

students sst in groups and engage in exploratory leamhg where they are exposed to many 

different styles of teaching and leaming. Debate is encourageci and fincihg the "right 

answer" is not seen as the most important outcome; rather it is the process that is seen as  

more important. 
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Parents and children's learning 

3.1 Parents and Reading 

For students who are new to Canada and for whom English is not the fim language the 

greatest need is to l em the language in which th& academic instruction wiil take place. 

The learning of a language can also help in understanding the culture of their adopted 

country and this can be of benefit for youag people who hope to reek and £ind 

employment in the fùture in Canada. In Ontario, academic subjects, such as science, 

history, family studies, totally depend on language for their instruction. Yu and Atkinson 

(1988) found that nudents who do not have English as their first language had to reson to 

"rote" ieaming in the content subjects aich as science and history b e c a w  they did not 

have enough known Engfish words at their command. Rote leaming does not give 

understanding of the subjecl or content within the subject. Students who rely on rote 

leaniing cannot answer waluation and synthesipng questions on tests. These students are 

dso unable to participate in class discussions about the implications of the infornation 

they are reading. These students also tend to simply copy matenal fkom texts resource 

books and cornputers. They do not develop the skill of note taking and writing points in 

their own words - skills that are so necessary in the academic world to which they aspire. 

Communicative language according to Cummins ( 1986) includes listening, speaking, 

readiig and writing and this is the defirution that is used in most ESL classes. Becorning 

competent in aii four areas is necessary for a student to be üuiy successful, but the one 

that will have the greatea impact and lasting efféct on a snident's ability to succeed in 

academia is readhg (Bloom, 1992; Grabe, 199 1 ). Practically everything we do 

throughout Life in our industrial and information society today relates in some way to 

reading and the ability to understand what is read and act upon thar information. 
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There is a great body of research and literature that disaisses the importance of reading 

for the child and value of parents being involved in the development of the ski11 and 

enjoyment of reading. For example. T i i d ,  Schofield and Hewison ( 1982) found children 

whose parents said they read to them regularly had higher reading scores than those who 

did not have this exposure and Kropp ( 1993) reiterated this in his work. 

Accordhg to Early and Gunderson (1993). schoois do not provide enough expenences in 

authentic literacy. Schools tend to rely on set readers, aory books and resource material 

that often do not show minority people doing activities that are part of the students' 

experiences. Recently I had a class of Grade 7 students look at the picture books in our 

library. They were to partinilarly look for gender and cultural stereotypes. Over 50% of 

the books they snidied had gender stereotypes. Women were only shown in domestic 

simations and men in situations outside the home. The cultural stereotypes showed 

children fkom other cultures in traditionai clothing only. Women and girls were not 

pictured in some books fkom other dtures. The children in the dass were outrageâ and 

because they are from many dEerent minority groups they made a deputation to the 

librarian to remove many of these books. Academic text books ofien do not include 

people from minority cultures in their examples and at wom, they show minority people in 

stereotypical and racist ways. This can rnake it even harder for the student, new to 

Canada, to relate to the information being disseminated. 

The home can £il1 many of the gaps in reading. Parents' newspaper reading habits and the 

number of books in the home are related to children's educationai success (Hewison and 

T i i d ,  1980), at Ieast in the dominant culture. Reading shopping lias, reading packages 

in stores, reading advertisements before shopping or reading telephone messages can be 

authentic reading (Fox, 1989). Researchers in the anthology edited by Cozden and Snow 

(1990) advocate not reading ody English and they state that a bilingual approach to 
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reading is more beneficiaf. However, there needs to be a minimum Ievel of English 

r e d n g  proficiency to succeed in Ontario schools today. Reading for sheer enjoyment, 

with no response journal or character study to &te, is dso authentic reading and, ai1 too 

o h  this aspect of reading is forgotten by classroom teachers who must follow a 

cumdum laid down by the Ministry of Education. 

Sehoois, king middle-class institutions that reinforce the dominant culture, expect parents 

to have exposed th& children to reading pnor to coming to school (Eariy and Gundersoq 

1993). Educators believe children who have had extensive book experiences in their pre- 

school yean amive at school with the type of orientation to literacy and literacy activities 

that are beneficial to m e r  Lneracy leaniiag. However, midents who arrive tiom other 

countries rnay have had diierent kinds of exposure to literacy. Perhaps, books have not 

been the main source of reading; perhaps newspapers have not been in the home wery 

day. in these cases teachers and administrators may have expectations that parents will 

work with their cbiidren to assist hem in coming up to the ievd necessary to succeed in 

the academic setting here by taking them to libraries, çubscnbing to the local newspaper 

and generally encouraging children to look at as many aspects of reading as possible. 

Most teachen expect that students will participate in individual and group research 

projects. Uaialiy this will entail using encyclopediae and today, CD-Roms. This means 

that the students wiiI have to be abie to read at the level of the resource material. in order 

for a student whose fint language is not English to be abie to read this material, she will 

need to have an understanding of English that is beyond the est stages. Here, dso 

parents couid help by providing access to nich materiai and assisting students in 

understanding the material. 
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Some parents may need help in various reading activities with their children (Hannon, 

Jackson and Page, 1985; Hannon and lames, 1990) in ways that can enhance the children's 

enjoyment and understanding of reading. Research has shown that Iistening plays a key 

role in the development of a second language (L2) @Unkei, 199 1) and therefore, the 

more the children can be read to, the better. DeBqshe (1995) States that r d n g  aloud 

to young children may be one of the most important home advities. She also believes 

mothers are key in this a m  because they ofien are the ones who put their children to bed 

or are seen as the ones to take the t h e  to do this activity. Reading to children gives them 

a starting point for th& own reading and dows thern to imitate reading behaviour by 

saying the familiar words they have heard (Tirnion, 1992). 

Young midents who are learning Engiish can ben& corn being read to as a way to 

develop vocabulary and cultural content (Fitzgerald, 1 993; Morrow, 1992). New 

immigrants oRen believe that immersion in the dominant culture and its language is the 

"right way" (Manfiredi-Petitt, 1994) since this seems to make sense. However, research 

conduaed by Curnrnins (1986) and Cazden and Snow (1990) has show that it can be 

valuable also to be read to in one's first language. Reading in one's firn language can 

faditate concepnial growth because the child is not hindered by urifamiliar vocabulary. A 

child who is read to and reads in her tint language grows conceptudy at a rate that wodd 

have occurred in the home country. As conceptuai growtb continues, it is possible to 

overlay the vocabulary in the second language. Disaission during reading can du, be 

easier if3 is conduaed in L 1 (fïrst language) at tirst while the chiid is leamhg English. 

Since the teachen probably do not speak the chilci's first language, this is a vital task for 

parents. 

There can be a progression of styles of reading. A younger child may need a parent or 

older sibling to read to her excluiveIy mtil the chiid can read for herself. For the older 
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child who can read a little, paired or cooperative reading is a way to increase vocabulary 

and cultural under standing (Giddings, 1 992). Pairedkooperative reading involves the 

child reading a page or part of a page and a parent (or 0th- significant older person) 

reading a similar amount (Fox. 1989). The kind of reading that can be done in this way 

need aot be great litmature (Lipp and Wheler. 199 1). In fhct, "great* fiterature may not be 

the best at dl. Instead, comic books with theu cdourfii1 iIlustrations are usefiil. Fox aiso 

suggests trade books as high interest books for paired-reading. Trade books (the tem 

used to designate popular young adult pocket books) offa a richness of vocabuiary, 

sentence suucture and lterary forms (Fielding, Wilson and Anderson, 1984) that can be 

very useful for second language lemers. It is dso important to ask the ESL mident what 

she U e s  to read and have read to her and then provide it (Lipp and Wheler, 199 1). 

Parents c m  be role models for their childm and family literacy programs ben& both 

parents and children (Handel, 1992; Nickse, 1990). ChiIdren who see people reading in 

the home d probably wish to do the same (Nicou and Wfie, 199 1). This may be overly 

optirnistic as 1 pecsonally know of parents who have read to their children f?om a very 

early age, were great readers themselves and dl theu aduit children do not read 

Therefore, even though research nippons reading to children as a way to promote reading 

it does not necessarily have this result in all cases However, ifa child is never read to, 

how can that child begin to know of the richness in books and other materiai? 

Paul Kropp (1993) is even more enthusiadc in his advocacy of M y  Iiteracy. He 

believes parents are essential in making sure that books and the joy of reading are part of a 

chilci's experience. He m e r  believes that chiken benefit fkom parents reading to or 

with their children every day. As the reading is happening, discussion of the reading can 

enhance the expenence. Nickse (1990) who supports Kropp believes that literacy should 
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be a farnily goal. Parents cm create a literate environment (Giddings. 1992) and share 

literacy activities (Smith, 1992). 

It is important to have a variety of reading materiais available for children to select. This 

will enhance the likeiihood of their reading (Tunion, 1992). Since it could be very 

expensive to have a great variety of material on hand at all limes, trips to the local library 

are important. Children should also be enwuraged to b ~ g  home books tiom their school 

library alsa This underlines the necessity of school and public Iibraries nocking books in 

many languages when there are communities in wtiich other cultures Iive. 

For the child who is literate in her first language, the îïrst language can be the reference 

point for L2 learning (Vacca, Vacca and Gove, 1987). A large pari of the L2 learnefs 

task is to learn new labels for concepts that are aiready known. Reading widely can 

supply rnany of these labels, especially if there is someone e k  with whom to interact 

during the r d m g  process. 

Different cultures view literacy differentiy (Ferdman, 1990): as rneans of delivering 

culture, for enjoyment, for information gathering, or a combination. Also the value of 

literacy for members of a group cm depend upon one's gender. Some cultures hold the 

view that it is more important for boys to be literate than girls. Tachen  need to 

understand these views in order to evduate the place of literacy in the midents' lives in 

their classrooms (Ferdman, 1990). niey also need to know what place literacy has in 

cultures so they c m  explain the perspective of Ontario schools and have thern tell what 

they expect. 

The expectations of schools in this area can be overwhelrning for some people and 

especialiy for the mother who is new to the country and virtuaiiy aione. What ifshe 
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cannot operate the library catalogue computer when trying to help her son with a school 

project? What if the parent cannot understand English well enough to pair-read with her 

child in L2 or does not understand the expectations of the school because the child, who is 

often the mediator between the school and home, does not tell the parent? What if the 

parent is having to spend so much tirne on survival issues, that the time to read to or with 

her child is minimal? 

3.2 Women and single parenting 

Traditiondly, women have had the greatest responsibility for the children (David, 1993) 

and mothers have had fm greater involvement in their children's education because of this 

(Reay, 1995; Rockhill, 199 1 ) .  ïhey monitor their children's school activities, spot 

problems, repair problems, and act as advocates for their children with the school (Griffith 

and Smith, 1990). In China, dedication to f d y  is extremely important (Fong, 1994). 

While overail aninides are changing, matemal attitudes continue to show a high degree of 

conservatism - child training practices tend to change more slowly uian other aspects of 

culture (Ho and Kang, 1984). Mothers will continue to have the major responsibility for 

child rearing for many years to come. 

Many of the women in Hong Kong have stmggied against the restrictive aspects of their 

historical traditions while still maintaining their dedication to family (Billson, 1995). In 

this current wave of immigration fiom Hong Kong, some of the women are more assertive 

and confident (Biiison, 1995), in part because of king fiom the middle or upper class. 

Yet, because women have unique role demands, they experience dflerent stressors and 

need different coping arategies (Dyai, Rybersky and Somers, 1988). These women have 

come to Canada ahead of their husbands who have been dubbed "astronautsH because thqr 

jet to Canada once or twice a year usually for specid holidays. The men are staying 
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behind in Hong Kong to arnass as much wealth as possible before 1997 and provide 

substantial materid cornforts for their families now. 

Gilligan (1 982) discussed an interesthg perspective on the roles women play and how 

relationships affect the way they play those rola. She talks about the different voices 

women have because of the relationships in which they are involveci. However, it seerns 

that wornen also see with different eyes and different feelings and then speak in difKerent 

voices. Weingarten (1 994) talked about women actually silencing or distorthg their 

voices. In A p w ' s  (1990) interviews with Asian wornen she identified the women's 

stntggles to define themselves in ways that do not reject their culture. 'This rnakes it even 

more important to hear directly fiom women in situations like the one under study here. 

The relationships for these women are very diEerent fiom what they experienced in Hong 

Kong and this can add to their stress. 

Since the women are here without theu husbands, they have to make aii the day-to-day 

decisions for themselves and their children, for exampie, they have to ensure the d e t y  of 

their children on a daily basis (Conroy, Hess, Anima and Kashiwagi, 1980). They mua 

deal with house repairs, household purchases, utilities bureaucraties and most 

importantly, the school(s) on their own. Vuiualiy, these women are single mothers for 

most of the year. This makes it important for the mothers to have contact with other 

mothers in the same situation and Levine (1980) pointed out the value of parents 

contacting and communicating with other parents. Yet, because of their situation, the 

mothers tend not to make the moves that are required to set up a nippon system. 

Rockhill(l99 1) points out that women wish to leam English to be able to deal more 

effectively with the people outside their homes but the barriers are great. Rockhill and 

Tomic (1994) discussed the amount of work the women have to do to maintain their 

family and as spouses they are denied access to subsidked language training. While money 
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is not a big issue for the wornen in this study, it is the attitude toward them that constitutes 

the barriers. Being told they do not qualiQ as a man would gives a subtle message that 

they are not as valued. 

Some divorced single mothers have their former spouses living nearby and they can share 

the decisionmaking and child rearing. For the women from Hong Kong, their spouses are 

too €a away for this to be a reasonable process. Fax machina and E-mail can keep the 

husbandlfather in touch, but these mechanical devices cannot take the place of being part 

of the acculturation process. The fathers cannot be intimately involved with their 

children's education. They get repon cards by fax and then tell their wives how to 

respond. The women can find it very ditFcult to talk with the teadien and get the 

information their husbands atpect. 

Chow (1 99 1 ) reported that it is difficult for women new to Canada to act collectively. 

They spend so much of their time on s u ~ v a l  issues and therefore do not get together 

with others in the same situation to support each other. She also report4 that many 

Asian women accept their role as wife and mother to the exclusion of their own 

aspirations. Enders-Fragasser ( 199 1 ) and Brown and GilIigan ( 1 992) reported that many 

women, regardless of their cultural background, have di f id ty  opposing the situations 

they find thernselves in and suppress their voices. Gender roles (those into which we have 

been socialireci) are very strong. Therefore. it is not surpriskg that the roles of women 

have for many centuries been that of housekeeper and main chiid caretaker (Fedigan, 

1992) and in the face of famiiy and societal pressure women have taken on this role, often 

to the exclusion of other roles. 

WMe the mothers in thû study are m a l  single mothers for most of the year, the 

literature on single parenting has limited significance for this study. A big issue for single 
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mothers in the literature is the decrease in economic resources. This tends not to be an 

issue for many of the women fiom Hong Kong. While moa are not wealthy, they do have 

economic resources such that they need not worry about having the money for essentials 

or work outside the home unies they want to and therefore, they may be able to spend 

time working with their childrm or participating in the school which th& chilciren attend. 

There is also the issue of disruption caused in the household when the father cornes and 

then leaves as is the pattern in the asuonaut M y .  Lowenstein (1986) documents 

emotional and behavioural problems with some children when there is a disniption with 

parents' living arrangements. While his study was done with children of fathers going to 

prison, there is still the question of  the dismption the corning and gouig causes in the 

families under study here. 

When m e r  is in Canada, the children have two parents to account to and since the father 

has been away for an extended period, the children may not be as k d y  to listen to him. 

They have leamed other ways of doing things and coping. Their lives have moved on 

even in the short penods of pateniai absence. Then m e r  Ieaves and they are again 

accountabie only to their mother. One manifestation 1 have obsenied in the classroom is 

extreme agitation on the pan of the students just prior to the arriva1 of the fathers, a reai 

push on homework while he is here, and then a down penod immediately after he leaves. 

C hildren's uncertainty about parental expectations could hinder t heir learning . Certainiy 

the d o m  penod &er their f&er leaves has resulted in projects not bang completed on 

Mie. This meam that there is a great need for the teachen to leam more about the 

dynamics of the families in order to plan projects for more appropriate times, or help the 

parents see what is happening to the children's leaming during these cycles of visits so they 

can heip the children cope. 



Amato ( 1 987) and Seltzer ( 1 99 1 ) studied the relationship between the children and the 

non-custodial parent. While in the instance of this study, the father is not in the situation 

of king a legal non-aistodial parent, he may be seen in much the same way by the 

children. The relationship between the children and the parent wtio is not continually 

present c a .  deteriorate. When the absent parent is around there can be confision about 

the role of the children and to which pamt they owe their allegiance. Par- of the 

children in this snidy need to disaiss the roles of each parent with the children and aiso 

wmmunicate to the teachers what their situation is so the teachers can better understand 

and assin the children who are living in "astronaut" f~lies. 

While there is a great deal of research on the issue of the lack of a maie d e  mode1 for 

children in the went of parental separation, there is aiso a great deal of research on the 

fallacy of the belief that this is detrimanal to the developrnent of the children (Zeigler, 

1995; Randolph, 1995). Therefore, the dynamics of the "astronaut" f d y  are difiicult to 

disceni and this can make it even more diflncuit for the school to know how to as&. This 

points to the need for more communication between parents and teachers. 

Dickerson (1 995) cautions us to hterpret phenornena wi tb  their specific hiaorical and 

cultural context if we are to ensure the guality and accuracy of the knowledge gained. 

Burgess (1995) poims out that adjustments &en need to be made in fàmily Iife when 

immigration is happening and M y  patterns need to evolve depending upon 

cirnimstaaces. It is important to look at the nrengths as weU as the weaknesses (Ziegler, 

1995) of.the type of M y  situation in which the mothers and children find themseives. 
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3.3 Parentalinvolvementinschool 

"It takes a whole village to raise a child" (Noblel 1995; Randolph, 1995). This old Afîican 

proverb is as true today in Southern Ontario a s  it was when it was fint stated. The 

Ministry of Education has acknowledged this wisdorn in Policy/Prognun Memorandum 

No. 122 by rnandating "School Councils" for each school in Ontario. 

The govemment recognizes that the education of Ontario's young people is a 
shared responsibility involving schoolsl students. their families and members of the 
comunity. 

The school councils, therefore, must consia of parents, teachers? students and community 

members. 

When parents take part in their chiidren's school, this sends a signal to the chiidren - 
school is a good thing (Greenberg, 1989). Chiidren need to know that their parents 

approve of what goes on at school and beiieve that it is what is best for them. Gordon 

(1980) believes that by bringing the home and school closer together, the parents can have 

more influence on the school's understanding of the famiiy's culture. When parents are 

visible in the school, children reaiize that parents know what is happening and can assin 

them in their studies. 

in our complex western society, schools cannot be expected to cover ali the important 

areas of development in a child's life. AU those with a stake in the future need to be 

involved in what happens in a child's lie. Thus, parents are essential partners in the 

education of children (Galen, 199 1) and they need to be viewed as qua1 partners by the 

teachers and administrators. If parents are viewed as equal partners, communication 

between the home and school wiil be open and supportive and this will enhance the 

education of the children. * 
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Research has s hown convincingly t hat parent involvement (bot h fat hers and mot hers ) in 

schools is imponant for children's leaming, attitudes about xhool and aspirat ions (Dauber 

and Epstein, 1993). There are rnany ways parents can be involved in the schools (Bloom, 

1992). They can participate m i d y  by being a spectator on days which are designated 

as parent visit days or visit at some other time (Gardner, 1979) or to a greater extent as is 

their wont. Teachers and adminiarators like to believe they are open to parent visits 

(Chavkin, 1989) and they cm show this by welcoming parents h o  the schools on a 

regular basis. 

Every school can benefit from parental volunteers (Ferguson, 1995). Parent volunteers 
s 

who act as Iibrary assistants hlielp students find relevant materials and do projects. Parent 

aides in the classroom are du, very usefiil. They do things that increase the adult- 

student contact? for exampie, by linening to individual students rad. marking work as it is 

being done by the students and helping students understand what they are doing. Parents 

often have areas of expertise that can assist in the subjezt areas in which they have these 

specid talents? for example. music, visual arts. Volunteers from muiority cultures can also 

bring their own cultural traditions into the classrooms to broaden student contact with 

cultures different fiom their own. 

A paruiership benveen the school and parents is what is needed according to Slaughter- 

Defoe, Nakagawa, Takanishi and Johnson ( 1990). Epstein ( 1 994) deluieated six types of 

involvement that fom a comprehensive program of pmership with parents and 

1. parents have some basic obligations - housing, nutrition, safety and 
establishing home conditions that support children's learning, for example, 
monitor fiee time 

2. basic obligations of schools - to effktively communicate with parents 
including how parents can assist their children in theù learning; 
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3. involvement at the school building 
4. family involvement in learning activities at home - 

motivation, encouragement, monitoring; 
5 .  involvement at the deci sion-making lewel; 
6. involvement wÏth coiiaborations and exchanges with the comUnity. 

The greater the involvement of parents, the better they will understand what is happening 

in the schools, the more likely they will be able to help their children and advocate for 

policy changes that they feel are in the best interest of their children. As Milken (1994) 

stated: "the successfùl interaction of families, communities and schools is critical to the 

quaiîty of education that children are equipped with as they face an exacting fùture" 

(P. 14). 

Through involvernent in the school and school system, parents can sati* many of their 

own needs with regard to their chiidren's education. Many parents want to know "how 

their children are dohg". how the system works, and what they cm do at home to assin 

their children (Bauch, 1989; Okagaki and Sternberg, 1993). Therefore, the teachers and 

administrators should ensure that their communication with parents is open and honest. 

There should be ongoing opportunities for parents to interact with teachers and be visible 

in the schools. These opportunities should not sirnply revolve around "hot dog days" and 

a c h e e f i  "hello". There should be tirne set aside for substantive interaction. 

Beyond knowing more about the school and syaem and trying to make the system better, 

most research studies report the direct positive effect on the students of their parents' 

involvement, for example: Bloom (1 992) reported higher test scores, long-term academic 

achievement and positive behavior and attitudes; Chavkin and W~lliam (1 988) reported 

enhanced self-esteem of the child; Chavkin (1989) showed signincant increases in school 

achievement and Delgado-Gaitan (1 99 1) and Solomoa (1 99 1) reported greater academic 

success on the part of the children. 
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Parent involvement in the decision-making process and advocacy is also beneficial both to 

the school and the children (Davies, 1987). Parents involved in this way can influence the 

cmiailurn to some extent as weii as the attitudes a d  values that are implicitly taught in 

their children's school. LeWi (1982) believes that there is a large scope for possible parent 

and commun. involvement but the a d  numbers of parents that do become involved is 

s m d  because many parents believe they lack the skiils necessary for significant 

UivoIvement . 

Much of the research on parental involvement and student achievement does not take into 

consideration the parents from cultures other than the dominant culture, even when they 

may ask for a more active involvement on the part of minority parents (Chavkin, 1 %Wb). 

Studies on the academic achievement of immigrant children in the United States showed 

that many are over-represented in remedial and slow leamer classes and under-represented 

in gifted classes (Manon, 1980). At present in the school in which 1 teach, rnany newly 

arrived children are over represented in the group identifieci by the ESL and speciai 

education teachers as behg "at risk". That is, these teachers believe the children wili have 

difliculty leaniing and may not be able to work at the grade levels in which they have 

been placed. Yet ethnicaüy diverse parents often do not participate in their children's 

schools where they couid become advocates for their children (Delgado-Gaitan, 199 1). 

Gwa (1994) reporteci that the concept of LD (Iearning disability) does not exkt among 

some unmigrant parents. Parents in her study tended to attribute difiidties to factors 

within the chiid @ut did not mention leamhg disabilities) and to extemal factors. The 

interna1 factors identifid by the parents were laziness and inattention. Therefore, it is 

reasonable that parents would not become advocates nor feel that there would be any 

beneficial outcome nom becoming active participants in th& children's education. Some 
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parents from muiority cuituces may believe that it is not their place to be in the school; the 

school may be viewed as the teachers' place and the parents' role is not to be a teacher. 

Several authors have identified some reawns that non-English speaking parents may feel 

alienated from the school. For some the language barrier rnay make it ditncuit (Berliner 

and Casanova, 1985); dso muiority parents may feel intimidateci by the school and a 

system they do not understand (Chavkin, 1989b; Leitch and Tangri, 1988). For others 

th& experiences with their own schooling cm affect involvement especiaily if that 

experience was negative (Robinson and Fie, 1994). 

Chan (198 1) has done some work in the area of culturally diverse parents and involvement 

in the school. Although Hong Kong is very westernized, Chan found that many still 

observe ancient Chinese festivals and customs and that most parents put enormous 

pressure on their children to achieve for the good of the family image (Lin and Fu, 1990). 

However, they tend to iimit themeIves to working with their children at home and not 

become involved in the school itself. Thus we see the impact on famiy cul~ual values that 

Contiicianism has had with its stress on achievement as a source of pride for the group 

(Ching, McDermott, Fukunaga, Yanagida, Mann and Waldron, 1995; Suzuki, 1980). 

Education for their children is often regardeci as an investment on the part of fkt  

generation immigrant parents (Lee, 1985). They have brought their values with them and 

only as acculturation proceeds do these tend to be modified (Chiy 1987). Since these 

values include letting the school play its role, it is not nirprising that Ritter, Mont-Renaud 

and Dombusch (1993) found that Asian parents are unWtely to contact the school even if 

they have a problem. 

Wallaghan (1993) beliwes it is imperative that f d y  members become active members 

of teams that work with and in schools. This kind of involvement can especially help 
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parents who are new to the country to understand the new system It can also help 

parents orient themselves and see the value of their involvement (Sancho, 1979) and 

understand how their partnership wili enhance their children's success (Galen, 199 1). 

It is very useful if parents accompany students on field trips (Yao, 1993). both for the 

parents and the teachers. It provides an opportunity for the teachers to see how the 

parents imeract with their children because differences in cultural backgrounds produce 

differences in foms of social interaction (DeVos, 1980). Also the beliefs of parents define 

the kind of person they want their children to become (Hess and Azurna, 1991) and 

teachers can better understand this if they have direct contact with parents in social 

settings. 

We must recognize that parents are competent decision-makers where their children's 

needs are concemed and simply attending so-calied parent information nights is not good 

enough (Curry-Sontag and Schacht, 1994). Parents have a vital role to play and teachers 

need to ask them what they want to do or believe they are able to do given their diverse 

tirne demands. Schools should no longer have complete powèr to define the cumculum 

and thus to repress, dominate and disempower rninorities (Corson, 1993). The 

education system needs to listen to parents and begin to end the sociai injustices that are 

experienced by those who do not speak the dominant language. 

Correa (1 989) believes the challenge is to h d  ways to increase involvement of culturdy 

diverse families. Ifthis is what is needed then the profession must be open to the families' 

perspectives and understand the familiai relationships (Chiu, 1 987). The Confucian virtues, 

for example, filial piety, mutual dependence, group identification, h m o n y  and self- 

discipline, play a large role in educatiod expectations (Matsuda, 1989). Tseng and Wu 

(1985) discussed how the value of the f d y  is central to Chinese culture and that parents 

view their success in part through the ability of their children to perform well in school. 
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This c m  have an impact on how parents view their own participation and what they 

expect from their childrrn and the school. 

The key person in this process with new Hong Kong families is the mother. Cummins 

(1986) believes that when educaton involve minority parents as partners in their children's 

education, a sense of efficacy is developed that communicates itself to children and this 

has positive academic consequences. Howwer, the dominant culture tends to evaluate the 

behavior of minorities from its own perspective without input from the minority group 

members (Ogbu, 199 1). 

While educators in Ontario betieve that it is very necessary for parents to support the 

education of their children through help at home and at school this is dennitely a middle 

class North Amencan perspective. Research has not conclusively shown whether parental 

involvement in school has the same outcornes when the parents are not fiom the dominant 

culture. What can a parent do who does not speak the dominant language or feels self- 

conscious about her ability to communicate? How can the parent know what is expected 

of her when it is the child who mediates the contact between the home and the schooi? 

How can a mother, a virtual single parent, find the t h e  to becorne involved to the extent 

she would like to be? More research is needed on the kind of parent involvement that is 

the most effective with parents who are new to Canada (Singh, Bickley, Keith, Keith, 

Tnvetter and Anderson, 1 99 1 ). 

There has been very little research that has concentrateci on mothers in relation to schools 

or education (David, 1993). Therefore, it foliows that there has been even less in the area 

of minority mothers (except for Black mothers in the United States). If teachers and 

administrators really want parent involvement and have parents support instructional 

agendas, they must understand the diverse school experiences among parents, diverse 
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economic and tirne constraints, diverse linguisiic, and cultural practices (Fitzgerald, 1993; 

Finders and Lewis, 1994). 

Teachers and administraton need also understand that parents have expectations for their 

children that impact on their attitudes and beliefs conceming the education system (Bacon 

and Ichikawa, 1988), must laiow and understand parents' beliefs about learning (Neuman, 

1993; Wragg, 1989) and be prepared to include and work wnh them. Hsu (1 994) cds 

for parent-tacher CO-operation on expectations and beliefs. This can only be 

accomplished when both groups know and understand the expectations and beliefs of each 

other and if we do not attend to the home, whatever strategies we carry out in school may 

not be completely successfùl (Morrow and Paratore, 1993). 

For the most part, al1 parents want their children to do well in school, but parents have 

different ideas about what constitutes success (Okagaki and Sternberg, 1993). Variations 

in parental beiiefs can be a fùnction of cuiniral background. Parents also define the causes 

of failure and success differently (Hess and Azurna, 1991) and educators need to know 

what these are in order to build on them. Therefore, it is even more important that we 

leam about the befiefs of the parents of the students we teach in our schools. This must 

also be understood in the context of the cultural values of the groups under consideration. 

T eachers must know, accept and reinforce parental expectations (Warren, 1988). not the 

other way around. 

Burnaby (1992) ca ls  for a great deal more qualitative information using the words of the 

minority people that can illuminate more M y  their experiences in Canada, especiaiiy in the 

area of learning Engiish and attempting to interact with the dominant culture. While 

qualitative studies can provide this, we must not neglect analysis of the information 

obtained in this manner. Ln attempting to learn more about issues that concem the 
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mothers in this study, 1 used the guidelines given by Maguire (1987). She teils researchen 

to consider carefbily the questions asked in order to avoid bias and putthg words and 

thoughts into the muids of those being asked. However, it is crucial that we learn more 

about minority cultures and establish relations with thern with regards to the education of 

their children (Corner, 1984). This is the ody way we cm Unplement the best education 

for minority children (Laosa, 1982; Sontage and Schacht, 1994). Therefore, this study 

was intendeci to add to the qualitative research on a specinc gmup of minority people and 

to h d  ways to estabiish relations with this group to help teachers and administrators 

devise the best education for the children. 
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Methodology 

4.1 Procas 

This study began with the question, "wtiat cm be done for the children in "astronaut" 

families to help them progress in their English skills development". Since the mothers of 

these cMdren are closest to them and are the most important adult in their lives, an 

investigation of the lives of the mothen seemed the most logical place to start to answer 

this question. In looking at the methodological research, the best type of research process 

that seemed to frt the question is ethnographic research. Goetz and LeCompte (1984) 

discussed this kind of research with mino* groups and said that ethnographic research in 

cultural contexts should be a description of cultural groups, their beliefs and behavion in a 

real world setting. Goetz and LeCompte fùrther said that ethnographic research 

constitutes an investigation of a smaii, relatively homogeneous and geographicaily 

bounded study site. Researchers believe that it is the everyday that is important, for 

exarnple, Andrews, (1994) said that we need the knowledge that cornes frorn the 

examination of experiences themselves. Therefore, this study was intended to focus on 

what is happening in the daily lives of the women and their children and how the schools 

the children attend address the issue of "astronaut" families. Maguire (1987) beiieves 

that participatory research rnust be done with rather than on people and that this is the 

only way to really understand the issues involveci. However she also stresses that we must 

be carefùi in the questions we ask because they will shape how we perceive the results. 

Therefore, the questions should be as straighâonvard as possible and simply ask exacdy 

what is wanted to lem. 

Schools need to know about parental expectations and what types of cornpetencies 

parents encourage (Goodnow, Cashmore, Cotton and Knight, 1984) in their children and 
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also match thern with the currida in the schools or change the cumcuia ifthat is what is 

needed. In order to leam about parental expectations in this study, it was the mothers 

who were here and able to discuss these issues. 

Another aspect of this study is the mothers' needs for education themselves (adult 

education). Lee (1993) has pointed out the lack of models and research into immigrant 

women's needs for education and therefore, as Hall (1 975) points out, traditional social 

science researsch paradigms are inconsistent with the p~cip les  of adult education. the 

participatory research process was chosen. Participatory research assumes that ordinary 

people are knowledgeable and capable of knowing about their own reality and therefore 

the research can focus on problem posing and problem solvhg (Maguire, 1987). It is only 

through acknowledging and valuing the reality of the mothers in this study can we begin to 

understand their lives and what is needed in the education system to make the system and 

interaction between the system and the home better for minonty students. Some research 

methods assume a problem orientation ody (Fantini and Russo, 1980), while participatory 

research cm investigate real life without assuming everything is problematic. Using this 

qualitative process makes it easier to interpret the social faas in the given conte- 

(Trueba, 1979)- 

In participatory research there is always a question of power (Maynard and Purvis, 1994). 

Since 1 was involveci with the women who pdcipated in the study as a tacher, there can 

be concerns about what is expected by a perceived authority figure. There is an added 

concem in this instance - I belong to the rnajority group in Canada and the women belong 

to a rninority group. The issue of perceived power is great in this instance and therefore, 

great care needed to be taken to reduce the impact of this situation Driscoll and 

McFarland (1989) beiieve the researcher should be in contact with people she is studying 

and not maintain a distance that can inhibit understandhg @ut the issue of power must be 
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kept in mind). Maguire (1987) says there mua be a power sharing between the 

researcher and the group, and it behooves the researcher to make sure this happens, but 

also acknowledges that is impossible to remain completely distant.. . 

Total impartiality is impossible in this case, since 1 came to know the women in this study 

quite well. However, 1 also beliwe it is true that the women came to trust me through 

the course of time in a language class and later in social contacts, and therefore, 1 perceive 

that my interpretation of the results would be accurate and the women would not have 

silenced nor distorted their voices as cautioned by Weingarten (1 994). 

Maguire (1 987) advocates a dialogue process to investigate women's everyday life 

experiences, the kind of expenences that are at the base of this study. However, most of 

the women in this study did not speak English weli enough initiaiiy to feel cornfortable 

talku>g about their lives at length in English and there was a great chance for 

misunderstanding if 1 had asked questions directly in English. 1 thought about using a 

translator for interviews, but rejected this idea because 1 believed that the women would 

be reticent to talk about personal issues with a stranger present and i f 1  had used a person 

know to them, they would not have answered because they rnay not have wanted that 

person to know about their personal issues. A different process had to be employed. 

Brock-Utne (1995) advocates the need for a ferninia methodology characterized by an 

emphasis on Iived experience and the signtficance of evevday Me. Wyiie (1995) concurs 

and says that we must deal with women's concrete, particular, personal experience. We 

need to think about how we can best listen to and make sense of women's accounts of 

theiir lives (Ribbins and Edwards, 2 995). 

Collins (1985) cautions that culturai groups Vary in the ways they evaluate the signincance 

of narratives and therefore, some may believe that some things are more or les  important. 
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It is dinicult to know in advance what is perceived as more important. Therefore the 

questions developed were a result of listening to the women practice their Engtish, their 

stated needs in relation to Ieaming Engiish that were disaisseci at the beginning of the 

English language sessions and the literature in this field. This is an important part of a 

participatory study: participants must be part of the development of the questions 

howwer and w henwer possible. 

1 wamed to know about the mothers' daily hes f k t  and therefore the questions reflected 

this need. The questions were &en in English and then given to a women who had 

agreed to act as my translater. She is a woman outside of the group under consideration 

both geographically and sociaüy. (Cantonese is the usual spoken language of the group of 

women who agreed to be in this snidy, however, Cantonese and Mandarin are written the 

same. Therefore, "Chinese" is the language used here by the women and translator.) The 

translator is Chinese and is sympathetic to the research and cultural sensitivities of the 

group. She, herself, is in an "astronaut" famiy, a woman newly anived in Ontario with 

her two children with her husband still in Hong Kong. Therefore, she was able to 

appreciate the issues involved and be CO-t of what questions could be asked without 

the women feeIing I was being too personal and could also elicit relevant information. 

The translator is Buently bilingual (Chinese and English) and thus could dialogue with me 

in English and ciiscuss the interpretation of the Chinese women's responses as she 

translated them. 

D u e  (1985) has stresseci the need for a respondent to be able to answer in her own way 

and therefore she said that questions should be as open-ended as possible and that the 

questions shouid emerge nom the concems of women being questioned. Mer 1 had 

explained to the women what 1 was trying to do and asked for their participation, each of 

the women who agreed to participate in the study was given a copy of the open-ended 
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questions with a covering letter explaining what was king asked for and why (see 

appendix). The women were also asked to sign a consent form saying that they 

understood what was happening and explainhg that they could withdraw at any time. 

The letter, consent fom and questions were already translateci into Chinese, but the 

women were also given the original English version Included in the package was a biank 

audio tape that 1 hoped would be used by the women to answer the questions. 1 asked the 

women to take the questions home, think about them and then answer the questions by 

t a k g  into a tape recorder in their own homes. I hoped that this would give the women a 

lot of time to consider the questions and thuik about how they wished to respond. 1 also 

intended that this process wodd provide opportunity for the women to have input into the 

questions themselves. If they did not feel any question was appropriate, they couid 

express their reservations early and we couid then have negotiated alternatives. Ailowing 

the women to respond to the questions in their own homes, 1 beiieved, would make it 

possible for them to do it on their own tirne, whenever they felt they couid do it and since 

they would be in their own homes, fed cornfortable enough to say anything. They would 

have more time to consider their answers and add to them when somethuig came up they 

wodd like to Say. Without my intervention directly, 1 hoped they would be  more 

forthcoming, especially in the area of t heir feelings. Weiler ( 1 99 1 ) pointed out t hat this is 

absolutely necessary because it is their own personal experiences that can be the source of 

the knowledge and tmth and can contribute to a transformation of their world. 

These women are technologically adept, there are many ekctronic machines in their homes 

and the use of the tape recorder should not have interfered with their speaking their rninds. 

Driscoli and McFarland (1989) emphasized the need to examine feelings as weli as 

activities and therefore, 1 had hoped that the time dowed for the women to respond 

would have made it easier for them to refiect on thek feelings and be able to talk about 

them. The experience then would have been more of a narrative process that could d o w  
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for greater rdection as suggested by Collins (1985). Conneily and Clandinin (1990) 

confimi that a narrative approach fits best with qualitative research and that through 

narrative people c m  explain and reveal thernselves. 

Collins (1985) also advocates a nanative process because she betieves that humans are 

storytellers. Mowing the women to tell th& aories at their own speed, in their own 

tirne, with questions that were intended to be triggers only was as close to n d v e  as 

possible in the circumstances and 1 also hoped this would allow their voices to be heard in 

as a nanirai way as possible as advocated by Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger and Tarule 

(1986). Foflowing the process of translation of the tapes and transcription, 1 planned to 

use the material to explain the everyday lives of the women in question, their perceptions, 

their needs vis-à-vis their children and the education system and their beliefs and 

expectations for their children. 

4.2 Pilot Study 

Since the process I proposed had never been done before, 1 conducted a small pilot study 

pnor to the main study. The pilot study was intended to test the process; to see if it was 

possible to get relevant information using the open-ended questions and the tape recorder. 

This pilot study would aiso flag any questions that did not reveal relevant information and 

perhaps give ideas for other questions that would be usefiil. 1 know several other 

"astronaut" families and therefore 1 asked three women in these "astronaut" families to 

take part in the pilot study pnor to the fiaal development of the questionnaire. The 

women I asked to take part in the pilot study live in a community just east of where the 

women in the main study live and therefore the wornen in the two groups do not know 

each other. The three women agreed and they answered the questions within a week. 

Their responses were translated and after reviewing their responses, 1 decided to add an 
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additional question to the main shidy. This new question asked what sidarities and 

differences the women perceived there were between Living in Ontario and h g  in Hong 

Kong. ï h i s  question was asked because this seemed to be an important issue and an area 

of hstration for the mothers as well as their children. 

4.3 Main Study: Data Collection and Group Evolution 

I gave the questionnaires to the women in the main study in January, 1996 and they 

retumed their responses within one month. Luckily the responses came in one or two at a 

time which gave the translater time to do her work at a fairy leisureiy pace. Right d e r  

the women had completed the questionnaires the interaction between the researcher and 

the women and arnong the women themselves changed. Several of the women stated how 

glad they were to have answered the questions because it gave them a chance to reflect on 

their situation. This in tum led the group of women to begin to compare notes with each 

other about their responses. As the dynamics totally changed, so did the focus of the 

midy. The women began to take comol of the group and this in nim changed the way 

the study proceeded. 

The group continueci until June, 1996, even though this was not my original intention. 

Origllially I had agreed to continue oniy unal the Easter break in April. While the group 

was on-going, 1 gave the responses to the translater and she gave them back to me one at 

a t h e  which allowed me to think about each one separately and compare the responses as 

they came in rather than as a total group. After 1 wrote up the r d t s  of the 

questionnaires in the form of numenc tables in order to see similarities, it was obvious that 

the process had not worked as well as 1 had amicipated. The responses were quite one 
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dimensionai and there was v h d y  no discussion of feelings. Howewer, since the group 

had totaily changed its course, and the impact on the women of the group experience was 

different fiom what was expected, 1 decided to interview three of the women to see i f1  

could get more information. By now it was September and 1 had totally broken contact 

with the women as a group. The focus of the follow-up was to be what happened after 

the classes had ended, how they perceived the group experience and what impact the 

group experience had had in their Iives. 1 contaaed three women chosen because they had 

chidren of the same age who go to three dierent schools in the neighbourhood. The 

women agreed to let me come to their homes and uneMew them. These in te~ews  were 

done during the winter break, December, 1996. This tkne 1 interviewed and taped the 

mothers in English. Foiiowing the hou-long inte~ews, 1 transcribed each of them. The 

chiidren of the mothers were present duruig the inte~ews because the mothers stiU had 

some concems about being taped in Engiïsh and wanted to have help with translation if 

needed. 'The three mothers aii perceived that their children spoke English better than they 

did. Therefore, it became clear that the mothers were dl not totaily codident in their 

English skills. 

1 had also decided that it would be very important to talk with the children of the three 

women who agreed to be intervieweci as the foUow-up. This study began with a question 

about the children in "astronaut" families and therefore, it seemed essential to try to get 

some input from the initial group that inspireci the study. The t h e  wornen whom 1 

selected d have children in Grade 7. This maintaineci the necessary homogeneity 

mggesteci by Goetz and Lecompte. Being in Grade 7 aiso meant that the children were 

old enough to talk with me and had come here from Hong Kong recently enough to 

remember what their lie was Lice before coming to Canada. The setting for the 

conversations was thek own rwms in their homes aud it was d u ~ g  a time of helping 

them with an Engiish project they were doing at school 
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The other aspect of this study is the teacher pre-service and in-service implications. The 

mothers have their ideas; the children theirs and therefore, it was important to get the 

perspective of the administrators and teachers in the schools about what they are doing in 

the area of "astronaut" families. The three children each go to a diffierent school in the 

area and therefore 1 also interviewecl the three different principals and home room teachers 

in these schools to get their perspectives on "astronaut" families, theu needs and what the 

teachers and administrators feel they should and could do. hteniewing those outside the 

main study group was recommended by Drïscoll and McFarland (1989). who stresseci the 

need to get feedback fiom idormants in order to get a better perspective on the main 

results. The principals and home room teachers were intervieweci individually in their 

schools in Januaxy, 1997. 

Using this triangulation rnethod 1 hoped to gain an even Qreater insight into the 

interactions among the important piayers in the issues under consideration 

4.5 Research Questions 

The two research questions that began this study were: how do the mothers usuaily spend 

their time and would it be beneficial, from their standpoint, for them to be actively 

involved in t heir chiidren's schools? 

Main Study 

Moving, in and of itself, causes great disruption to a family. Moving into a new country 

with a difFerent language and different culture can cause even greater disruption. Add this 
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disruption, for the women in this study, to the fact that they made this move without their 

husbands and it is even more difndf even though most rnoved because they perceiveci 

that it was the best thing for their children. Most of the women in this group have never 

lived in a single farnily, detached house nor have they been responsible for al1 the tasks that 

must be done in such an environment. Therefore, in an effort to understand their situation, 

the fmt series ofquestions, as niggested by Silvennan (1985) dedt with how the women 

spend their time during typical days and on the weekends and with whom they interact 

d u ~ g  these Mies (see Appendix). 1 hoped by knowing how they spend their time 1 

would gain insight into theû tirne conaraùits and a better understanding of what actualy 

goes on in these homes. 

Canada is a bilingual country, with Engiish and French as the two official languages. 

Chinese is not one of the officiai languages. However, Canada is also considered to be a 

multicuiturai country. This means that people who corne to Canada h m  countries in 

which English or French is not spoken can nill speak their first language, participate in 

cultural acîivities and get on quite well if they live in an area in which there are many other 

people from the same home lands. Many stores, banks and other services are provided in 

the first language of many people new to Canada and therefore, it might never be 

necessary for some to fùlly integrate into the English or French scene in Canada. 

However, most education in Ontario is conducted in English and for young people new to 

Canada to receive a good education they must be able to converse and work in English 

during their school careers. They may choose to work in their own language when they 

are finished their schooling, but most jobs will require them to speak and work in 

English. 
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The women in this study are not fluent English speakers and believe they have relatively 

few opportunities to participate in f o n d  Engiish development for themselves in their 

everyday lives. However, they do recognize the importance of their children dweloping 

good English skills. This was also the issue that prompted this study. Thedore, the 

second set of questions dealt with what the mothers believe they cm do to assist their 

children in their English development, given their time constrah and their own English 

language ability . 

Even though the rniddle class school system in Ontario believes parental involvement in 

schools is both helpfid and advantageous, the mothers in this study corne 

&om a completely different educational background. In an education system where 

Confiician values are still strong, the hi& value we purport to place on parental 

involvement in the school is absent. The Confiician value involveci here is the one of each 

person having hidher own particular role to play: students must learn; parents mua 

provide the correct enwonment at home. As students fiom this environment are expected 

to be mainly responsible for their own Ieanllng, the third set of questions dealt with the 

beliefs the mothers have of the reasons for their children's academic success and fdure 

(Yokota- Adachi and Geva, 1997). 

Finally, there was a series of questions that asked the mothers about actual experiences 

they had had with the schools in which their children study here in Ontario. This part also 

included questions about the hopes and expectations they hold for their children's 

education here. 
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Follow-up 

The questions asked of the three mothers in the follow-up were about their feelings one 

year later, the changes that may have occuc~ed in their [ives becuise of the experience they 

had in the group and their contact with their children's schools in the past year. 

1 did not develop a formal set of questions to ask the children. I talked with them about 

their feelings and changes in their lives since coming to Canada. 1 asked what had been 

the most difficult things for them here and how they felt about leamhg English and being 

here with their mother alone. 

I formulated a set of questions for the principals and teachers in the three schools. These 

questions revolved around their concems about teaching students from "astronaut " 

families and whether they had special programmes for students and their mothers (see 

appendix). They were also asked about the unique characteristics of theû schools and 

their beliefs and roles in teaching children from mhority groups. 

4.6 Sample 

A local Chinese church provided space for the women to attend classes in Engiish in 

response to an expresseci need on the part of the minister in the church. 1 had agreed to 

work with them on English development for several months in r e m  for learning about 

their lives here. The minister has had involvernent in the school in which 1 teach because 

his son attends the school. He believed the women in his congregation would benefit fiom 

language classes. The classes were set up for two days a week for one and a half hours in 

the aftemoons through negotiation with the women. These women all had corne to 

Canada with their children while their husbands rernained in Hong Kong. Their husbands 
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visit two or three times a year for two to four weeks. From this group, ten women 

agreed to take part in the research study. 

The children of the women go the schools in the neighbourhood of the church. The two 

boys and one girl are in Grade seven and are in the beginnuig stages of theû English 

development. ïhey attend ESL classes in their schools. 

The principals of the three schools which the children attend agreed to let me interview 

them and each seiected a Grade 7 homeroom teacher for me to  i n t e ~ e w .  The interviews 

with the principals took place in their ofnces. 1 interviewai the teachers in their 

classrooms and staff room. 
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Resuits 

5.1 Pilot study 

Three mothers who live in a community just east of the community in which the mothers 

in the main study live agreed to take part in the pilot study to ascertain whether the 

process and questions would elicit usefùl responses. These women all had the same 

characteristics as the women in the main study, that is, they have corne from Hong Kong, 

been in Canada three years or less and are here with their children but without their 

husbands for most of the year. 

When I approached these three women and asked them if they wodd help me out by 

trying out the questions, they asked if they could respond in writing instead of using the 

tape recorder. They said they wanted to  be able to jot d o m  ideas whenever they had a 

minute, instead of doing it aU in one sitting, even though this had not been my expectation. 

The women responded in writing and their responses, once translated, provided relevant 

information and showed that the questions could bring out responses that would give 

insight into the issues involved. This pilot was also the impetus to  add the question about 

changes in their lives since coming to  Canada. 

FoUowing the recomrnendations of Goetz and LeCompte (1 984) this study involved a 

srnail (10 women) relatively homogeneous cultural group. The women were al from 

Hong Kong, and have lived in a s d  Ontario town for the past three years or less with 

their children but without their husbands. Goetz and LeCompte also suggested the study 
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group should live in a geographidy bomded site. The women aii live within four 

kilometers of my school in a rectanguiar area bounded by the tbree schools their children 

attend. 

The composition of the mothers' ESL group remained in flux for the first several months 

of sessions, October to December. Some women came and went until a stable group of 

12 remained. While the group membership was stable, ail the women were not always in 

attendance at every session. Each had family or household issues with which to deal 

during the weeks of the sessions, for example, one child broke her leg and the mother was 

forced to take her to the doctor on regular occasions. Severai of the women came and 

went to Hong Kong themselves for a couple of weeks. Two of the women had visitors 

fkom Hong Kong (not their husbands) and so elected to stay at home while the visitors 

were there. 

Once the group became stable, the group members verbaily contracted with me to remain 

in the group until April so that their stories could be collected and discussed. April also 

seemed a natural ending point. This is when many courses end and with the arrivai of 

spring, 1 believed the women would not want to be inside for several hours each week. 

The mothers in this study were unlcnown to me and each other prior to meeting at the 

church for the fht time for the ESL sessions, but readily agreed to take part in the classes 

and the study even though they expressed reluctance to speak in English to answer my 

questions in the study. They were relieved when I explained that they would be able to 

communicate their responses in Cantonese. 
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Ten women from the group of 12 eventuaily agreed to participate in the main study, and 

they also requested that they be able to answer the set of questions in writing rather than 

on tape jus as the women in the pilot snidy had wanted to do. 

5.3 Demographics 

The women are in their late 20's to late 3 0's. ïhey have been in Canada with their children 

f?om half a year to five years, for an average length of one and a haif years. AU but one 

woman fit the initial criteria of being in Canada three years or les. However, this 

woman's English development and acdturation was the same as those who have been in 

Canada for less time in that her vocabulary was about the same as the women who had 

been here oniy two years and her grammar was also similar to theirs and therefore, her 

responses have been included. 

Six of the mothers completed secondary school in Hong Kong; three finished junior high 

school and one went as far as grade 6.  The translater whom 1 used for the study said that 

this amount of education is typical of this generation of women from Hong Kong. Most 

did not go on to poa secondary school because they did not have easy access to university 

in Hong Kong and therefore tended not to pursue higher education. They were mainly 

expected to many early. 

The mothers and their children Live in large houses (described as "monster homes" in the 

media). They have beautifid and very large kitchens. Their fiirninire is m a d y  of a type 

that would be found in Hong Kong although they said that they bought a lot of it here. 

Each of the children in the family has a cornputer for school work. The property around 

the homes is substantial. Moa of the eont yards have been professionally landscaped, 

while the back yards are mainly grass. This enwonment is totaily different fiom what they 
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had experienced in Hong Kong. In Hong Kong they al l  liveâ in large apartment blocks in 

apartment complexes. They would generally eat most of their mals at restaurants not at 

home. 

5.4 Mothers' responses 

For the purposes of reporthg the responses of the women in this study, the quotes are 

literal translations of what they wrote in response to the initial questionnaire and said in 

the taped interviews, each woman has been given a pseudonym reflecting her heritage. 

Lo Lim: The way 1 spent my days in Hong Kong is completely different 
kom what in here. In Hong Kong, no matter what happened, my 
husband stood by me. At home, my maid took care of al1 
household &airs. But I have to do aii of these by myself now. 1 
aiways console myselfwith the sayhg that "when you gain 
something here, you will lose another there". 

The mothen have an average of 2.2 children here. There is a large age range among the 

children, fYom 4 years to 20 years, so the mothers mus deal with s variety of school 

situations, and academic achievements. The average age of the children is 12 years and 7 

of the mothers are deahg with children in their teenage years as well as pre-teen and 

older . 

The families chose to corne to this paît of Caaada/Ontario for a number of reasons 

May Wan: There is fieedom here. 1 have Wends here too. 

Kam Sue: 1 like the environment of Toronto. [t is easy to find a job. 

Way Yi: My relatives and friends are also living here. 

Lo May: There are many schools. Especially there are more universities. 
The houses are large and the environment is quiet. 
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Fay Lo: I have visited here bdore, and 1 like this place very much. 

In an effort to understand the whole of the women's days and Merent activities in which 

they participateci, the questions were broken d o m  into parts. Firstiy, the questions dedt 

with how their spent their time with th& children then, what they did when their childm 

were at school. 

1 (a) H o 0  in the m s- 

Mainly the mothers assisteci their children in getting ready for school and seeing that they 

got to school &y. 

Joy Nam Before they go to school, I make breakfkst for them. 

Sui Tarn: In the moming, 1 make breakfast for my chiidren and then take 
them to school. 

Fay Lo: In the moniing: get up at 7 a.m. and prepare breakfast 
imrnediately. Pack lunch for my chikiren. Wake them up, help 
them to wash their face, comb their haïr, get dressed and eat 
breakfast. Then, take them to school. 

A couple of the mothers do not need to take their children to school because they can go 

by school bus. One mother's son goes to university, so he drives himself. 

Most of the mothers did their housework in the moming or went shopping for groceries. 

May Wan: do housework, go grocery shopping. 

Fay Lo: M e r  they go to school, 1 do the houseworlq clear the dishes, 
make the beds, then watch TV news. 
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Way Yin, whose chiidren are 17 and 18 years old, said: "After they go to school 1 wiu 

sleep for a whiie i f 1  haven't got enough sleep." Min Yan said, "Then I sometimes have 

dim-sum with my siblings or fnends". Sui Tarn does something none of the other mothers 

mentioned: "1 attend fitness class twice a week". 

The aftemoon activities are extensions of the mornings - going out for lunch, shopping, 

getting necessary personal and household tas ks done. 

Way Yin: in the afternoon, before they come home, 1 will have dm-sum in 
the restaurant with my ûiends. We will go together to the 
department stores or supermarkets which are offering a sale. 
Sometimes 1 go to the beauty salon. 

The late aftemoons are very busy. The mothers supervise their children's homework, 

prepare supper, take their children to tutors and extra classes. 

May Wan: review lessons. 

Kam Sue: Every Wednesday, 1 send him to the private tutor. On Tuesdays 
and Thursdays, he goes swimming; on Friday Mghts, he has 
Mandarin lesson. 

Fay Lo: When the children come home, give them something to eat, 
watch TV with thexn, chat with them and ask them what they have 
Iemt at school today, s u p e ~ s e  them doing their homework, cook 
supper. 
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Many of the children stay up very Iate (after 1 1 :O0 or 12:00), especially if they are in 

secondary schooi. The mothers do some act~ties with the younger children ifthey have 

any and some of their own aaivities before the children go to bed. 

Kam Sue: in the evening, we watch TV, play vidw games together. Before 
he goes to bed, read some books, not the textbooks. 

Min Yan: After supper, we watch TV for M a n  hour. It will be 10 o'clock 
when dishes and c1eanup have been done. My son goes to bed at 
10 and my daughter at 12. 

Sui Tarn: Before going to bed, 1 tel them some stones. 

The rnothers get some tirne to themselves after the children go to bed. However, some 

are so tired, they simply go to bed themselves. 

Joy Nan: 1 finish what 1 need to do. Sometimes 1 do some reading; 
sometimes 1 cal1 my fnends. 

Fay Lo: m e r  they go to bed, 1 senle some more personal business, and 
then go to bed. 

Lo May: Mer they go to bed, 1 do what 1 like to do. 

Way Yin: Mer they go to bed, 1 go to bed too. 

The work of the women does not end on Fridays. They stil l must do a great many things 

on the weekends. They were asked how they spent a typical weekend and their responses 

showed that they were very busy with their childrea durhg that t h e  too. 

Way Yin: On week ends, my children and I go shopping, watch rnovies, eat 
dim-sum, play badminton, swim. 

Kam Sue: On Saturday momings, [my son] has Chùiese and mathematics 
lessons. 
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Min Yan: Oo Sundays, we go for dim-sum, sometllnes we go shopping or 
buy grmeries. Because my daughter is older, I dont have to 
arrange aoything for h a .  My son d a s  not like shopping, he 
always stays at home. 

Hui Wo: On weekendq my children and 1 sometimes go shopping in the 
malis, somehes stay at home, watchmg TV or cleanuig 
fùrràture. 

The women in this study are here without their husbands and therefore? if they wish to 

converse with another ad& they mua either telephone a fnend or relative or visit with 

M e r  outside the home. The mothers were asked whom they would see? besides their 

chiidren, on a typical weekday or weekend. 

Moa of the women said they wodd see fiiends and three said they would see a relative. 

Way Yi: On a typical &y, 1 see my schoolrnates, neighbours or fiends 
emigrated from Hong Kong. 

Several of the women said they played Mah jong with fiiends or relatives. 

Karn Sue: In my typicai &y, 1 go for dim-nim and play Majong with my 
fnends. 

Besides havhg to deal with their chiIdren, do housework see their &ends when time 

permits, the women have the total responsibility for the household maintenance and 

finances. There are many other people with whom they m s t  interact for these situations, 

for example, plumbers, landscapers, lawyers, accountants. 

When asked ifthey ever needed help in household maintenance and finances, most of the 

women replied that they felt competent to deal with these issues on their own. They 

would call on help only as a 1st  resort. It help was needed then %ends were enlisteci in 
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most cases. Since there are so many professional people in the area who speak Cantonese, 

it is M y  easy for the mothen to conduct necessary business in their first language. 

Joy Nan: 1 go to pay the bills by myselfor have them paid by autopay 
scheme. 

Sui Tarn: Household atthirs, paying bills and buying things are al1 done by 
me. 

Hui Wo: When 1 need somebody to help me out in sume of the household 
flairs such as lawn care 1 will look up the advertisement in the 
magaPnes or ffyers. 1 pay all bills by rnyself. I cal1 on Mirent 
people to help me out with different problems. For example: 1 ask 
my friends to help me with problems concerning hydro and water, I 
ask my accountant to ded with my income tax. 1 handle &airs 
relating to citizenship and school at my best. 

The mothers in this study have high expectations for their children. Generally they expect 

their children to complete university and get good jobs. 

Lo May: 1 hope they can get an ideai job and can take care of themselves. 

Min Yan: 1 hope they cm contribute to the society by means of what they 
have leamt. 

Kam Sue: To do some white-collar jobs nich as working in the bank, 
accountant 

Way Y in: Professionals such as accountant, p harmacist, profession in 
computer. 

One mother felt she could not answer this question because her children are too young 

With these expectations, one of the most important issues facing the children of the 

mothers in this study is the leanùng of English. The mothers and the chiidren rnay be able 

to live day to day without a great deal of English, but the chiidren will have difficulties 

academicaiiy in Ontario schools untii their Engüsh proficiency reaches a certain level. The 

more help the children can get, the sooner they will be able to achieve academicdy. 
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When asked if and how they helped their children with Engtish development the mothers 

Lo May: To help my children leamllig English, 1 provide them with 
cornputer, audio tape recorder and dictionary. In summer vacation, 
1 require them to take SuIllIller courses. 

Joy Nan: 1 encourage them to read more English books, Esten to radio, 
watch English W. 1 try my best talking to them in English. 

M .  Yan: 1 cmot help them because their English is better chan mine. 

Three mothers spdcal ly  said they had hired private English tutors and another mother 

huited that she also had a tutor (according to the trandator). 

While they may not feel confident enough to diredy help their children learn English, they 

could perhaps assia in other areas of school work. Therefore, the mothers were asked 

about any help they gave in these areas. 

Fay Lo: 1 teach them to read Chinese, History, Science and story books. 1 
buy books and cassette tapes for them, do experiments. 

Wui Ho: 1 take them to learning centres for Mathematics and Mandarin 
lessons. 

One other mother gave a similar ansver and three mothers sirnply said "no" (that they 

could not help their child.) 

Recent research has shown that miiintaining one's test language helps in the development 

of the second language. Therefore, the mothers were asked Îfthey exposed their children 

to and helped them read Chinese books and newspapen. Most mothers do this. 

Hui Wo: 1 help my children in reading Chinese newspapers. 
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Min Yan: 1 help my son, but not rny daughter, in readmg Chinese Stones. My 
daughter is very good at Chinese. She dways reads classical 
Chinese literature, magazines and fiction. 

Only one mother specifically stated that she believes the continued use of Chinese is 

worthwhile. 

Fay Lo: 1 help my children leaming Chinese. It is beneficial knowing one 
more language. If they know Chinese, they can keep in touch with 
their former classrnates and reiatives. Besides, they rnay need 
Chinese in their fùture career. 

As part of their answen about helping in other subject areas, several of the mothers said 

they took their children to Mandarin classes. Again, they employ outside help in 

maintainhg the C hinese language.. 

Since they do not often directly help their children in their school work, the mothers were 

asked what they believed their role is in their chikiren's education. 

Joy Nan: 

Fay Lo: 

Lo May: 

Min Yan: 

Encourage them. Let them know how to accept and cope with the 
new environment. Talk with them more. Leam with them and 
tackle problems with them. Cornfort them. Explain to them the 
effeas and advantages of different educational syaems 

In the education of my children, 1 think 1 play a very important 
role. Besides taking care of their nutrition and clothes, 1 have to 
"educate" them. Educate includes indcating a correct concept of 
morality and helping them to acquire knowledge. 

In the education of my children, my role is to encourage them to 
work hard. 

In the education of my chiidren, my role is to drive them study 
hard and behave weli. Teil thern that accomptishing what one 
should do is one's responsibility. Encourage my children to work 
hard, to think in the right direction, to develop their mental and 
physical abilities properly. Remind them to set a goal for 
themselves, not to fidi into a wrong track and not to be lazy. 
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To achieve th& goals the mothers b e h e  that students must achiwe academically. 

Therefore, the beliefs of the mothers for children's academic success and failure were 

probed. The mothers were asked what the children should do in school to succeed. 

Min Yan: 

Lo May: 

Sui Tarn: 

Fay Lo: 

ïheir responsibilities inchide working hard, loving their parents, 
respecthg their teachers, getting dong with their peers. To 
succeed in school, not O& they need intelligence, they should also 
work hard. 

In order to succeed in school, children shouid work hard to 
achieve good results. 

"1 think if my children cm understand what teachers teach them, 
and can apply what they have learnt, they will succeed in school. " 

"1 believe that my children should t ake "initiative" to leam, should 
work "barder". They should pay attention to their study, The 
intellectual ability and degree of diligence deterrnine how much they 
can achieve in school." 

As to reasons for not succeeding: 

Way Yin: not attentive in class 

May Wan: they dont review the Iessons. 

Lo Lim: Too much fieedom in the teaching and learning in Canada is the 
cause of poor performance. 

Lo May: They are not doing well in school because they do not pay attention 
to their snidy or they sometimes get lazy. 

'The major role of the schools is to assist the student to succeed to the best of their 

abilities. Therefore, the mothers were asked their opinions of the schools their children 

attend. They were asked about the expectations they had of the schools, what they liked 

and what they felt the schools could do better. 
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Min Yan: 1 hope their school c m  teach students politeness, help students to 
achieve good resuits in their study, and to make good development 
in their mental and physical abilities. 

Lo May: 1 hope my chiidren's school has teachers with good qualifications, 
has good discipline and provides more opportwiities for my 
children to learn. 

Fay Lo: 1 expect my chiidsen's schooi to be a good school which has a well 
estabiished administrative structure; provides sdlicient textbooks; 
is well equipped; is aware of the students' moral, imeliectual, 
physicai, social and artistic education. 

Severai mothers expressed the expectations that the school would: "give more 

homework". The main thing that is liked about the schools their children attend is 

expressed by May Wan: "The teachers are good". This was the response given by al1 the 

mothers. 

Teachers and adminisirators can always do better or change what is going on. When 

asked about what changes they would Iike, the mothers responded: 

Min Yan: 1 think the school can emphasize politeness of the students, ask 
them to do more physical exercise and more homework 

Lo May: m think the school shouid assign more textbooks for students. 
îheir teaching method should include pushing students to finish 
their school work and to have their homework p e r f d y  done. Give 
them more chances to read reference books. 

Lo Lim: BasicaiIy, it is to give them more homework so that they will not 
get indolent at home. 
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Since the focus of this study is on the mothers, their chilcirai and their school, the mothers 

were asked ifthey would like to becorne involveci in th& children's schools and in what 

way they feel they wuid be involvecl. Most of the mothers arpressed the belief that, 

aithough they might like to become involved, they wuid not because of  their M e d  

Engiish. 

Hui Hg: Actuaiiy 1 like to attend the activities in school. Howwer, my 
capability is iimited. 

Joy Nan: Not for the the  being, because 1 am also learning English 
through ESL class. 

Fay Lu: 1 am willing to take part in my children's school. Unfomuiately, 
for the tune being, 1 am unable to conimunicate in English. 

When asked ifthey had had any experience in their children's schools, several mentioned 

that they had attended parent teacher meetings. 

Lo Lim: I participated in a school meeting once. On that occasion, a 
teacher asked if anyone needed Chinese translation. However, 
nobody raised their hands. So I gave up the request. 1 didn't 
understand what was discussed in the meeting. Therefore, 1 never 
go to any meetings again 

Hui Wo: When 1 visit my children's school, 1 find myself a stranger. It may 
be due to my limiteci capability in English. 

Going to meetings seems to be their idea of what participation in school is. When they 

were asked about voluntee~g in the schools they said their language was a banïer and 

they were not qualifieci anyway. However, severai of the mothers said that if the school 

would offer ESL classes for adults and they codd a- then 

Lo Lim: b v h g  more contact with teachers, parents would be more willing 
to participate in other activities. 

Sui Tarn: 1 will participate in the social gatherings to meet other parents. 
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It is impossible to ask aü the questions that one might iike and therefore, the mothers were 

asked ifthey would iike to make any 0th- comments. They had =me important additions 

to make, for exampIe: they want the teachers to b o w  about the special interests and 

inclinations their children have; they want teachers to listen to parental ideas about 

education; they believe the teachers should understand their children's characten; teachers 

need to leam and respect the holidays celebrated by cultural communities. The main t h g  

they would k e  teachers to be aware of is that respect for others is a paramount issue. 

5.5 Evolution of the group 

The group process became an integral part of the study d e r  the women answered the 

questions 1 had given them. In the beginning (that is October, 1995) the women were veiy 

much like other adult ESL classes that 1 have worked with on many occasions in many 

other setthgs. They came to the sessions, did the conversation exercises and went home. 

However, once the mothers began discusshg their responses to the questions with each 

other, around the end of Januaxy, everytfiing changed. 1 believe that through this process, 

I have had greater insight into their responses. 

At the end of January (end of tenn in our schools) one mother brought her son's report 

card fi-om school and asked for help in understanding what it was really saying so she 

could go to the parent-teacher i n t e ~ e w  with some questions. We rehearsed the questions 

she codd ask and the possible answen she might hear in order to make it easier for her, 

even though she planned to take a translater with her to the school. 

From then on, more and more of the women began to bnng household and famIy issues to 

the sessions. They brought their Arnerican Express Card bills in which there were 
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enclosures they did aot understand; they brought their hydro and water bills for 

explmation; they asked for help in using the pubtic library. 

By the time Chinese New Year came in February, they were bringing food to the sessions 

and beghning to discuss personal relations in their familia. One woman's mother died in 

Hong Kong and upon her retum, the other women in the group gathered around and gave 

her a great deal of support. They brought their problems with their teen y e  children to 

the group. Some wanted clarification that what their teenage children were doing was 

acceptable in Canada because some of the behaviours were not acceptable front their point 

of view, for example, not going to a detention given by a teacher. They were assureci that 

this was not acceptable in Canada either. 

We began to have more conversations about teenagers in Canada, expectations of young 

people, the schooling in Canada, Iife in Canada in general. When their husbands came to 

visit, they taiked about the changes this made in their well-established daily routines and 

how their children were affected. They also cornplaineci about having to make fÙll course 

Chinese dimers for their families when their husbands were here. These are a lot of work. 

When April came, 1 reminded the mothers that the language sessions would be ending and 

we would be going our separate ways as had been agreed initially. The women ail 

expressed their wish that this not be the case. They wanted to continue to  meet, not 

necessarily for strictly English practice, but to leam more about their surroundings and 

gain support from each other. With the arrivai of spring, they wanted to get out and see 

the area. Several mothers expressed the wish to tind some good fishing spots to go to in 

the summer with their chiidren. 
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1 went to a local hotel that had a rack of brochures about attractions around the local area. 

We had to stay fairly close to home as the women needed to be home after school for their 

children. 1 brought the brochures to the church and the women looked thern ali over. We 

disaissed the distances involveci and what they might see at each of the places. Together 

we drew up an itinerary for the next three months. While the group members were 

becoming fiiends, 1 still felt 1 was in the role of tutor and explainer. This ail changed once 

we started out on Our excursions. Each new step in the process was resuiting in changes 

in the dynamics of t he group and the relationship between myself and the women. 

Sanguinette (1 994) discussed how having a wornan's group can help forge relationships 

and this was jua what was happening. 

We gathered on the momings of the excursions in the church parking lot and pooled cars 

so that those who did not drive couid corne, and we would not have too many cars going 

dong the roads. The women had decided among themselves before we met on the fia 

trip day that after our trip we would all go to a dim-sum restaurant for lunch. This was 

another instance of them taking control of their lives and leaming and this became the 

pattern of the days that followed. They began including me in their families. They invited 

me for dinner to their homes and 1 met their visiting mothers, grandmothers and mothers- 

in-law. Sometimes, these visiting relatives were also included in our trips. They even 

tried to teach me Majong. They were not successful! However, the mothers were 

continuing to take ever more control of their leamhg and the process of expanhg their 

horizons. They were proving the value of education in piaying a part in women's 

empowerment (Barr and Birke, 1994) 

The first trip we took was to the local "Engiish" (their expression) Super Centre grocery 

store. In our area it is very easy for the women to shop only in Chinese stores because 

there are quite a few of them and so most of the women had never been to the English 
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supermarket. We wandered up and down the aisles and discussed what the various meats 

were and how to cook them. They vent some t h e  looking at the f?ozen foods and 

decided they were a good idea for fast food diers  for their children when they had to get 

out quickly for math classes, piano lessons, and other extra curricuiar activities. Now, 

while they rnainiy still shop in the Chinese stores, they do, on occasion go to the local 

English store and they do feel they can cook "Canadian". This Thanksghhg (October, 

1996) several f d i e s  got together to have a turkey dinner with al1 the trimmings for the 

£ïrst tirne. They also incfuded some traditional Chinese food in case they dicint me the 

turkey. Luckiiy, they found it great! 

We went to many other places amund the area from April to June. We went to the village 

of St. Jacobs to see a smaii Ontario town and buy some local &S. We visited Casa 

Loma and even one womanfs 90 year old grandmother climbed the aeps to the tower. We 

took the subway in Toronto and waked through the "underground city" and then over to 

Skydome. In May, we went to C d e n  Garden$ in Pickering, to look at the flowers and 

trees they rnight be able to put in their gardens or suggest to their landscapen what they 

would like added. ïhey  al1 walked around with paper and pend, d g  d o m  the names 

of the plants that took their fancy so they couid buy them at the local nursery. 

Each trip we went on involveci people t e h g  up differently so that 1 was always with 

different people. 1 really believe 1 became part of their group. As we went dong the 

highways, they kept in touch by cellular phone. One day, we los  contact with a group in 

one car. The driver had tumed off to get gas. However, with the cellular phones we 

quickly found out where she was and guided her back to our convoy. 

During one of our outings, the one mother who had worked outside the home in Hong 

Kong (Fay Lo) expresseci the desire to see ifshe could work in her childrai's schooi. She 
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does not drive and therefore would have to be invoIved in her children's school. She had 

been a teacher's aide in handicapped classes in Hong Kong. With her training she would 

have been a reaI asset to any school in our area. We have a real need for teachers fiom 

various cultural backgrounds and yet at the present they are not readily available. There 

are mles about being able to teach in Ontario and the paper work alone can be extremeiy 

daunting. 1 agreed to contact the Miniary of Education for the necessary papers. Fay Lo 

was also seeing this opportunity as one where she would improve her English. The papers 

needing to fiiled out were lengthy and required many documents f?om Hong Kong. We 

gathered together al1 that seerned necessary and sent them dong to the ~Mnistry. Three 

months later a form letter came back requesting funher documentation - papers that had 

been sent. 1 telephoned the Ministry to get clarification and never managed to actuaiiy 

speak to the person designated to handle this case. Fay Lo gave up on this avenue. 

Concurrent with this process, I suggested she volunteer in the special ducation class in 

the school her children attend. I contacted the principal who seemed very eager. 

However. the principal never called her and Fay Lo has subsequently become busy in other 

ways. What a loss to the system! 

My continual contact with the women had to cease in September as 1 had to r e m  to 

work. As we paned in June, we al1 said we would see each other in the fd. 

Throughout the summer, several families returned to Hong Kong; others took time to see 

more of Ontario and so 1 had no contact with them during that tirne. 

JUS afier school started in September, 1 was invited to a dim sum lunch with the group. 

They told me they had decided to continue their study of English. They have made 

arrangements with the wune church for a meeting place and a fiuently bilingual secretary in 

the church to work with them. They also want to continue to meet with me on a monthly 
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basis to practice what they m i d e r  "srnall talk" over lunch. 1 believe they have becorne 

empowered to take control of their leaniing and their lives here in Ontario. 

5.6 Interviews 

The three mothers whom 1 selacteci for in te~ews agreed to talk with me about their 

expenences suice lanuary, 1996 (Lo Lin, Hui W o  and May Wan). They said that they 

beiïeved their English had not irnproved very much but with encouragement agreed that 

they could be i n t e ~ e w e d  and taped in English. W e  gathered in their living rwrns or 

kitchens with their children present. 1 first explained why I wanted to talk with them and 

use the tape recorder. 1 also showed them the initial responses they had written last year 

so that we had a narting point for our discussion. The initial question was, "How has 

your Iife c h g e d  because of the ESL classes and the experiences we had?" 1 expected to 

follow the questions as I had outlined (see appdix). However, this did not turn out to 

be the case. AAer the fim question, the interview woived h o  a conversation about what 

was happening to them nght now. 1 kept the question Lin in from of me in order to try to 

get somethg on each issue but each of the rnothers really wanted to talk about issues that 

were uppermost in their mùids at the moment and use me as they had during our langage 

sessions - as a sounding board and tester of standards for behaviour. 

Each of the mothers did say that she was no longer as lonely as she bad been before 

coming to the language group. 

May Wan: 1 do not feel so lowfy. Each morning just phone, how are you 
today, any problem, no problem. 
al1 family go to church, but not make fnends 
now is better for me 

Lo Lim: easier than last year, more fiends - ask them 
busy now with friends 
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Hui Wo: go with fiends on trips 

Hui Wo and her children and Lo Lim and her children went to Windsor and Detroit during 

a few days of the winter break and said they had a good time. The children have taken to 

calling the other wornan adult "auntien. This is typical of these kinds of relatioaships. 

While there is no blood comection, close fnends are often d e c i  "auntien and "unclen. 

ïh i s  result fits into the eariy theones of Gilligan (1983) and othen and reiterated by 

Caffiuella and Olson (1993) that a sense of identity for most women cornes primady 

through connections and relational embeddeness. This could also help what Chow (1991) 

has identified as a problem for immigrant women - their inability to support each other. 

'Ihrough the coming together for an educative purpose, they found they could nippon 

each other in many other ways. 

1 did manage to ask about their relationship with the school k i r  chidren attend. May 

Wan said that she d does not go into the school building her son attends. She waits 

outside for hirn each day to drive him home but will not go inside. She said there are not 

many Chinese parents and children in the school and there are no Chinese teachers in the 

school, thus she remains reluctant to enter. She said that she does not read the material 

that comes home from the school because it is in English and it is much too difficult for 

her to read English yet. In my interview, the principal of this school wnfïrmed that he 

does not believe in sending material home in the languages of the children and therefore aii 

communications from the school are in English. One reason he gave is because it would 

be very expensive to translate so many communications into so many languages. There 

are many first languages in this schools and no one is in the majority. The principal in this 

school had not investigated the possibility of having translations done by a parent. The 

other reason that he gave is he feels that it would make the minority parents different and 

separate and he wants integration of ali the children and their familes as soon as possibie. 
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The principal of Hui Wo's school said she does send some things home in Chinese, but Hui 

Wo said that it is very rare fiom her experience. It seems that the moa common pattern is 

that communications are delivered in English. 

May Wan believes that her children are now doing much bmer than last year "my 

daughter cry wery day last year, now she happy; my son no problem in school" and so 

she herself is happier. She stiU spends the rnajority of her t h e  each day cleaning and 

cooking but her atnliation with her Chinese church gives her strengrh "I sit quiet in 

church. I go for my heart." She does not participate in any church activities outside of 

attending on Sundays. She said, "not fiiendly, don? taik with me. " She does have some 

fiends over to her house to play mjong sometimes. However, taking ev-g into 

account, while 1 was interviewing her, she seemed more content and more satisfied with 

her Life here in Canada 

While inte~ewing Lo Lim I found ber hesitam and reluctant to really talk about much 

other than what is happening nght now, but she seemed to be more cornfortable with 

some aspects of her children's schools. She aated: "1 know more about school now. 

Cm say English to son's home room teacher." However, when notes corne home fYom 

school she said: "Just have a look; ifnot need to sign, do not read, too trouble." This 

way of hancihg communications nom the school alrnost resulted in disaster. She a h o s  

got left out of her daughter's Wmter Concert performance because she had not read the 

note fkom school. It was only when her daughter narted to cry the evening of the concert 

that she got her older son to translate the note and she reaiized how important it was. 

Luckiiy she got to the concert and was very proud of her daughter: "1 liked very much." 

Even though 1 vied to bring the i n t e ~ e w  with Lo L h  around to my questions, she had a 

particular subject she wanted to talk about with me: walking to school and exercise. Ail 
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the mothers had said they felt the schools should provide more physical education and x> 

this was obviously still on Lo Lim's mind. Her younger son, in Grade 4, would iike to 

waik to school or ride his bicycle, but Lo Lirn asked: "1s it safe to walk? The Street is 

dangerous." We talked about the advantages of letting him waik as a fom of fitness 

because there will not be more physical education classes at the school. We discussed the 

strategy of her going to meet him at the corner oftheir street and the street leading to the 

school instead of going al1 the way to the school; but this was not acceptable because she 

said, " daughter never cornes out of school at the same time" and she certady is not about 

to let her daughter be alone under any circurnstances. Her daughter is in Grade 2. 

The use of the telephone was a great probleni for ail the mothers nom the vexy beginning 

of the groups sessions. Lo Lim said that she is somewhat more confortable using the 

telephone now. ïhen her older son said: "she d e d  tu get car appointment herseif," and 

she acknowledged that it is easier to use the telephone now although she stin makes her 

oldest son tdk on the telephone ifshe can. May Wan is obviously also ushg the telephone 

much more as she calls Hui Wo or Lo Lim o r  they call her each &y. 

There appears to much more sharing of the work load in the house this year than last. 

Lo Lim: f ~ l y  more close now; son not do anything in Hong Kong, not 
cornmunicate, now help each other 

May Wan: my daughter and son help me; daughter clean up her rom share 
the work 

Hui Wo: daught er helps sometimes. 

Inte~ewing Hui Wo gave me the feeling that she is still somewhat insenire in her Me 

here. She really did not want to talk about her own personal Me but instead always came 

back to the school and what her older daughter should be doing, "she is not doing go04 
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the teacher said she does not talk. " Hui Wo was already wonying about having to go to a 

parent-tacher interview right afker Winter Break. She said her older daughter would be 

able to translate with the teacher of the younger daughter, but she did not know what to 

do when it came to the teacha of her older daughta. 

Her other main concem was her son. He is presently in nursery rhool and a Montessori 

school. He is to start kindergarten in September and Hui W o  wants him to go to the sarne 

school her two daughters go to so that she can drive them aii together each day. The 

problem is that they do not live in the catchent ara for the school they are attending. 

Initally the girls had to go to a different school because the school they were supposed to 

go to was fbll and then when space became availabk, the girls did not want to leave the 

few friends they had managed to make. Now the school in their area is not full and the 

administrator expects Hui Wo's son to go to the school. The principal is, of course, 

concemed about keeping staff rnemben by rnaintaining his enrollment. Hui Wo asked for 

help in dealhg with this issue. Just as the women had asked for help during our sessions 

the year before, they still see me as one who wodd help them in their dealings with 

Canadian bureaucracies and services. 

1 agreed to taik with the principd of the school to which Hui Wo wanted to send her son. 

The issue was resolved when the principal agreed to take Hui Wo's son if she agreed to 

get him there everyday, since no bus would be available. She agreed to this as she is 

already taking the girls each day. 

1 had beheved that the relationship that developed berneen the women themselves had 

enhanced their living here and the responses to the foilow-up showed this to be the case. 

Having been in their homes, gives one a feeling of understanding and knowuig. 1 believe 

this has also enhanceci the power of the results of this study. However, even though al1 

said their lives were better now, di three cri& a; some point in the i n t e ~ e w .  They still 
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seem very fiagile when they dlow themselves to let go. They still seem to be mainly 

concemed about how their children are fitting into the Canadian scene and l e s  about their 

own issues. 

5.7 Principals interviews 

1 followed the sarne pattern for the i n t e ~ e w s  of al1 three principals. 1 initially wrote each 

of them a letter outlining what 1 was txying to do. 1 then calied each of them to request 

an appointment and the name of a Grade 7 teacher they felt would be best for me to 

interview. 1 made appointments with the principals and met each in hidher office. 1 gave 

each a copy of the consent form to sign and a copy of the questions 1 wanted them to 

discuss with me. As it turned out, they had al1 also heard about what 1 was doing fiom 

others, my principal, the ESL consultant. 

1 fim asked about the characteristics of their schools in cornparison to the school in which 

1 teach. According to their descriptions each of their schools is very different and also 

very different from mine. The school that is closest to mine (3 blocks nonh) is similar to 

the school in which 1 teach for numben (over 700 students) but the majority of students 

are from other parts of East Asia, not Hong Kong, approximately 70% Odesignated school 

1. 

The two schools that are about 3 kilometers West  of mine are different again. One is much 

smaller with only 350 sudents and havhg 15% Eom East Asia - designated school2. The 

third school is a senior school with only Grades 4-8. The size is also srnder than mine- 

460 students - designated school3. The rnajority of students in the third school come 

from areas other than East Asia. They come fkom Russia, Iran and European countries. 
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The principal in the srnailest school(2) openly talked about the problems with integration 

in her school: "Lots of speaking of Cantonese among the Chinese students and this tends 

te isolate them fiom the other students and since they are in the rninority they are really set 

apart . " 

Accordimg to the p ~ c i p a l s  in the other two sdiools, the students dso speak their fira 

language, especially "in the halls and lunch room*. 

Ail three principals taiked about the high expectations that they and their a& have of the 

students no matter where they have come fiom or how recently they have anived. They 

believe that it is these high expectation~ that make their schools good for the students. 

They do recognke the need for "tramition tune" (Schml2) when the students have come 

fiom non-Engiish speaking coutries and the dïfficuity of speahng English but they di 

want total htegration as quickly as possible. 

They ail believe they have a "welcomingn amiosphere in their schools and that the "values, 

beliefs and expenences" of the students are respectai by the staff and other students. 

Each school has a parent group of some kind. in School2 there is an ESL parent 

network. They phone each other when special events are happening. There are also addt 

ESL classes in the portables in the school yard. The principal in School 1 said that there is 

a "strong network for parents" in his school. However, it is not particuiariy for newly 

h v e d  parents. There are monMy parenting groups in School3 and according to the 

principal the parents are p e m d y  contacted by other parents prior to the meetings. 

AU three principals expresseci concen about getting the parents more involved in the 

school, but recognize the consaaints for women who are here without their husbands. 

The principal in School 1 said, " 1 am fiustrated because many constantiy say yes and nod 
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their heads even when they do not urtderstanâ.ïhere seems to be a delay in contact with 

the school when dad is not here. 1 perceive that the mothers may not be ailowed to go out 

on theu own." At School2, the principal expressed that, " it is hard to  reach moms 

because some don't drive and therefore cannot get to the school easily. " The third 

principal said that we, " need to recugnize that parents are doing what they have to." He 

also recognked that there "are cultural perceptions of the role of women and some sean 

fearful of expressing thernselves. " 

When it cornes to providing specific cultural expenenca and integrating the diverse 

cultural groups, ail three talked about having speciai events, and since they were 

intervieweci just pnor to Chinese New Yeu,  ibis was the mon ment event. Yet, this is 

what they have: special events, not on-going integraîion of the ailtural vaditions of the 

groups in theu schoois. The speciai events still seem to revohre around "food and festival" 

that is haWig children b ~ g  traciïtiod food and demonstrate special dances, and special 

songs rather than an integration of ail cuitures throughout the day and the year. Canadian 

content is viewed as  the most important service they fed they can render the students. 

As the principal in School 1 said " there are cu&ulum constraintsn and in School 2 the 

principal expressed the belief that, "the board could be doing more. " In con-, the belief 

that "immersion is wondefil; the sudents nad to fit in as soon as possible" was the 

response of the principal in School3. Therefore, it seems that without board policies on 

how minonty students are to be integrated, the principals have only the current curriculum 

to rely on. 

Each also expressed the need for more communication between the school and the home 

because as the principals said, "awareness is crucial" (School 1), and "parents' attitudes 

are crucial and their pnonties need to be expressed" (School2). "There is a neeâ for 

parents to talk with each other", was the view of the principal in School3. 
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The principals did not seern to be reluaant to talk about their schools or programmes, but 

they ail seemed to feel that integration is the key to good education. Since none were 

aware of the numben of Hong Kong -dents that are in their çchools, they also do not 

have the numbers of "astronaut" familes. In fict they seemed to find it difncdt to state 

whether there were children in their schools in this situation. This is not an issue about 

which they beliwe they shoufd be worried. 

The principal in School 1 said he was gratefbi for the opportunity to tallc about the issues 

invovled in this midy. He had some frustrations as expresseci above and he said that he 

feit he had a better understanding now. He was especially concernai about the number of 

parents who drive their chiidren to school. We talked for a while about the fears the 

mothers have for the safety of their chiidren, but came to no conclusions about what could 

be done. 

1 reported to the principals some of the mothas'concem about: homework, textbooks, 

physical education. While di three principals acknowledged that the mothers had 

legitimate concems, the main response was, "they need to understand that in Canada we 

do things a certain way"; "our hands are tied when it cornes to these issues"; "1 wodd like 

the parents to corne and talk with me". At this point there does not appear to be any 

awareness of the need for or move to get policy changes that would assist in these areas. 

5.8 The home room teachers 

The teachers were selected by the principals accordhg to my criteria that they be Grade 7 

homeroom teachers and were interviewed pnvately in their homerooms or the naEroom 

after 1 had taiked with the principals. 1 gave each of thern a copy of the consent fom and 
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the questions 1 had prepared. The Grade 7 teacher in School 1 has been teaching for three 

years. She appeared to be very aware of some of the issues regarding children from other 

cultures. She said she feeis cornfortable modifying programmes for the midents, although 

she does not teach al1 the subjects. She stated that her main wnceni regarding children 

and their parents who do not speak English is that: "parents do not rnake us aware they 

need a translater. Students do not acknowledge they need heip and parents are redy 

pushing the students. " 

She stated that she had witnessed some anxiety behaviom, but was not specific about 

what these behavioun were, on the part of some of the "astronaut' children she knew of 

in her class, but she said she is trying "to get to know the students and make a real 

personal comection to them." When 1 discussed what I have seen in my students, the 

irritability, the real pu& on homework just before their fathers anive, she con&. 

However, since she had not offered this information without prompting, 1 couid not be 

sure how accurate her impressions were. 

When it cornes to the parents, she nated her beiief that it is up to the administration to 

provide the bridge between the parents and the school and therefore, she has not been 

involved in any partidar parent activities. 

1 met the teacher whom I interviewecl in SchooI2 in his home room class. He said that he 

has been teaching in that school for a long time and it has changed a great deai in the past 

few years. The area had been a lower middle class mainly white area for most of the time 

he had been teaching there. Now houses are being tom down and very large homes are 

being put up. He said that he sees many problems with the children in his class who do 

not speak Engiish as a first language. He stated his belief that: "students should take 
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leamhg seriously, and that they should be aware of the aihure they have wme to and try 

to fit in." He felt the learning problems that some were expenencing were not really 

because of theu language, but because they did not want to fit in. He complained tfiat,: 

"they waat to stay together inside and outside the schooi." He stated that he believed, 

"there is a danger of loshg sense of Canada by trying to accommodate too mudi." He 

believes he can help the "astronaut" children best by "Iening them look to me as a male to 

fiII some of the gap they are experiencing by being in a f d y  in which the father is not 

always present." He did not apparently see that a family can take many configurations and 

that his belief that a f h l y  must consist of two parents may be hterfering with his ability 

to establish a rapport with his students. Inaead of trying to h d  ways to help the students 

he simply kept repeatuig "integration fmer". 

He does uot see his role as one of beiDg the mediator betwem the parents and the school. 

He is aware of language classes in the portables atîached to his school, but he has no role 

to play in these groups. He said that "there are many other cuitmes besides those fiom 

Hong Kong and ail need to be treated the same. There shodd not be special attention 

paid to those from Hong Kong." He did not seem sympathetic to the situation of the 

children in the "astronaut" families. 

In School3, the teacher and I met in the staffroorn with rnany other teachers coming and 

going. She said from the outset that she was in a huny and could not spend too much 

tirne. We were intempted by a teacher comuig in to put up a sign about the imminent 

strike in the board and this led to a short conversation about thïs matter. She said that 

there are so few students in the school from Hong Kong that she doesn't give them any 

speciai attention. She stated that, "they need what any other student would need." The 

only real issue involved is teaching them English and that there are only real problems 

when LD ( that is, ifthey have Ieaming disabilities not related to theû language) is a 
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factor." To date she has not seen any "astronaut" children as far as she knew. When I 

pointed out the reason I was talking with her was because there were some, she simply 

repeated what she had said previously. Her obvious anxiety to leave quickly interferred 

with the interview. However, 1 aiso believe that she was feeling somewhat defensive 

about the subject as she had not ever recognked "astronaut" f a d y  children and this could 

be perceived as a reflection on her as a knowledgable teacher. 

5 -9 The Children 

The three children intervieweci. Joseph, John and Mary. are attending dinerent schools 

but seem to be having similar experiences. While the names I have given them are made 

up. they are English narnes because each has an Engiish name now that they are in Canada. 

This is a cornmon practice and does not detract from their Chinese nam*i. The teacher in 

my school fiom Hong Kong told me that it is quite usud for children <O assume English 

names even in Hong Kong. 1 tried to make the interview a conversation rather than 

asking a lot of questions. We taiked in their own rooms where I sometimes help them 

with school projects. They ail said that their biggea concem is: having to speak and leam 

English. 

They al1 said they had liked living in Hong Kong and were very upset when they found 

out they were moving to Canada. Mary said that, "my parents told me on the morning 

that we got on the plane that we were going to Canada. 1 was very scared." This aiil 

seems to be a traumatic episode for her and she is reiuctant to talk about that part o f  her 

life. She still writes letters to fnends in Hong Kong and aiways taiks about the most 

recent letter she has received back fiom a fiiend. However. she is sad thaf " 1 probably 

d l  not see them again, and they wiil be diierent." It is interesthg that she already 
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realizes that changes are happening in her life and her Fnends, and that even though they 

were close when they lived in Hong Kong, they would not have much to talk about now. 

Joseph taiked about having "a best fnend in Hong Kong that 1 really miss". This best 

fnend was much older than Joseph, but he was v a y  important in Joseph's life. Joseph is 

concemed that, "now we do not even write. " Yet he does not do anything about it, and 

doesn't think he will in the hture, "1 will not wrïte to him now". He said this with such 

obvious sadness that 1 asked him why. His reply was a shmg of the shoulders and no 

probing could get him to go fùrther. 

John is the one who is least happy about being in Canada. He said he does not parUcularly 

like it here because, "there is not as much to do here." John enjoys eatlng out and one 

thing that makes Canada sort of "okay" is that, "there are more good places to eat now 

that more people are corning fiom Hong Kong." He resents his mother d m g  him lazy, 

but he does manage to avoid doing school work whenever possible. He is not r d y  

interested in leamhg English and he  does not seem to be womed that his teachers say he 

is not meeting his potential and leamhg English as well as he can. In tems of acadernic 

achievement and English development, John is the closest of the three children to the 

students in rny school, those who are not progressing as expected. Yet in his school. John 

has not been flagged as an at nsk mident and no special programmes have been suggested 

for him. John says that, "1 will get what 1 need when 1 need it . " 

In spite of their feelings about learning English and doing school work in general, this 

school year is going dong bener than last year because they do know more English but 

Mary saki, "1 still don't Iike to talk English"; and John admitted that, "It is hard for me". 

AU three agreed that they had to Iearn Enghsh evennially, but as Mary asked, "Do we have 

to l e m  everythmg so fan?" Mary's teacher is somewhat concernai, and her ESL teacher 
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has reported that Mary is not doing very well in her Engiish development. Yet Mary is 

not doing anything particular about it. When 1 suggested she read more in Engiish. she 

said, "rnaybe". 

There is more to living in Canada than leamhg English and the two boys mentioned their 

new interest in sports. Joseph said that he "likes Cana& more now bat he can play 

hockey"; and he plays on the sue* with some fnends as ofien as possible. Joseph is 

hoping to join a "realw hockey team somaime. John said that he, "loves playing 

basketball with my friends" and complained about being, " very sorry because we have 

had so much snow this year and so cannot play outside so much". 

Mary is eager to talk about her We in Hong Kong and her clnef cornplaint about Canada 

is that, *it is not a good place for shopping" . In Hong Kong, "1 could h a y s  find what 1 

wanted to buy". She gets moa of her clothes when her mother cornes back nom Hong 

Kong after a two or three week visit or when she ha9 been to Hong Kong herseif during 

holidays. She is also womed because, "it is too hard in school because 1 do not 

understand English". Yet she is not prepared to do much about the learning of English at 

this t h e .  

The chiidren do not appear to be womed that their mothers cannot or do not heip them 

with their English. They see that their mothers are going to ESL classes too and so they 

are "okay" with h a h g  to do things for themselves. Several times they simply shnigged 

their shoulders and said, "it doesn't matter". 1 beieve there are some issues they should be 

talking about with their mothers, a guidance teacher at school or a fiend of the family, but 

they recognize that their mothem are dealhg with many problems and are reiuctant to 

make their tasks more difficult. Mary saià, "1 would not talk to the guidance teacher as 
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school, he is not easy to talk and 1 don't have the nght words". Each have siblings and this 

complicates matten also. In the home, I have observeci the typical Anglo-Saxon teenage 

- younger sibling interaction - "get out of rny room", "leave me donen. 

The children have very large rwms and they are pleased about this. However, both 

Joseph and John said, "1 don't iike hahg to keep it cleao" and they sean to expect their 

mothers to do the work most of the the. They have models (both boys enjoy making 

models Joseph - transfomers and John - cars), a cornputer, books, pictures, posters and 

many other things they have either brought from Hong Kong or received fiom their father 

as presents when he has corne to vint. Each expresseci different views about their fathers' 

visits. John said "he aiways brings new things from Hong Kong and we go out more." 

Mary is pleased because, "1 don't have to look d e r  my brother and 1 get to miss school to 

go to the airport". 

The chiidren say they are working hard to please their parents when it cornes to schwl 

work moa of the time, even though they are hding it ciifficuit. They believe that it is 

their duty to do as well as they can Mary is particulariy concerneci because her teacher 

has said she is not worhg hard enough. She knows her mother is womed, but it, "all 

seerns so hard" and therefore she tends to avoid it as much as possible. John believes his 

mother will be les  worried once he goes to high school. 

Ail three children answered mostiy in monosyllables and were not particdarly forthcornhg 

in their conversation even when pressed somewhat. Much of what I gleaned came as 

much from what they did not say as what they did actuaiiy say. Of coune, this could be 

partly because of their limited ability in English; they do not have a large vocabulary 

especially when it cornes to emotions and issues that are quite private for them. They are 

spending their English Ieaming tirne studying academic language and they have not spent 
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an equal amount of time on the languge of feelings and relationships. Also even though 

they do see me as somewhat of a hiend. 1 am still a teacher. albeit in a school different 

fiom theirs, and they acknowledge that 1 am more their mothers' fiend than theirs. 

All the interviews were conduaed to try to get more information and to see if there were 

any consistent themes that could be linked to the original surveys. The interviews with the 

mothers brought me up to date but they did not add any new substantive information. 

While they had agreed to be interviewed and taped in English, it was obvious dunng the 

intewiews that their still limited English facility got in the way of fùller conversation. 

They are ail1 very private people no matter how fnendly they appear. Their lives have not 

changed substantiaily: they are still mothers alone in Ontario with thar chiidren. They 

have not had any real opportunities to make changes. They are limited by obligations to 

their children until the situation in Hong Kong is rwolved. 

The i n t e ~ e w s  with the p~c ipa l s  and teachers made it very clear that there is NU a long 

way to go in our methods of integrating children from other cultures. It is obvious that 

we, as teachers, are not ready to work with the parents on an on-going basis in the 

schools. It ni11 appears to be up to the parents to initiate any contacts unless there is a 

problem, at which time the teacher would initiate the contact or raise the matter in a 

scheduled parent-tacher interview. 

.. 
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Throughout the inte~ews and my anaiysis of the results, 1 was looking for something that 

came up consistently and would be of specific relevance to the purpose of this smdy - 
what teachers and administrators can do to help the chiidren in "astronaut" tàmilies 

develop English skiUs and try to involve mothers more in the schools their children attend. 

One theme did corne up that couid have speQal relevance, and that theme is - 
~~rmnunication. This wili be one of the f& of the subsequent disaission section of this 

dissertation, 
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Discussion and Recommendations 

6.1 The mothers 

The "Astronaut' fhdy is a unique contemporary sociologicai phenornenon worthy of 

many studies f5om different perspectives. The issues and th& &emiaths faced by the 

parents and children will Iast for many years as they become more integrated into or stay 

isolated from Canadian society and culture. I believe that it is necessary for teachers and 

administrators to find innovative ways to assist in the academic achievement of midents 

who corne to Ontario/Canada without a nmi comprehension of and ab* to use Enghh 

weu. Some long-tenn studies conducteci on the students would be very valuable as well as 

studies on students fiom past waves of immigration I fwe can M e r  understand what 

happens when people corne to a new country even in special ciramutances k e  this, we 

may be able to help students and their parents sooner and avoid problems thaî can arise 

later, such as cüfiidties in getting into universities and finding empioyrnent qua1 to their 

abilities. Of course, this will also be affecteci by the economic Mies, but 1 believe the 

schools have a duty to at least prepare the students for the fiiture. 

The idea for this particuiar study began as a r d t  of looking at the academic progress 

and especially the Englrsh acquisition of students in my school, relatively newly arriveci in 

Canada and particdarly those who had been here and had taken ESL courses for three 

years. Using this background 1 asked the question: Why were some of the students, newly 

aniveci from Hong Kong, not progressing in their EngIish development as well as 

expected and in the time fiames recommended by the board of education? The policy of 

the board is that students may only remain in stage one of their English development for 

one year and then they are expected to participate fùlly in the regular academic 

programme, with some modifications. This policy is expected to be adhered to unless the 
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mident has k e n  tested for a leaniing difficulty or there are particular circumstances. We 

have students in my school who have been here for th= years and their ability to 

converse in English has not advanced enough for them to be able to participate 

successfùily in al1 the academic subjects offered even with programme modifications. 

While we do not expect that most wiii be fluent speakers within three years, yet ftom al1 

the research on language aquisitio~ they should be htha ahead than they are. 

From these early concems, the next questions ensud: What is the -dents' home 

environment? What are parents doing to support and assist? What could the school be 

doing dierently to improve the students' success rate and help the parents at the same 

tirne? 

These questions led to the next step - a searcfi for litemtwe a d  people that could begm 

to m e r  the questions and perhaps provide ideas aad assistance for chging our 

methods of teaching and interacting with the students and parents ifthat is what is 

necessary. A h ,  since we have had minimai contact with the parents of these children and 

usuaiiy ody through interpreters, could the literanûe and other people involved in the 

issues under investigation provide ideas for ways the schooi could bring the parents into 

the school community more, and would this be efficacious? 

The teachers and adminisuaton whose schools have received the bulk of new immigrants 

recently have expected that the majority of these new students wodd be above average in 

their academic studies. They expected that the students would quickly adapt to the new 

environment as a great deal of research on Asian immigration in the past has documentai 

that the students were overachievers who worked exceptionally hard. However, these 

expectations have not always been fÛHied in the case of a m y  of the chiidren in this most 

recent wave of immigration in my school. Some new research (mainly aone in the United 
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States) is beginning to question the assurnption of earlier research and bnng up the issues 

around what the teachers in the school in which I am teadùng and severai nearby schools 

were seeing - students who wuld do some academic subjects we4 for example, math, 

were experiencing problems in English and social development. While the eariy research 

on problems that were arising noted what was happening, this research did not give any 

insight into what could be done about it. There was one suggestion that was offered in 

areas where there were many students fiorn one culture and language group. The 

suggestion was to initiate first language instruction for acadeniic subjects as was king 

done in California and Fiorida with children whose first Ianguage is Spanish. This 

literature niggested that first language instruction continue dong with special English 

instruction mil integration has occurred. Teaching the major acadernic subjects such as 

history, science, geography in a first Ianguage is not a viable option in the xhools in my 

ara at present. We do not have the staff nor in these economic thes, accordhg to the 

board administrators, the money. There is also no policy at pre~eat to support the 

concept of nrst language Ilisfiiction. To initiate a first language programme wouid 

require a very différent approach and policies would have to change drastically. 

Students fiom Hong Kong corne fkom a culture with many unique traditions. Initiaiiy, 

Hong Kong was an extension of the province of Guangzhou (Canton). The inhabitants 

who came to Hong Kong brought their cultural traditions with them - rnainly built around 

Confucianism. Contiicianism is not only a religion but a way of life and value system. 

Patriarchy is a main tenet of Confùcianism and provides a stability and cohesion for the 

f a d y .  When a family moved w i t h  the East Asian community, the stabiiity of an age old 

system could provide support until the f d y  became acclimatized to a new environment 

even ifit were a totaiiy new CuItural environment. 
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Enter the phenonomen of the "asrronaut" family. Instead of a traditional Chinese family, 

headed by a present patriarch, the "astronautw is a split-household with a mainiy absentee 

husband and father. This disniption in the n o r d  pattern of faniily Mie has put added 

stress on al1 family members and especially the mothers- more stress men than that 

n o d y  experienced when people fkom one culture move to a countsy in which the 

dominant culture and language is entirely different. The reseatch by Aggarwal(1990) 

supports this. She found that many immigrant women were unable to use strategies from 

th& home counw to confkont issues in their new countries. FortwtateIy, it seems the 

women in this study have begun to comma new rnethods and learn how to m&e sense 

of their lives in the new Canadian context. Aggarwal aiso found tbat most newly 

irnrnigrated women were extremely seff-conscious while spedchg English. This is also m e  

of the women in this study. Even as their English hproves, they are refuctam to use it and 

unless they become more cornfortable, it will C O ~ M U ~  to be an exercise rather than a way 

of We. This of course makes the transition men harder. 

immigration nom Hong Kong may increase again once China takes over the colony on 

July 1, 1997, especidy if' things do not go well for the Hong Kong people, that is, if they 

are not allowed to continue to have the say in their governance and money making as they 

have had in the past. It may take a few years for the increase to occur, since in each wave 

of previous immigration, there seems to be a tirne lag between events in Hong Kong and 

when people leave, but it may corne. Of coune, some of the people may chose to r e m  

to Hong Kong if the economic situation remains stable. Howwer, this midy has relevance 

for any potential immigrants fkom Hong Kong and dso for anyone e l x  coming to Ontario 

from a culture that is very different fiom what has been the white middle class cuitural 

n o m  for many years in Ontario and for the teachers who will be charged with teaching the 

students. If we expect to assist in the integration of students we need to be better 

prepared than we are at present. We need methods ofinquiry that can be adapted and 
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applied to any cultural group. We need strategies in place to involve parents in their 

children's leaming nght from the start. 1 hope that this study will be the beginning of 

raising awareness of the needs of the children and fimilies new to Ontario. There is a 

great deai of work to be done to assist in the integration of newcurners and the sooner we 

start, the sooner their lives wiii be Wer. 

6.2 Methodological implications 

The results of this study have show that these mothers are remarkably similar. The 

literature on ethnographie research States that is is the best type of group to study - one 

that is similar in as many ways as possible. The simiiarities couid be a b d o n  of the 

critena set at the beginning of the study - the rnothers had to be here three yean or Iess, 

with children in the ducation system and husbands presentiy iiving and workUlg in Hong 

Kong, traveiing to Canada only once or twice a year. Another reason they may have 

seemed s d a r  is a result of the questions and the way they were asked. However, 

knowing the mothers the way I do now, 1 beiieve the mothm are similar in ways 

important to this study and do face similar probierns and concens. This belief is also 

confinned by the translater, herselfin an "astronaut" family. She wncumd with the 

responses and said that they mirror her present experience in Ontario. 

The criterion for the selection of the mothers in this nudy was that of having been in 

Canada three y e m  or less. This was set not only to develop strategies for the students as 

early as possible but also because the board has set three years as a point of thne when we 

are to look closely again at the progress of Our ESL -dents. We need to decide whether 

it is simply a language problem they are having or if there are other concerns. Pnor to 

three years* the main issue can be language acquisition and we tend not to place as much 

emphasis on academic achievembilt. We do have fist Ianguage assessments for students 
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who have been here iess than one year if there are obvious difficuliies and we can get the 

pennission of a parent. However, waiting three yean to get heip for midents may 

jeopardize their entire academic career. They could fdl so far behind that they rnight not 

be able to catch up. Therefore, 1 believe we ne& to be talking with their mothers and 

fathen as soon as possible and much earlier than we are dokg at present so as to provide 

as much help for the children as we could. 

The criterion of being in an 'astronautN family was set because this situation seem to 

encompass the majority of families in this wave of immigration in our school and many of 

the children hom these familes are the ones who are not progressing as well as expected 

in their English development, according to the teachers' obsavations. The teachers in my 

xhool have discussed, at many meetings, what to do about children's leanilng when we 

cannot get help &om the home because the mother is involved in ber own issues, nich as 

looking after a large house, interacting with outside people and doing these aU by herseX 

hving parent i n t e ~ e w s  sorne of the mothers expressed the hope that the school will look 

d e r  their children. 

All the women who agreed to participate in the study appeared to be very open in their 

own way and honest about their situation. Even though they had not known each other 

prior to meeting at the church for English classes, they seemed to recognize that they were 

in a position to request and give support to each other once a level of trust had been 

reached. Being in a simiiar situation and being close in age helped also. Now I am not so 

sure about their openness. 1 believe there was some holding back and some unwillingness 

to say what was really on their rninds. For exampl+ according to the translator and 

several women I know from Hong Kong (not part of this study) rnany husbands who 

remain alone in Hong Kong have mistresses. This was never openiy discussed and never 

came up in the written responses or interviews. It is likely that this situation is pârt of 
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what some of the mothers in this study are dealing with and yet they never brought it out 

into the open in my presence. 

The first sessions in a leamhg programme are crucial to a process of learning and 

becoming a cohesive group. The women needed to see that they could have input into the 

classes and that the classes were such that they would be able to communicate bmer with 

people outside the Chinese community. The first sessions were planned around using 

simple vocabulary about the every day things around and how to begin, conhue and end a 

conversation. At the beginning we negotiated the Iength of each session, time of each 

session and the overall length of the process. Right away there was sorne sense of 

empowerment. The Iwel of schooling of the women was unknown at the beginning of the 

sessions; however, each said she was eager to learn to talk in English in order to know 

what was going on in ûntario and Canada and with their chiidren in school. Frorn the 

start it was established how important it was for them to understand what was happening 

in their children's schools. This was mainly done by asking about their chilcûen and 

concems regarding schooling in Ontario that we could discuss during our sessions. This 

made it clear to the women how alike they were in their situations and concerns. 

Al1 initial communication was conducted by using very simple Englisb checking that at 

least one person understood what was being said and then that person providing a 

translation for the others if necessary. Since the women were so motivated, they quickly 

began to Ieam words and phrases and their ability to communicate with me expanded. It 

also became quite easy for me to undentand what they were talking about, men though 1 

only know a few Chinese words. The context was a big help and they soon realized that 

they could get their point across using both English and Chinese and we coufd aii 

understand. 
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Severai women apologized for not king able to r a d  and write in English, but they were 

helped by al1 the others. They each were given a notebook to write ideas, vocabulary, 

phrases dong with being given many pichires and conaete, scperiential leaming. 

The high motivation of the group was a great asset in the sessions. Howwer, such 

motivation also made it very clear that the wornen needed to not oniy leam Engiïsh, but to 

interact with otha women and develop a support network for themselves. They lmew 

they were isolateci but up untii the offer was made to corne togaha in the ESL classes, 

they had done limle or nothing to break out of this isolation. 

6.3 The lives of the mothers 

That the wornen had rernained in isolation is not surprising when Iooking at what they said 

about their daiiy tives. Their houses are extremely large compand to their homes in Hong 

Kong. They do not have the benefrt of maids here bg.ause they Weve that d d s  are too 

expensive in Canada W~thout their husbaads to do dl the outside contachg, the women 

appeared to be ovenvhelmed with what they felt they were required to do. Only one 

mother in the group reported working outside the home in Hong Kong. The rnothers 

talked about spending their days in Hong Kong doing household work or supe~sing a 

maid, visiting with friends and family and shopping. Their household tasks uicluded Mme 

cooking and cleaning, even when they had domestic help, and seeing that their chiidren 

went to school and did their homework when they got home. 

In Canada, the mothers must also do household tasks. The main difference is that here 

they must do it A. In Hong Kong, many had maids to do the basic deanïng and since 

most lived in apartments in a tropical clùnate, there was no need to wony about such 

things as fimaces, snow removai, gerdening- They stated that in Hong Kong tixy had 
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husbands to look &er things such as taxes, car repairs and other tasks which they did not 

want or need to attend to. In Hong Kong, there are clearly defined roles for al1 members 

of the Society. The mothers knew their roles and were apparently cornfortable in them; at 

least they did not report trying to avoid the roles and responsibilities they had. Once thqr 

moved to Canada, th& roles changeci dramaticaily and there are no n o m  to heip thern 

deal with and adapt to the new roles they have to play. Having ail corne at the same the, 

these women do not even have fnends who have been here for a longer t h e  to help them 

adjust. The roles that the mothers need to play now are stiU not c l d y  defined for them 

because they have husbands who corne to Canada once in a while and expect their wives 

to behave in the traditional ways as they dîd in Hong Kong- 

The mothers in the fouow-up did note that their children are beguinuig to help more now, 

but 1 have noticed when visiting or driving in the neighbourhood that the mothm are 

doing the snow shoveling while the children remain inside. Obviously there are still some 

tasks that the mothers are expect ed to do. 

The mothers are also now responsible for the outside of the houses, an a m  that was not 

even an issue in Hong Kong. Many had their driveways redone with Stones as won as 

they moved in and hired professional landscapers to put in trees and flower beds so that 

the outside looks good. Now all that is necessary is maintenance and they do not have to 

do what might have traditionaiiy been their husbands' work. Howwer, the mothers have 

to see that the maintenance is done so they are really SN takiog on this role. Since the 

f d e s  live in an area in which there are many others f?om Hong Kong, the people they 

have had corne to do their landscaping speak Chinese and there was no need for them to 

interact with English speaking people nght away. 
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Hong Kong is a consumer society for those who can aRord it and the women in this shidy 

were f ~ r l y  weli off in Hong Kong and so did a great deal of "shopping" when they were 

living there. Here, in Canada, they expressed the desire to continue this advity as a way 

to get out of the house and be with other people and perhaps as a way to keep in touch 

with their previous lives. Being in mails cm aiso provide a sense of social activity. 

However, they say the rnds here in Ontario are ai i  the same - the sarne stores, the same 

food courts and they do not like to eat in the mal1 food courts as they do not provide 

traditional Chinese lunch food. They dso do not believe we get consumer goods such as 

they do in Hong Kong They are begi~ing to adopt the Canadian shopping style - go and 

get what you need and go home rather than spending hours w a n d e ~ g  from store to store 

as they âid in Hong Kong. During the follow-up, one mother said she was glad she had a 

fnend to go shopping with now and tbat made it better. The weather is dso a fkctor in 

shopping. It is possible to wander fiom shop to shop in Hong Kong aü year round as the 

weather is quite consistent. While they do have indoor shopping areas, they are smder  

and therefore, people tend to walk around outside in most of Hong Kong. Here, our mails 

are completely indoon and once one has walked from end to end, that is it. Therefore, the 

mothers said that their tirne outside the house is limiteci by this adaptation. When the 

mothers who went to Hong Kong during our year together were preparing to go they 

would talk about taking empty suitcases with them and planning to 6l.i up there with the 

newest items and especidy clothes for their children and themselves. One mother said she 

was not even taking a suitcase. She planned to buy new luggage there. 

The mothen do not watch telaision in the daytime as many North American 

housekeepers are purporteci to do because they do not understand the language weiî 

enough. Also, the aories are very hard to follow with their use of idiorns and the qeed 

with which they actors talk. There is a misconception that watching Engiish television can 

improve English language developrnent. This is a recoinmendation made in many papers 
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and books on English development. However, for thû activity to be of benefit, one mua 

at least understand the context and some of what is happening. A person's language 

development must be at a certain stage for this activity to be beneficial. 

1 have observed the great need the mothers have for duit contact and conversation. Das 

Gupta (1994) found that immigrant women are isolated both Mthin theu own and the 

Iarger society and through the ESL group process they are breaking that isolation. They 

have expressed th& desùe to continue to attend English classes or other such activities. 

This is where the school could be of great benefit. The mothers realize that they are 

isolated in their homes. Even as they acknowledge that there is a lot of work for them to 

do, they do betieve they can ihd t h e  to get out for actbitïes 0th- than groceV or  

clothes shopping. Indeed, this group of women found the time to attend Engiish class two 

days a week fiom October to May and have continueci this activity this second year. 

The women do not have a great ded of time for t h e d v e s ;  they always oeem to  have to 

be doing things for their children, taking them to schooi, to lessons, or looking d e r  the 

house, cleaning, laundry; as Davies (1990) found, women's time is other's tirne. The 

number of children and their ages is sigdicant in this innance. M o a  have chilcirer in both 

parts of the pre-university education system - that is, elementary and secondary. Only one 

mother had a cMd at nursery school. It is interesting that she has chosen to send hirn to 

nursery xhool since she is home most of the &y and couid take care of him Howwer, 

the nom in Hong Kong is to start school ( r d  school) at three years of age, and nursery 

school is the closest to going to school here. I f  we had junior kindergarte~ she said, he 

would go there haEtime and nursery school the other haif 

Knowing that the move to Canada had been a conscious choice as a way to provide a 

better We for their children made atl the work acceptabie, but it was still very h d .  1 



believe that the support network they have developed has taken some of the pressure off 

I also believe that they now feel more at home here and that has also helped deviate some 

of theu -eties. The faa that the women report king l e s  lonely, feeGng cornfortable 

traveling around and having mals  together shows how fàr they have corne in the year. 

Only one mother has a chdd not in the public education system. Therefore, they must 

spend time and energy each day taking the children to and nom school; to and nom aii the 

&er school activities, for example, math classes, Chinese classes, English classes, 

swimming, and s u p e ~ s i n g  homework and all the other matters necessary to bringing up 

children. Each of the women initiaiiy expresseci concerns that they did not how what 

thek children did in school and did not understand how the system worked here. They felt 

they could not cornrnunicate with the teachers or administraton in their children's schools 

because their English was not good enough. During interviews with parents whose 

children are expenencing difficuities, moa teachers ask parents to help their chiidren at 

home with English acquisition However, in a parent-teadier interview, especially when 

the parent does not speak Engiish, miscornmUNcation can happai so easily. In my xhwl 

we have two teachers who speak Cantonese and they are generally present at ail 

interviews where we believe they are needed. Yet when talking to the principals in the 

other schools, 1 discovered that only one has a tacher on staffwho speaks Cantonese and 

the other two principals expect that the parents would ask for help in translation if they 

need it. May Wan said she had enlisteci the aid of a sister-in-law who lives in a near-by 

community to come to the school and translate for her, but not ail the mothers have nich 

help and as the in te~ews  have shown, they do not ask for the help. The school board wili 

provide translaton but the teachers and addstrators had not communicated this 

information to them. The mothers seemed to be expectkg the teachers and principals to 

communicate with them while the teachers and principals are waiting for the parents to ask 

for help. This gap in information and communication needs to be addressed. 
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Each of the women expressed the hope that their children would be able to attend 

university here. The chance for their children to go to university was a prime reason for 

coming here in the first place. The education system in Hong Kong does not pennit the 

majonty of children to attend university there and they did not want their cMdren to go to 

mainiand China to u~versity. Canada has an aggressive recmiting programme in Hong 

Kong rqarding coming here for education purposes and the mothers recognize that their 

children have a greater chance of getting to univerrity here tban they would have had in 

Hong Kong. However, the poiitical situation hae is irnpacting greatly on the education 

system and the children will be required to do much better in the future, panicuiarly if the 

Ministry of Education brings in mandatory exit exams for secondary schools. The 

teachers and administraton d expressed the belief that the children m u t  integrate, 

become part of Canadian society. This means they must learn English, use it in their daily 

interactions and academic careers. We have corne a long way in our ability to assist Young 

people with their English s a s  developrnent, however, unless there is a concertesi team 

effort between the school and home, students rnay not reach their &il potential. 

Al1 the mothers initially said they could not help their children with English because they 

themselves did not have enough proficiency. Even at the follow-up, while acknowledging 

the improvement in their own English, the mothen stiil did not believe that they wuid 

really help in this area any more than they had been doing. They have English tuton for 

their children, buy them great electronic didonaries and encourage them to watch English 

television and read Engiish books. When asked specificaily if they converse in English for 

any part of the day at home, they said it was still tw hard. 1 have tried to encourage the 

mothers and chiidren to try talking English with each other for a part of the day. 

However, they remain reluctant to do W. Since the mothers do not directly work with 

their children in their English developrnent, it is not surprishg that they also do not assist 
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in any other subject areas either. Al1 the school subjects are taught in English so the 

mothers perceive that it would be too difficult to help in this area dso. 

The mothers did not get involved much in their children's schools in Hong Kong. There 

are severai dEerent types of schools in Hong Kong and dependimg upon which school 

students attend the expectations are different. The religious schools expea the parents to 

provide uniforms and discipline so the children will get their homework done. The public 

schools expect the parents to monitor homework and leave the Nnning of the school to 

the administrator. Therefore, it is not surprishg that they do not perceive that it is vitally 

important to become involved here and since the mothers mua deal with both parts of the 

educatïon system, they solve the problem of not yet knowing what the prionties or 

expectations are, by not gemng involved in either. They say they do not go to events in 

the school . This year, however, Lim Lo said she was glad she went to hear her daughter 

sing in the school concert. Yet, she does not intend to go to the school more often. The 

mothers said they would rather have a tutor help their children as this is a farniliar process 

for them. Having tuton is very common in Hong Kong; a student can have as rnany as 

four or five difEerent tutors depending upon how hdshe is doing in school. 

There is a Chinese parent group in one school and even though Li. Lo knows the leader 

of this group, he never told her about it and she has not attended it. She expressed the 

desire to begin attending. However, 1 spoke to her last week (March, 1997) and she has 

decided not to go. She does aot want me to speak to the leader of the group either. 

6.4 English skiiis development 

English development is the first  prion^ when midents arrive in our schools f?om 

cocntries where English is not the nnt language. Parents also perceive that the Iearning of 
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English is very important for their children to succeed in Canada, especidly if they wish to 

go to university and become professionals in the rnainstrearn community. Al1 the mothers 

in this mdy are expecting that their children wiU complete university; therefore, one 

would expect that English language development would be a hi@ priority for both them 

and their children. 

Seventy-two percent of the children (16 out of 22) of the mothen in this study attend ESL 

(English as a Second Language) classes in their schools. These classes are htended to 

assist the students in leanllng English and a h  help them leam about Canada and its 

customs so that they can feel cornfortable in their new environment. While these classes 

can be of great help to newly anived students, it is genedy not enough. Students have a 

maximum of 80 minutes a day of special ESL assistance and it is usually less, and then are 

expected to attend regular classes the rest of the school day where they are required 

either to meet the same requirements as the other students or have slightly modified 

expectations . The principals said that they want students to bemme integrated as soon as 

possible and putting them into the regular classes with the other students for the majority 

of the day is a way to make them integrate. Yet this does not seem to be working with 

many students. Students may request the help of the ESL teachers in their schools to 

assist them in the regular classes, but the time is limited when there are so many needing 

help especiaily in a school where the enrollment of new immigrants is particularly hi&. 

Some of the children in the school in which I teach are not paxticularly happy with ail the 

work they are asked to take or do at home. They say they are very tired when they go 

home nom school and cleady having to work a i i  day in a strange language can be very 

tiring. The students say they would like to go home and relax. They know they have to 

do some homework. but they would rather play vide0 games, watch Chinese television, 

listen to Chinese singers and nad Chinese books. as that is much more famiiar and 

cornfortable. Even though the students cornplain that they do not want to do ail the 
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homework, the mothen still perceive that the teachers here do not give enough 

homework. The mothen say in Hong Kong their children had severai houn of 

hornework. In our schwls our homework policy stata that Intermediate (Grade 7 and 8) 

midents should only have one hour to one and a half hours of hornework each night. We 

are obviously not comrnunicating our policy messages adequately to the mothers and al1 

they see is their children doing a little bit of homework and then having too much tirne to 

Reading is one area that teachers stress as a help for children in language acquisition. 

Many research studies have b a n  done on parental assistance with school work and 

especially reading, and they point out that it is direct parental involvement that is the key. 

While NtOn can certainly provide some assistance, they generally see the mident only 

once or twice a week for an iiour each time. Much of this time is spent on helping with 

daily homework and projects. There is Little time for specinc language development 

activities and therefore tutoring is not the whole answer to keeping language development 

progressing quickly. Also students ofien perceive that the tutors are there to make them 

work, and the reading done with a tutor may not be as pleasurable as with a parent. The 

mothers are with their children every day of the week and most imponantly, at night, 

when reading can be done in a quiet, supportive atrnosphere. 

As well as reading Engiish material. research shows that continued reading in one's fira 

language is of great benefit to students who are leaming a new language. Students can 

continue their conceptual dweiopment in their £irst language wMe they leam the words to 

apply to these concepts in the new language. In this way their conceptual growth is not 

hindered and the leaniing of the second language is enhanceci. ï he  mothers do help in 

this area. Ail but three said that they encourage their children to read in Chinese. These 

three mothen expressed the opinion that English mua corne W. and therefore, they do 
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not encourage Chinese reading at home. The schools could play a strong role in this area 

by helping the mothers to see the advantages of continuing Chinese reading at home and 

dso talking about the reading so that conceptual growth is enhanceci. 

Providing help in other areas of academic achievement goes dong with assistance in 

English dwelopment. Here again, it is assistance by the parent that is so important. 

However, the majority of mothers said they did not provide direct help in other areas of 

school work. The mothers in this study rnay feel that it is too difncult to help in academic 

subects becasue they themselves have not gone beyond high school. Research has shown 

that continuing to discuss academic concepts in one's first language cm help students 

understand the English expressions when students are exposed to them in the ciassroom 

(Modiano. 1979). In California, many schools actually have fim language instruction in 

academic subjects and they have had great success with this process accordmg to theù 

reports. The tutors hired by the mothers for academic assistance provide help in English 

not Chinese. and therefore, 1 believe they cannot be as effective in fostering concephial 

growth as they could be if they could discuss concepts, issues and academic work in the 

children's fist language. 

Along with Ieaming the English language goes the leaming of the Canadian culture. in 

many ways this c m  be even harder than Ieaming the English language. The mothers 

expressed the belief that they do not yet understand the Canadian way of life and they 

must rely on theu children to be the mediaton for them in many ways. It is the children 

who often have to interpret when problems arise in the house, for example, fixing the 

fùrnace or air conditioner. Tutors are often asked to assist in these areas also. One 

mother and her two daughters did not understand the circuit breakers in their house and 

asked the tutor how to find out which one controlled each area of the house. The tutor 

showed the two daughters how to operate the circuit breakers and helped label them. 



These are things young people will need to know; however. it would be preferable, in 

rny view* if they could learn these things as part of their growing up not because no one 

else c m  do the tasks. 

The children are also called upon to interpret report cards, their own and their younger 

siblings. The school is not doing its job when these activities are king mediated by the 

children they are supposed to be teaching. The schools should be providing the help for 

these mothers to  become better informed about Canadian culture and then they in tum 

can interpret it for their children. Therefore, for the tirne being it seems that the mothen 

in this smdy do not feel very confident or cornfortable that they can directly do the job of 

working with their chiidren in helping them to develop their English sMls. 

In this area the school could offer a valuable service. If the mothers were helped in their 

own English deveiopment and be helped to understand the education system as weU as 

Canadian culture, they couid take on more of this vital role. They are in a difficult 

position vis-a-vis leamhg English. As Ng (1 99 1) has said, as dependents, they cannot 

have fîee access to language and other training courses. While money is not the issue for 

the women in this smdy, it is the perceived attitude toward the women, that they are not 

as worthy to take the courses that cm be a hinderance. Also while women may be weli 

off, they do not spend their rnoney on themselves easily. A h ,  though, there are many 

women who do not have the financial resources to attend classes that cost money and 

therefore, there needs to  be a change in the policy of delivering language classes to 

immigrant women. The women in this study have taken the initiative and found their own 

solution by asking for language classes from the secretary of the church. 1 believe this 

would not have happened had they not spent a year in the original group classes and this 

again shows how important it is for an outside force soinethes to begin the process and 

then let them take over their own leamllig. 



6.5 involvement in the school 

As far back as Ancient Greece, there has been a belief in the joint responsibility of parents 

and the state - schools (Escobedo, 1983). However, early in the deveiopment of the 

education systems in Canada, the home and rhool bezame divided @a- 1993) each 

having its own role and expectatiom. The educators have expected that parents would 

provide a home environment conducive to studyhg and the essentials of life so that 

children couid corne to -01 healthy and ready to leam. While things have changed a 

peat deal since the early 1800s, (for example, it is now expected that parents will becorne 

involved in some way in the school their children attend), not dl educators or parents have 

encompassed that change. Many parents stiU expect the schools to eduüite their chilâren 

and are quite happy to stay out of the process. Obviously, families and schools dser  in 

their major purposes, but since they have the same cMdren in cornmon, there shouid not 

be static boundaries (COMOI'S and Epstein, 1995; Lightfoot, 1981). As discussed in the 

introduction, the Literature is virtudy unanimous that it is beneficial for the children to 

have parents involved in some way in the school. Yet, a m a l  parent involvement is reaiiy 

quite low according to Hoover-Dempsey. Bassler and Brissie (1 987). This is as true for 

those who have been boni in Canada as for newly arrived immigrants. Both parents and 

teachers must recognize the validity and necessity of each other (Ligtitfoot, 1 98 1 ). Aiso. 

educators must change their fiames of reference and attitudes (Williams, 199 1). However 

çome schools do not want parental contacts, except in the mandated ways because to have 

effective parental involvement takes teacher and administrator time (Chavkin and WiUiam, 

1988) and many see parental involvement as a threat to their positions. 

Dauber and Epstein (1993) stated that they believed the strongest and most consistent 

predicton of parent involvement at school and at home are the specific school programs 

and teacher pradces that encourage and guide parent involvement. Their research 
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showed that when parents believe the schools are doing Iittle to involve them. they report 

doing little even at home. However, little is known on how invoîved parents must be t o  be 

effective (Singh, Binckky, Keith, Keith, Trivette and Anderson, 1991) in schools where 

the majority population cornes from a culturally dinerent background than the rniddle class 

white population. 

There is a range o f  possible parental involvement. Some parents rnay opt for helping with 

homework and other assignments. This could invohre going to the Iibrary, helping with 

computer searches, asking questions, shopping together for materials, providing a quiet 

place with a nudy desk. This kind of involvement is crucial. In this way a parent lets 

hisher child know how interested the parent is and how important homework and projects 

are. 

The mothers in this study are qwte willing to assis in this way. They ask what homework 

their children have; what they n d  to do the homework. For the mothen who drive, they 

can take the children to  the public Library. 'The use of the Iiirary computer had been one 

of  the first questions a mother asked when the classes started at the church. This guiding 

role certainly fits into the view the mothers have of their position and it seems ody their 

perceived inability to use Engiish that prevents them from king even more involveci in the 

homework and project aspect of their children's academic careers. 

The next step on the continuum of parentai involvement is going to the school and 

participating in the activities there. At a minimum, parents can attend concerts and other 

pedormances put on at the school. It was disturbing to see how close one mother came t o  

Mssing out on her daughter's choir performance because the letter that went home was 

not appropriately handled. The letter was in English only and did not require a response. 
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This kind of communication is seen as too difficult and therefore, we need to rethink Our 

modes of communication. 

Another entry into the school is the parent-tacher i n t e ~ e w  which mua take place at 

aated intervals. Parents expect to be kept informeci of where the children are in their 

leaming (Goodnow, Cashmore, Cotton and Knight, 1984). Howwer, these intervais tend 

to be wide apart and intewiews are often very short - 15 minuta is the nom. Some of the 

mothers must aruggfe to cornmunicate with the teachers in their Lùnited Engiish or bring a 

friend or relative to assist . Since they do not know there are translators available to them 

t hey cannot ask for this assistance. While many may not wish to take advantage of this 

service for reasons of privacy, they should at Ieast know the service exias. However, thîs 

is a poor substitute for having someone in the school who speaks the language. The 

students and mothers do not see themsetves refiected in the schools' perso~el and this is 

another subtle message. Not having teachers from the backgrounds of the students is a 

r d  problem today. We need teachers from many dinerent cultures in our classrooms. 

Recently, the Toronto Board of Education has said that it will uy to redress that situation 

by hiring more visible minorhies for their schools. To judge fiorn the comments being 

made in the newspapers and on the radio, this policy is meeting with a great deal of 

resistance and the resistance, while seeming to be logical. will only continue the racism 

and keep valuable people from the teaching professions. We must encourage young 

people to attend faculties of education. Yet not one rnother in this snidy saw teaching as a 

possible career for her children and the children, themselves never mentioned that teaching 

would be a choice of thein. We are obviously not being great advocates for o u  

profession. 

Too often the parent-teacher communication is poorly done. The new report cards are 

very diffictiit to r ~ d e n t a n d  ewen when English is one's kst ianguage. Teachers 
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sometimes use jargon and iry to put the best spin on the results of the children in their 

classes. Even though a student is not doing well, she may be promoted as a "social 

promotion". This can be confusing to a parent (as wei1 as the child) nom a culture where 

success or failure is clear-cut. The potential miscommunication can lead to resentrnent, 

apathy and alienation (Delgado-Gaitan, 199 1). The wmwiication needs to be more 

effective (Berliner and Casanova, 1985). Lee (1995) found that many parents from Asian 

countries prefmed written to oral communication from the teacher. The parents were 

more cornfortable with a wrinen fom because they could take time to read, get help, 

perhaps talk about it and understand the communication better. Therefore, schools would 

find it usefiil to ask parents what thqr want and need to know and then examine and 

perhaps change their communication processes (Connon and Epstein, 1995). 

The instance of one of the mothers attempting to volunteer in the school points up again 

how communication is a real problem. It took great courage on h a  part to extend h e r d  

to say she would be a volunteer and the school neva acknowledged her. It does not take 

many such aones for others to say they will not even bother to ask if they can help. 

The mother who had been wiiling to volunteer could have been a eee on-site translater, 

and would have given children nom Hong Kong a fadiar face and opportunity to be 

heard in their first language ifneeded. When children corne new to a school, they are 

"buddied" with a chiid who cornes from their culture and speaks both their nrrt language 

and English. This is intended to assin the new student to fed more cornfortable in her 

first weeks and to ask questions about what is happening in the first languge. However, 

there are times when only an adult should be coasulted. A recent example pointed this up 

d too clearly. A child new to the school became involveci in a scuffle with another 

student by pushing him against the lockers in the hall because the student who had been 

here for a while was using language that the new student considered offensive. The 
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language they were both speaking was their first language. Using another child to mediate 

this problem would not have been appropriate in this instance because the student who 

began the altercation needed the assistance of m adult. Whüe studmt mediators are used 

in the school, thae necds to be a level of trust between the student having the di86CUfty 

and the mediators. There needs to be an understanding of the role of peer mediators and 

the student in question had not been here long enough for this process to be used. He had 

only been in the school two days. Luckiiy, the Chinese speaking tacher was there and 

wuld take both children aside and work with them- The resdt was much more 

satisfactory than if no adult had been involved. This points up further the need for 

teachers in the schools to be from the cultural groups represented in the school. 

The school library is another place where parent involvement codd be very helpfiil. We 

need books in first 1an-e~ and also books in English that refkct the cultures in the 

schools. [fa parent &om another dture is helping in the library, that parent c d d  be a 

great resource as to what books are appropriate and would be vdued by the children. 

The most comprehensive way a p a m  cm become involved in a school is to become a 

member of the provinciaily mandated school council. Each principal is charged with the 

responsibility of setting up the school council. However, no matter how much lobbying a 

principal may do, the mothers represented in this audy would not have come forward. 

Fïstly, communication about the eledions and function of the schoof council has been in 

English oniy. Secondly, as one mother said, she oniy tries to read materiai that must be 

signed. The information that went home regarding the school council only stateci that any 

peson could come into the school to get fùrther information. The mothers probably 

would not do this kind of foliow-up. ThÏrdly, in the front hall of my school, there is a 

bulletin board with pictures of the present school council members. There is one Chinese 

man and one woman f h m  the East Indies on the council. The mothers m d d  certainf.j mt 
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see rnuch of themselves in the make-up of the council. In the xhools, in which the 

principals and teachers were inte~ewed, no persons fiom cultures other than the 

dominant culture were on their councils. 

Research into parent invoivement continually mentions the under-representation of 

minority groups. As recently as May 29, 1996, the make up of schmi counciis was being 

questioned in the Liberal (our local newspaper) "School Parent Councils a Mixed Bag" 

(Brown, 1996, P.3). This article quoted board personnel as saying that the school councils 

in some areas are mirrors of the now defunct parent-teacher liaison groups that were 

traditionaily run by the Anglo-saxon community parents, and therefore, it is likely this will 

be the case for the newly constituted school councils. Of course, there has been a strong 

tradition of parent-teacha groups in the schools in the past and so it is logicd the same 

people would participate in the school council. However, such school councils do not 

necessady represent the cornmunity they are now supposed to seme. 

Gerald Caplan (CO-chair of the Provincial Royal Commission on Leaming) is quoted in the 

January 24, 1997, Toronto Star ( "Parent councils the wrong way to go" P. A23), as 

saying "Nor is there any reason io expect the new councils to attract greater parental 

participation than PTA's have done". The article goes on to talk about numbers: There 

may be up to eight parents on each cound for a total of 40,000 parents across the 

province. But close to 4 f i o n  aduits have kids in those schools. Parent councils offer 

nothing to these millions of parents. Caplan befieves, "It needs a new contract between 

schools and parents that involves fiu more meaNngfid contact between the two. We need 

teaches and principals to infonn parents immediately when their child is having problems, 

and provide advice on how to ded with it. We need parents feehg codortable about 

cailing the school if they're unhappy with theïr children's schoolwork. We need tmstees 

making constituents aware of their rights". Each of these points is very important, but the 
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mothers in this study are not part o f  the process. They are not informecl imrnediatety, they 

are not givm advice, they are not cornfortable about calling the school, they are not 

aware of their rights. 

Some schools do not want parental contacts, except in the rnandated ways, because to 

have effective parent al involvement takes t eac her and admininrat or time (Chavkin and 

William, 1988). It can also be threatening to have to explain oneseifànd account to the 

parents. Unfortunately, some teachers and administrators, even today, sti i l  hold racist 

attitudes and do not want parents fiom minority groups becoming uivolved in their 

schools. Once parents becorne involved, there Uievitably is some devolution o f  power and 

this is extremdy threatening to some teachen and administraton. Some educators believe 

that minority parents are not interested in genllig involved with their children's school and 

some minonty parents feel educaton a s m e  they are not interested (Chavkin, 1 989). 

Also, schools are nill setting the agendas rather than having parents heip in this area 

(David., 1993). Schooi councils may begin to address this issue, but for the reasons stated 

above, rninority parents wiil be underrepresented on schwl councils. The mothers in this 

mtdy should be among the parental representatives on their school councils, yet they said 

that their English is not good enough even to participate in school meetings. They also do 

not understand fully the purpose of the schwl council and the contributions they ai 

make to its fùnctions. 

One way we may be able to get parents nich as the mothers in this midy into the schools 

is by using a process already available. In some schools in which there is a high 

concentration of muiority parents, the Federal Govemmwt has provided fùnding for 

"Parent Centres". These centres are areas within the local school where parents cm corne 

together during the day, meet with other parents, disaiss concenu, learn English and 

dixuss the expeaatioirssf the schools in cornparison with their own expectations. The 
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c a r e s  cm be a classroom set aside for the purpose. The room is to be furnished with 

adult fbmiture and incorporate a play a r a  for younger childm who may have to corne 

with their parents during the &y. This codd adciress the cautions of Bmda (1992) who 

found that many adults h d  a classroom sethg stre&bI bezaux it rerninds thern of bang 

chiidrai. There can be a drogin aspec~ to the situation ôs w d  as a formai time for 

iearning and discussion The greatest advamage this programme has is that the darses are 

nght inside the ahool. The parents (mody mothers) accordhg to one principal in 

Toronto where this is going on, come nght into the schm1 building and see the chikkeri in 

their classes. They m e t  the tcachers and adminisirators in informal ways, not just when 

they have to come because there are problems. Tk comfort ievel of the parents in this 

school was very high. 

Dohaty (1992) found that many womai do not ga the programmes thqr need in the way 

they need them. She believes there is is systmiic SenSm in the Ianguage programmes 

provided by the federal government. The tUnes must be flexi'bk as Amri (1990) raid- 

Such programmes must provide for women's aspirations and be flexible enough to meet 

their every day needs. One very great concem of  the mothers in this study was thai fornial 

laquage dasses are impossible for them to attend. The administraton are not payhg 

attention to women' s lives as Atkinson, Ennïs and Lloyd ( 194) believe is so necessary. 

The local board of education has many aciuit classes, but they generaüy operate earfy in 

the morning and iater in ihe aftemoon. For mothers who are the sole caregivers in their 

faniily at presemt, this is not praaicai. The board does not provide alternatives, and 

especidy the one most needed - continuous entry. 

The mothen need to be able to come and go as their t h e  aliows. They shouid not be 

punished by having set scheduies that they camiot adhere to. Sina oniy one mother in this 
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study has a child too young to attend &Il-time day school mon could probably attend on 

a rrgular basis, but they need the flexîbility they perceive is important to them. 

The language classes provirled by the formai courses also do not appear to fit th& needs. 

They want to tdk about what is happening in th& hes at the moment, leam vocabuiary 

they need when it arises, not according to some set curricuium decided by outside forces 

Golian and Pellen, 1994). Many h e s ,  the best thing for the mothers in this study was for 

me to drop any prearranged lesson and simpiy probiem solve with them: for example, 

how to read their children's report w d s ,  how to get in touch with bureaucraties in the 

town and province, where to find certain things, what to do during long weekends and 

ChristmaiMarch Break holidays with their chiidren when they get tired o f  visituig other 

Eyniiies and eating out. 

The value of the aduit education process for the women involveci in this mdy cannot be 

over-emphasized. Aian Tough (1979) outlined many kinds of acNt education and reasons 

why adults choose to participate in the various offerings of programmes and courses7 both 

acadernic and interest. The women in this study had several r m n s  for participahg in 

English classes. One reason was the classes were tiee. While availability of money is not 

an issue for these women, they are, neverthdes carefbi with their resources 1 fmd it 

interesthg that oflen it is said paying for courses increases cornmitment, but in this case 

the opposite was me. The women feft an oblighon to attend because 1 was giving o f  rny 

to them without cost- 

The second reason was to learn to converse with the English people with whom they corne 

in contact, albeit there are not very many in the area in which they live. However, th& 

perceived need to undentand and c o d c a t e  with the people within tfieir children's 



schools was the strongest motivation This reason became deam d e r  the first two 

months and was evident in the questions they asked. 

The location of the ciasses was also cntical. The local cburch was fhdiar to them and 

non-threatening. While the women àid not h o w  each other prïor to the first clas, they 

hm thqr di belonged to the church as that was the ody way they wuld have leamed 

about the classes. The church provideci an added sense of security, aided by the 

endorsemeni of the mùiister. 

Following the principles of adult educaîion also allowed the women to feel more sewe as 

time went on. While we wuld not discuss the p ~ c i p l e s ,  they quickly r&ed that this 

experience was not iike going to school as they had done in th& youth. They were able 

to set their own agenda and have signincant input into the leaming process. There was 

some learned submision to the "teacher" a .  first, for ewmple accepting how the classes 

were formatted. However, as they gained in confidence and began to recognize and 

artidate their neah, they took more and more control. They began asking for specific 

grammar lessons and for practice in how to talk with their children's teachers. 

Even while the women were beginning to f i  more confident in their ability to use the 

English they were p d s i n g ,  the actual teaching-lemhg process became secondary to the 

developing support system among the womee The sessions became more and more a 

meeting place to leam about each other and devdop the relationships that have lasted now 

for two years. As 1 later found out, they began telephoning each other and getting 

togetber at other times. 

When the study began, I believed adult education was m d y  about leaming something 

one could use to enhance one's everyday ijfè. The use of addt education as a means of 
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devdopsig fiendships and supports had not seemed to be so important. 1 had sem this 

aspect as an hteresting and positive side &kt for mtny participants in aduit & d o n  

programmes in the past; however, 1 see this in an emireiy dinerent Iight now. The 

relational support is probably as important or even more so in the adult education pro- 

especiaily in the area that is the focus of this study. 1 thulk that those of us in the adult 

education field should become more observant and plan for such outcornes. We shodd 

not allow a curriaihim or course of shidy to get in the way of the more important "people 

aspect" of aduit edudon. 

AlIowing the relations to develop is ais0 another reason why the women stayed with the 

classes and even organized their own continuhg classes after 1 f o d y  left them. A rigid 

programme is not the way to get the most ben& for adults in situtions such as this. 1 do 

oot believe that having exam, as many ESL adult classes have in cornmuni@ colieges, 

would have increased th& learning. ûne assumption that we work with in adult 

education is that the adult learner is seif-motivated. In making adults fofiow set currida 

and complete exams we are not accepting this tenet and rnaybe that is why some courses 

tàil to attract adults over the long ~n 

hiring the interviews with the principals in the three schoois in the area the question of 

@al programmes for parents was addresseci. Che school offers language classes to 

parents. However, these ciasses take place in a portabIe out in the school yard. There is 

no need for any parent to ever corne Bno the school building. If we want parents to be 

invoM in the schooi, putthg than outside in the field is certainly not the most 

wetconiing way tu accomplisti this. 

W e  need to k d  out parental attitudes about edudon and eduadoa (Chavkin and 

W m ?  1993) and to know what parents would Like their roies to be - what is possible 
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and reasonab1e. Parents want to be able to help their children at home, but they ofien do 

not know what to do. They waat the school and teachers to advise them about how to 

help their children at home (Duaber and Epstein, 1993). Parents, who are new to the 

education system are often reluctant to ask for help. They are unsure of their rights and 

how to access the idionnation they need. Men parents do not get the help they want 

fkom the school. The administration must be proactive. Participation of parents of 

cultural minority students must be enlisted (Howe, 1992), we cannot wait for them to 

come to us. 

The mothers needed help in kding resources on summer activities for their children. We 

spent several sessions looking at the advertisernents for summer camps for children. 

They needed to talk about d e s  and regulations in Ontario schools, such as, when they can 

take their children out of school for trips and doctor's appointments. One parent needed to 

take her children back to Hong Kong before the school year end& and she was unsure if 

they would stili be able to complete their school year ifshe did this. 

A parent centre in the local schools could go a long way to helping mothers become part 

of the Canadian climate and also provide them tkst hand experience with the schools. 

They couid dso accompany classes on field trips. This would help the teachers become 

better acquainted with the mothers and show the mothers places they cm go with their 

children in non-school t h e .  

Many teachers and administrators are not trained in ways to help parents and get parents 

involved in the school and their chiI&ents leaming, especially if the parents corne fiom 

different cultures to their own. Teachers and administraton must l e m  how to support 

and encourage Asian parents to become educational partners (Lee, 1995) and be 

convinced of the value of parental involvement (Hayes, Corner and Hamilton-Lee, 1989). 
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I have been lobbying for a parent centre in our school because of dl the issues that 

prompted this study in the first place. At first the principal rehsed, then recently he said 

rnaybe. 1 suggested the room in the school that would be the most appropriate. but he 

said w e  would use the portables because parents c m o t  take piecedence over children. 

This is a vaüd point, but there have to be ways to accommodate both. 

The reasons the rnothers gave for the academic success and failure of their children make 

it uniikely that they will see their involvement in the &ml as a factor in their children's 

achievement. The main reasons the mothers gave for academic success were studying 

hard, listening in class, respecting the teachers and taking the initiative. These are factors 

for which they believe their children are mainly responsible even though the mothers can 

encourage and assia. They did suggest that success can also be related to more general 

fmors, such as reading, consulting parents, asking questions and attitude. However, 

these are aiso mainly under the control of the children themseives. As a result, the one 

ara over which the mothers and the chilcûen have no control is dso seen as important to 

success, that is, having the necessary intelligence. 

Except for two tacton - ioo much fieedom in the schools in Canada, and an unsuitable 

cumculum - the mothers were consistent in their attitudes. The beliefs held by the 

mothers are dso consistent with those held by people brought up with Confician values. 

The mothers said they believed academic failure could be attributed to the children not 

listening in class, being lary (Le. not studying hard enough), not doing homework and 

having problems in relations with teachers. Each of these is, to some extent, the chilci's 

responsibility . 

Along with their beiiefs about academic success and fidure, another aspect that could 

&fikt the perceived utility of becoming involved in the school is the expectations the 
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mothen have of the schools.. They expect that the teachen should be highly qualifiai. 

This is a decision made by the board and the principal using the Ministry of Education 

guidelines on teacher qualifications. The parents, at present, have no input into the 

qualifications of the teachers in the schools in the region in which 1 teach. While some 

parent councils have e x p r d  the beliefthey could have input into who is h i r d  and fired 

in the schools they represent, and this is one role of sdiool councils in some States in the 

United States, the Ministry of Education in Ontario has made it very clear that this not one 

of the mandates of the school councils as aurently conceived. 

The mothers expressed the belief that the schools should be well-equipped. They have 

some concerns about the number of text books in the school. It seerns that many of their 

children have to share books. This is a budget issue and here again the Ministry of 

Education has said the school councils wilJ not have cuntrol over the school budget. The 

school council may advise on the budget, but tiitimately the decisions in this area are to be 

made by the p ~ c i p a l .  Therefore, the two major issues in which the mothers in this study 

want to have input, are not up for discussion, at present, on the school cwncils, nor as 

matters of policy for which parent input wili be requested. Thus there is iittle incentive for 

the mothers to ask to be heard on these matters. 

There is another aspect to the text book issue in York Region. The board has mandated 

Outcome-based Leamhg for ail students fkom Kindergarten to Grade 9. nie theory of 

Outcorne-based Education prenipposes that text books are not the main resource in the 

school or classroom as subject content is not to be the driving force of classroom teaching. 

Instead, students are expected to develop skills in different areas, for example, note taking, 

writing reports. Thus, the scbool board expects that students wiIi use resources other than 

content text books. Students are expected to use journais, cornputer data bases and 

newspapers, not to tind kCormation for the sake of kmwing the information but to 
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develop the ski11 of finding information when needed. A h .  with the world changing so 

fast, many text books are out of date as soon as they are prïnted. Our atlas- printed in 

1990, still show two Germanys. This is an area in which we need to do sorne work in 

helping parents to undentand the rationaie behind the way their chiidren are leaniing and 

why texhoks are no longer in widespread use in the schools. This understanding will be 

necessary for al1 parents, not just those 6om other cultures. 

rmod discipiine, by that they mean strict with detentions and added homework, in the 

school is important to the mothers in this study. This is another area over which they can 

very little control. Here is an area where their beliefs and the beiiefs of the schools 

probably do not converge. Good discipline in Hong Kong consists of total obedience to 

the teacher, not speaking unless requested and corporal punishment if the teacher deems it 

necessary, c h e d  out by the principal. While this is very rare, the students do talk about 

some instances of corporai punishment in the schools fiom which they came. Here we 

encourage debate, albeit with respect, and certainly corporal punishment is not allowed. 

In this area the school systems should be giving more explmation about the style of 

discipline used in our schools for example, time-out rooms, peer group discussions. 

However, it would be better if we could discuss these issues with the parents directly and 

involve them Ui the disciplinary measures camed out in the xhool. Too often, the 

children are sent to the tirne-out room and no parent is advised this has happened. 

In the research already conducteci, as seen in the literature review and the comments made 

by the mothers, contact between teachers and parents is viewed as very important. 

However, each of the mothers in this study believes that it is the responsibility of the 

school to take the initiative to contact the parents not the other way around. The mothers 

would not need to become heavily involveci in the school to make their wishes known in 

this area, althcugh it would be helpful ifthey want to do m. 
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The mothers expect that their children will be exposed to more physical education. At the 

present time the Ministry of Education sets the tirne parameters for each subject in the 

schools. Although the Mùiistry sets the minimum standard, there is room for some 

maneuvering and this wuld be an a r a  w h m  the parents could possibly change the policy 

of the school. However, it cm be very difnailt to change policy and the mothers do not 

perceive that they would be listened to at this stage. While they say they want more 

physical education for theu children, they still want their children bussed to school or they 

drive them themselves. The schwls now have wak to school programmes, whae 

teachen and other adults assis in seeiog that students get safely to school. The bussing is 

king limited because of cutbacks. Therefore, the schools could encourage the parents to 

aüow their children to walk more as part of their overall fitness programmes. 

By and large the mothers Wre the schools their children are attending. One mother, over 

the course of this past year actually moved so that her son could change high school, and 

other mothers said they chose to Iive in the neighbourhood they are in because of their 

knowledge of the neighbourhood school. They recognize that the schools in Ontario are 

not Hong Kong schools and even if they do not agree with aU that is going on, they are 

willing to accept what goes on because they believe this will ensure the ultimate goal is 

achieved - attendance at University. There are a few changes they would like to see made 

and these ideas are very important for the administration and teachers in the schools theû 

children attend. 

The suggestions of the mothers about how to make the schools better follow their beliefs 

about education and academic success. The majority of mothers want to see their chiidren 

have more homework. especiaiiy on weekends and holidays. Since they believe hard work 
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is the key to success, it follows that a lot of homework c m  foster the habit of hard work 

and the more homework, the more likelihood of success. 

In a school with a high proportion of ailhirally dwerse students, hvolving parents may be 

very important but can be much harder than if the majority of parents corne tiom the 

dominant culture. Teachers mua understand the backgrounds of the culturalIy diverse 

-dents, and must ask parents for their views (Marjoribanks, 1980). Teachers and 

administraton need to ask what is succes to parents. They mua also have a basic 

understanding of the traditional cMdrearing attitudes, values and praaices (COU, Meyer 

and Bdon, 1995). Bowman (1 989) found that school leaming is enhanced when the 

family values reinforce the school expectations. It can be very df icul t  for the minority 

culture parents and especially for the Hong Kong mothers here aione to talk to the school 

administrat ors and share their betiefs. 

While education is a value of families, they o8ai do not understand the system or 

expectations of the schools here and simply valuing education does not mean the means of 

achievïng that goal is the same. If school and parent expectations are dierent and not 

perceived as amenable to change, the contact between the school and the parents wiil not 

be particularly productive. Therefore, the schools should take the initiative (Moles, 1993) 

in inviting the parents h o  the schools and opening up the discussion. It is ody through 

open communication and dialogue that the parents wiii undentand the teachers' point of 

view and the teachers will understand the parents'. 

The education system was established in North Amenca, originally, as a cultural invention 

to prepare middle class children to participate in their own culture (Saville-Troilce, 1979). 

Therefore, it behooves the teachers and administrators in the education system, to explain 

itself to minority parents and get tbek @ut to make the changes necessary to include the 
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values the parents have. Parents must be involved in making decisions about what 

leaming is most appropriate for t heir chiidren ( Ashworth, 1 992). 

It behooves the schools to try to adapt to the beliefs and vaiues of the students and their 

f d e s  while ensuMg the students are king adequateiy prepared for Iife in Ontario. 

Therefore, there needs to be an ongoing mechanism whereby parents can dialogue with 

the schools. Administrators have a resposibility to make their school more welcomhg to 

parents and to ensure that there are &ective channels of communication and that these 

channels are being used on a continueci basis. 

There is a need for appropriate pre-teacher training and in-service for experienced teachers 

(Feng, 1994; Moles, 1993 ; William, 199 1). Ami-racia education should be included in 

teacher training to assis the teachen to see the worth of di students. It shodd include 

studying patîerns in the homes of culturally diverse students and prepariag teachers to 

work with minority parents. In the area of in-service, principals play a key role in 

developing teacher efficacy (Hoover-Dempsey, Bassler and BrisSie, 1987). 

The teachers' role is changed when parents enter the scene in an active way (Epstein and 

Becker, 1982). Teachers mua reahe how dependent they are on parental support 

(Hewison and Tizard, 1980) and give much more help to parents in the areas where 

parents can help. Parental involvement often begins strongly as their children enter the 

system and then tapers off as the children get older. This should not happen (Clark, 1988) 

and teachers need to be aware of ways to make sure parents stay interested and involved. 

However, many of the newcomers have children entering the education system in higher 

grades and therefore parents have not developed a pattern of interaction with the school. 
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Research has made us more aware of the needs of minority language children. In the early 

1900's. ethnic groups coming to Canada were expected to give up their own languages 

and become assimilated as soon as possible. Some of the people who were brought up in 

the system where they were expected to ody speak English are teachers today since this 

concept lasted for decades and so still have the fedhg that this is the way to do things 

(Cummins and Danesi, 1990). Now we how that this is not always the best way to deal 

with minority language chiken. This is another area where teacher training and in-Service 

can be of benefit. 

Some parents do not want their children instructed in their home language. They befieve it 

can reinfiorce the "old ways" (Glen, 1992) and that th& children will not leam English 

quickly. Teachers and administrators neeù to understand this belief and learn ways to help 

parents see that they value the home culture and that reiaforcing it contributes to the 

whole child development. In this study, three of the mothers specifically stated that they 

did not want their cbiidren to keep their Chinese. HopefUy, this idea will change. 

For al1 the above reasons, Bumaby ( 1992) stresses the importance for teacher pre-service 

and in-service. Ashworth (1992) beiieves that there is i d C i e n t  training and support for 

ESL teachers. However, it is not just the ESL teachen that need training. Today, there is 

a movement to elirninate ESL teachers as separate fiom clauroom teachers. Therefore, it 

is necessary that al1 teachers receive training. 

France and Hager (1993) believe that the most successful parent school involvement 

program is a program that teaches parents how to read to and with their children. 

Therefore, this may be a place to start invoiving mothen in iheir chiIdren1s schools. 

However, we have to get them h o  the school or find altematives that can be equally 

effdve and thst is another challenge itsetf. It is hoped that t%s ~tudy can be a beginning 



i 

to gming more effective programmes for both the mot herdparents who corne fiom 

minority cultures in Our schools and thus improve the chances of their children succeeding 

in this their adopted country. 

6.6 Communication 

6.6. i. Mothers, services and bureaucraties 

As this projezt p r o d e d ,  one theme kept surfiicing - communication. ïhe students 

whose progress prompted this snidy were having difnculty cornmunicating in English. 

They were unable to spe& read and write with sufficient skill to achieve the acadernic 

success of which th& teachers and parents believed them capable. 

The mothers in this study initially came together to improve their ab- to cornmunicate 

(maùily ordy) in English. They wished to be able to communkate with their cMdren's 

teachers during parent-tacher interviews and learn more about what t heir childrem are 

doing in schooi on a daily basis. They also expresseci the desire to be more cornfortable 

when they had to taik with service personnel, for example, the gas maintenance man, the 

plumber, the mechanic who senices their cars, on the telephone and in penon. They also 

wanted to talk to clerks in department stores and to have their desires u n d e m d .  There 

are rnany other people with whom they might corne in contact and these situations also 

require that the women speak English. Therefore, the issue of communication was of 

prime interest to the women in the group right fiom the stan. Sidarty, RockMi (1 994) 

discusses women's iiteracy ne& and some of the areas she identifieci are mirrored by the 

women in this study, for example, their need to leam the language to purchase goods and 

services, the need to converse with their chiidren's teachers, primariiy using the written 

word for communication, feelings of impotence when not being able to  communicate as 

fluently as they wodd wish, and being isotated btheir homes. 
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The first incident that began to break the ice in the mothers' group classes was a question 

for clarification regarding a communication - a child's report card. One of the mothers 

brought in the report card that h a  son had brought home the night More. She knew that 

she was expected tu respond to the report card and attend a parent-teacher inte~ew.  

However, she did not really understand what the report was Saymg. There were no marks 

only check marks and comments. The discussion that ensud around this communication 

got the mothers talking about many other personal communication issues which led to 

much more open communication within the group. 

The mothers expressed their desires for the method of communication corn the schools 

they believe would be most understandable for them. They said they wish 

communications to be &en to allow time for reflection and as one mother said, "it 

needs to require some written response" so that it is perceived as important enough to 

spend the t h e  to read and get heIp if needed. 

nie mothers in the study have substantially increased their verbal communication skills. 

Three of them felt codonable enough to be inteniewed in English AU feel codonable 

enough to meet me for lunch and converse in English. They have telephoned me and 

spoken in Engiish. One mother even made the appointment to get her car serviced. They 

have improved enough to want to continue their English classes. Several mothen, over 

lunch, have expressed the desire to Ieam how to write bena in English now that they can 

speak better. They are eager to expand their communication siüiis. 

There are substantid concems regarding communication outside the group. This study 

began by lookhg at mothers' relationships with the sclioois thàr cMdren attend. AU 

relationships require some form of communication The c o ~ x m s  e x p r d  by the 

mothen regardhg communications h m  the schools have not been resolvd. The mothers 
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recognize that there will not always be communications in their fint language* but I 

believe that they wouid feel m o n  accepted if some effort was expended in providing fim 

ianguage communication especidy in schools where one or two groups an in the 

majority. Surely, Lo Lim wouid not h p l y  throw away communications ifthey were in 

Chinese. 

The mothers in this study have quite specinc expectations of uieir children and the schools 

they attend. Here again communication is a vital missing M c I i n k  Ontario's school system 

has a long history, even though it has gone through both minor and major changes over 

the years. Howwer, the basic underiying philosophy has remaineci the sarne throughout 

the decades. There are stiU some holdovers from our rural roots aich as having two 

nirnrner rnonths vacation, but that is beginning to change as some juridictions ernbrace 
. - year-round schools. However7 school admimstrators and board officiais have not ban 

p d d a r l y  forthcoming in arplaining why the education system is run the way it is. 

Teachers have not explained how marks are achieved and what new teaching methods are 

in practice. There has been Iittle or no dialogue between immigrant parents and the 

leaders in the schwls, iittle attempt to reconcile the newcomers' expectations with the day 

to day realities of the system. 

The teachers and administraton have not asked for parents' input because this has never 

been necessary before. Parents, in the past, accepted the role the schoois played in their 

children's lives. Now, however, there are many parents from different cultures who do not 

know what the schools in Ontario are all about. They have corne fkom many différent 

systems with different values and -om. They bring valuable ideas that 

administraton shouid be listening to. As the schools become more autonomous, there 

should be incorporated mechanisms to be able to change tbgs  in ways that parents 

- would like and bring the values of other cultures h o  the system here. This may happa in 
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the future with School Coumils, but it is not going to happem w o n  as the School Counciis 

are not made up of diverse ailhiral groups at present. 

However, we, as educators, bave also not effectivley communicated our philosuphy or our 

policies to the parents x, that they could adjust their s<pecrations or malce other decision 

based upon fuller knowledge. At present we are ail opera~g with kss than the ttll 

infocmation that could be available. 

The mothers asked thaî more text books be available so that their children could bring 

them home to study. This would seem a reawnable request . Home\-er there are several 

issues involveci hae nom the standpoint of the teachen. F i ,  m n y  of the textbooks 

currently available are not appropriate in a setting in which mino*- dtures make up the 

school population. The text rnated is written h m  an Anglo-Sax- perspective and 

other cuitures are rareiy represented in the illustrations. For aanipk. most science texts 

show oniy young, eager white faces dohg  scperiments; other ailturrs are simply not 

represented y&. Ya we have iittie choice in texts since it is the Mimnry of Education that 

telis us what we can and c a ~ o t  buy through Circular 14. 

The philosophy around the use of text books is changhg. They are mt used as much as in 

the past. We have begun to realize that a text should only be one ofmany twls adable  

to students. The days are gone when siavishly learning bcts 6om a text book is the 

accepteci way to teach and Iearn Yet we have not cornmunicated this change in 

philosophy to parents, many o f  whom did their learning fiom texts and fed cornfortable 

with this mode of leafMIlg- 

During this present round of parent-teacher imerviews a parent asked why her son did not 

have access tc ang. tact h k s .  As it mal out, there were severai m his desk He had 
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neglected to tell his mom about them, perhaps to jus@ his fdng  grade. However, the 

point is she believes that text books are important and that they could help h a  son. 

Trying to explain why the text books are not a valuable resowce tended to al on deaf 

ears in this case. It d l  take more than a 15 minute interview to explain what is now being 

done. Also, the time of an interview is not when this sort of communication will be most 

efféctive. A parent who is upset because of ber son's grades cannot be a<peaed to hear a 

communication on educationai philosophy. This kuid of communication requires mare 

tirne, in a cUEerent sening, with o d y  this purpose, such as a s p d c  parent mght. 

Tillrdly, the majority of teut books currently available are written in nich a way as to be 

almon incomprehensible to those who fim language is not Engiish and have never been 

expose to Anglo-saxon culture. The long semences and paragraphs wRh many new 

N o r  technical words are very diffidt to read *th fidi comprehension. We need to 

di s t  the parents' heip in purchasing a l t e m e  books that use simple English but still 

have the content that is part of the amiailum. 

The mothen dso expresseci the wish for more homework. In Hong Kong, it is cornmon 

for cbildren to corne home with two to three hours of asYgned homework men ai the 

junior grade levels. Schools have homework policies about amount of t h e  to be spent 

and expectations of the lwel of homework. tn our schwl we do not always assign 

specific homework every night, but there are expectations that -dents will read each 

night, go over notes, work on long-term projects and assigmnents. Many students have 

not yet developed the ability to do other than specificaiiy assigned work. Yet here agsin 

we often do not communicate our w o n s  weii. 1 have surpriseci many parents by 

saying that nightly reading is a part of homework. We should be doing a much better job 

of communicating our srpectations. If we c a ~ o t  put out ad hoc cornrnwùcations in nrst 

laaguages, d y  we can make translations of policy and expectations that do not change 

£kom year to year. 
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The mothers want their children to have more physicaf education yet they continue to 

drive their children to school. As one mother said, she is not sure if it is d e  for the 

children to walk or ride their bicycles. However, here again communication could make a 

big difference. The teachers and administrators could help the parents organize groups of 

children to walk to and nom school. Since rost elementary schools are neighbouhd 

schools, the distances that chiidren have to walk are reiatively short, yet long enough to 

enharice fitness levels. The parents are not communicating efféaively to the schools and 

the teadiers and administrators are not reaching out through effective communications to 

the parents. Instead of meeting together and communicating for the benefit of our mutual 

concem - the children - we continue to communicate past each other. 

6.6. ii Communication among administrators, teachen and parents 

The administraton and teachers expressed their hstrations around communication with 

some parents fiom minority dtures. The adminiseaton expressed the belief thaî they are 

open and that their schools are welwming. They said that they can only do what they are 

asked to do and they need the parents to ask for semices and help when needed. The main 

hstration in face-to-face communications, as perceived by the administraton, is that 

parents are not as open. Many parents look at the tacher or principal and nod and appear 

to agree to whatever is being said. Many times, there has not been understanding and the 

school perso~el  do not know that untii later when some foliow-up does not happen. We 

are not foliowing the advice of Hsuiig (1995) to Listen instead of teliing Chinese parents 

what to do. The administrators would like to communicate with the parents in writing 

aiso. It is important to acknowledge the difficulties for school administrators to be able to 

provide first language communication There is no policy within the school board that 

requùes first language communication and therefore, no money is diredy aiiocated for 

rhis ?qmse. This means that the individual schouis m u t  inake their own arrangements 
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for any translations. Translations can be done at the centrai administration offices, but the 

mm around time is several weeks. In most schwls communication with parents is done 

much more quickiy and so such a long him around time rnakes it virtuaily impossible to 

use this resource. 

In a school where thae is a staffmember who is from the rninority culture in question, it 

could be possible for some communications to be translated. However, when the teachers 

in my school tried this, the Chinese teacher was k g  handed long letters and being asked 

to have the translation next &y. This meant she had to spend several houn at home 

working on this. It quickly becarne obvious that this was not an m e r .  She simply could 

not handle dl the translations other teachers wanted. Severai times parents have been 

enlisted to help. However, many have been reluctant because they fetl their writing is not 

good enough. There are cornputer programmes available to do translations, but there is 

difnculty getting any one qualified to use them. 

The other problem is size of the communications. To have translations made requires 

using mice the paper and in these days of tight budgets, it is almost impossible to jusufy 

this expense without an expresseci policy from the board administration. Our school 

newsletter is usually several pages long and to make it available in other languages is 

prohibitive at present . 

One year our principal put a question into the monthly newsletter asking if parents wouid 

likelprefer matenal translated. This was certainiy a catch 22. Nobody responded that bey 

wanted translations. Now 1 re&e that either the mothers would not have read the initial 

communication, or would have felt too seifkonscious to ask for the translation There is a 

problem here. Some mothers said they want commUmcatioas fi'orn the schools to be in 

writing so they have the time to think about thern. Then other mothers said they only try 
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to read something that requires a response. We need to find out more about how parents 

perceive communications fiom the school. Perhaps there are differences depending upon 

the form and perceived relevance of the communication if we could get the mothers in 

this study and the administrators together, perhaps they could corne to some solutions that 

wouid benefit both sides. 

The teachers in this study want the minority students to integrate with the rest of the 

students, and this can only happai iftheir communication is in English as this is the oniy 

common language in their multidtural classroorns- The teachers recognize the value of 

communication for the students and the parents. They are doing their ben to see that the 

students are getting exposed to English, however, unless they initiate the contact, they do 

not see the mothers. The teachers could be helping the administrators more in this area as 

well as offerhg constructive criticism about problem areas 

6.7 The Children 

The children, as many pre-teens no rnatter what the dture,  have some diacuities with 

communication. They do not partinilady want to learn English, and they said it is very 

hard. These children, Oce their Anglo-Saxon counterparts, would much rather be doing 

other thhgs. Mary would rather be taking with frends although she admits she does not 

have as rnany here. Joseph and John would rather be playing sports with their bucidies or 

watcbg televisioa W e  these attitudes are typical in Canada, they are not going to 

make the children successfiil in their academic careers. 

The children's concem regarding communication are not being addressed. Each teacher 

and administrator constantly asks the children to speak English during class tirne. Some 

teachers and administrators also expect the children to communkate in English in the halls 
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and dunng lunch in the lunch room. Al1 recognize the impossibility of requiring English to 

be spoken cunsistently dunng recess. However, how reasonable is it to expezt the 

children to use English at ail otha times? There are exceptions of course, for example, 

when a translation is necessary for clarification or d i ,  this is acceptable. It is 

understandable that the students wodd rather wmmunicate in their first language - it is 
immeasurably easier We also recognize the benefits of cantinued leaming and 

communication in one's nrst language - just not at school. AU but the students 

acknowledge that the only way to get a skiii is to practice if yet, we are obviously not 

doing a good enough job of explaining this to the midents. haead, we tend to harass 

them and try to find ways to coerce them into speaking English. 

I fiel somewhat arnbigious about this study. On the one hand 1 have learned a lot about 

"astronaut" fiunilies, yet 1 still feel there are a lot of gaps in my kwwledge. I believe the 

mothm have done their best to help me leam about them and their lives, yet 1 also believe 

they leA a lot unsaid. 1 think the principals and teachers generally tried to put the best 

light on what is going on in their schools. S d y ,  my school is not the only one that is 

expenencing difiicuIties. The chiidren toid me only what they felt comfortabie saying; this 

was certainiy not di that was in their minds. 1 have wondered about the methodology and 

believe it had many challenges. Yet 1 do not know how else I could approach participants 

such as the mothers in this nidy. Language and power were problems as weli as 

confidentiality. 1 would like to think that 1 have started some teachers and administrators 

thuiking about how thqr interact with rninority parents, but when issues like strikes get in 

the way, I am not sure that the issues raiseci here take a back seat. 

Wtth these reservations, 1 will make some specfic recornmendations about what parents, 

teachers and administrators and shidents could be doing to more &ectiveIy work in 

Ontario schools. 
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6.8 Recommendations 

1. There should be changes in access to the Federal govenunent's language 
instruction programmes. 

AU minority groups and genders should have equal access tn language programmes. 
LEAF has been trying to get the Federal Goverment to make some changes in this area 
for womem, but the changes have not yet been enacted. 

2. The schools need to consider taking the initiative in contacting parents fiom 
minority cultures. 

As this study has s h o w  minority group parents can be reluctam to take the initiative 
when it cornes to contacting the teachers or administrators in their childrenfs schools. 
Therefore, if we truiy believe that our schools and the education of the students wiii be 
enhanced by p a r d  invoIvement, it is up to us to start the process. 

3. Schools need to develop procedures to be able to investigate the expectations and 
values of the parents fiom minority cultures. 

This study was an anernpt to set up a procedure that could be used to find out about 
minority families and their vahies and expectations. However, this process is not readiiy 
tdeTiLble because it showed the need to get to know the participants weU and even then 
the minority parents may not be as forthcorning as one would wish for. Attempts to @er 
information from parents without penonal contact and on-going discussions may resuh in 
usefd information, however, with the experience of this study, 1 do not b e h e  this. A 
better process, as foilowed in this study, is to involve the parents in an education process 
and include investigation as part of the whole process. 

4. There need to be parent education groups in the schools to assist the parents in 
reading with their cMdren. 

There are many issues that the schools can help parents deal with, but the issue under 
consideration here is reading and many minori9 parents need help when it cornes to 
helping their children with English reading. 7'herefore. courses and seminars in the 
schools codd go a long way to filüng this need. 

5 .  School libraries need to stock more multilingual, m d t i d t w a l  story books. A h  
there is a need for resource books with a muiticuiturai aspect and basic vocabulary 
in the library. 

Authors and publishers need to be informecl about the cuituni make up of our schools 
today and should wnte and publish books that reflect those cuitures. Ifthey do not do so, 
we should not purchase their mterials. 
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6. Schools need to  purchase classroom materials that show many cultures in multiple 
settings participating in multiple activities. 

Policies need to change so that teachen can have more input into Cirailar 14 so that they 
can recommend books that are more in keeping with the ailhird make up of their schools. 

7. ï h a e  is a need for spezial parents' meetings to explain school policies and 
expectations. 

Communication between parents and administrators is vital. We must ask what they want 
and how they wouid like it presented. 

8. There is a need for opporiunities for dialogues with parents around policies and 
expectations. 

Large scale open meetings are not the venue for dialogues around policies. Instead small 
group discussions need to be held where parents can state clearly their values and 
expeztations and collaborate with adminiarators to corne to working solutions. 

9. There shouid be a mechanism for communication between borne and school 
regarding the custodial position of the children. 

Administraton and teachers should develop a vusting relationship with parents so that 
notification of parents' comings and goings be given. This would as& the teachen in 
helping students to d e .  with the ambiguities and uncertainties that &se and also the legal 
issue invovled when a non parent is temporarily in charge of the children. 

10. We need to find ways to get the children to talk more. 

One of the difficufties expresseci by the children is speaking English instead of their first 
language. We need to help them feel more cornfortable with English and prove that it is 
necessary. W e  need to  provide oppomuiities for students to discuss issues that are 
causing them problems. We need to have teachers who speak their fint language and 
have these teachers trained in helping students with problems. 

1 1. We need to explore, with parents, diverse rnethods of communication. 

We need to have more than one method of communication with parents. This may require 
changing poiicies at the board level so that there is rnoney to use alternative methods. We 
need the help of parents to achieve the necessary policy changes. We need to  make it 
easier for parents to participate in board decisions. 
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12. The faculties of education need more course tirne on mult idtud issues. 

There is not enough time givm to multicuitural issues and how to work with parents of 
diverse cultures in the fadties of d u d o n .  If our hture teachers are to do better with 
rnultidtural Eimilies, we need to teach them more about the cultures, th& vaities and 
expectations. 

13. There needs to be more in-service for teachers in the classwm. 

Multicultural issues do not corne up very often during in-&ce sessions. There needs to 
be built in dialogues between those in the classrooms and parents. There needs to be 
discussions of expectations and values and how to implement changes. 

6.9 Future research 

This shidy was intended to explore the hes of a s m d  group of women and 1 betiwe that 

it has opened up questions for possible fiiwe research. It would be beneficial for 

longitudinal studies to be mducted with the mothers to folîow tbm continuing adaption 

to C d a -  Similarly, longitudinal studies with the childm would hdp the teachers and 

administraton in our schools. More studies conduaed on fsmiles and the changhg roles 

of women fiom many cultural backgrounds wodd add to our understanding about of the 

issues uivolved. 

There would aiso be benefit in evaluating intervention programmes within and outside the 

education system to help us design appropriate programmes to help paiticuiar type of 

families. There is also a need for m e r  audies on the aduit language programaies 

offered for second language leamers wïthh our schools, coiieges and community agencies. 

1 hope this study is the beginning for many more studies that ûui M e r  ilIuminate issues 

that are so important to the friture generations of -dents and f i d i e s .  
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Thank yw for agrating to take part in this study. This study is part of the raquifmmits for my EdD 
(Doaor of Education) ai The Ontario Inainite for Siudies in Education(U~\enity ofToronto. 

1 also hopt the hsults of your information wiU Icad to rccommtndauolrr f i  tbt teaciurs and schools iri 
the York Region Board of Education about how you want your childm aducatcd 

Enclosed in this package arc: 1. this oavering letter, 
2. a blank casset& 

3. a scrics of M o n s  for you to thinit aborit as you givc yow opinions 
4. a f o m f o r y o u t o s i g a t o ' ; a y y o u ~ ~  _vourcomcntforthisstody 
5. a form for you fi11 out giving somc Nonnation abapit p u  a d  ycwr 

childrca 

Again. thmk you vay mucb I bop rhis @es yai a positive opponmity u, ded on your children's 
education here in Canada 
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1 would h t  like you M c  about a regular &y in your and your children's lives 
using the following ideas. This is to get an idea of your time commitments 
and your children's demaods on your the. 

1. How do you u s d y  spend your &y - 
a. in the morning - before your children go to school 

after your children go to school 

b. in the aftemoon - before your chddren come borne 

after your children corne home 

c. in the evening - before your children go to bed 

after your children go to bed 

2. Whom do you see in your typicd day, apart fkom your children? 

3. How do you and your children usually spend your weekend? 

4. How is your Me different here fiom what it was in Hong Kong? 

Now 1 would like you to thllik about the things you have to do to manage 
your household, for example, household repairs, paying bills, dealing with 
businesses. Everybody needs help with this ihhgs sometimes and I would 
like to know what you do if you need help. 

4. Whom do you cd1 on ifyou want help with paying bills, 

getîïng repairs done, 

buyuig things for you, your children, your house 

anything else you cm think of? 

Everyone also needs help sometimes, when she has to ded with the 
governent offices, for example, hydro, water, income tax, citizenship, the 
school. 

5. Whom do you c d  on if you want help with these? 
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niese next questions for you to think about are conceming yow children and 
their education. 

What do you believe is your role in the education of your children? 

What do you beiieve is the role of your children in their education? 
What do you believe your chiidren need to do to succeed in school? 
if your children do not do well in school, what do you believe is the 
reasm? 

What do you expect ofyour children's school? 

What do you like about the school your children attend? 

What do you think the school could do betterlwhat changes would you 

like to see in your chiIdrenls school and the way they are taught? 

Do you help your chilclren with leamhg English? I f  yes, in what ways? 

Do you heIp your children with other school subjects? If yes, in what 

way s? 

Do you heip your children reading Chinese books and newspapers? if 

no, why not? 

Would you like to be involved in your children's school? If yes, in 

what ways wodd you like to be involved? (some people volunteer to 

read to chddren, be teachers' aides, help with special needs children, 

take part in the parentst group, etc.) 

lf you could tell the teachers in your children's school three things, 

what would you want them to h o w  about your f i y  and the way you 

believe your children should be educated? 

Wouid you attend an ESL programme for you at y o w  children's 

school? What would you like to lem? 

Would you attend social hours to meet other mothers at your children's 

schooi ? 
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Finally : 

18. What do you like best about living in Ontario? 

19 What do you like least about living in Ontario? 

20. 1s there anything else you would iike to tell me and/or the teachers in 

your chiidreds school? 
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Please fi11 out this fom. It is to give me information about you and the kind 
of family you have. 

1. How long have you ken in Canada? 

2. Why did you pick this part of Canada? 

3. How many children do you have? 

4. What ages are your ctiildren? 

5 .  Do your children take ESL classes at their school? 

6 .  How far do you expect your children to go in theû schooling? 

finish hi& school college 

University 

7. What do you h o p  your children wdi do after nnishing school? 

What level of education do you have? 



I have read the introductory letter fiom Margaret A. Sheppard about the 
research she is undertaking for her doctoral thesis and agree to participate. 1 
understand that I am fiee to withdraw at any the and al1 records wilI be 
destroyed. 1 m e r  understand that no names will be used in the thesis. 

Signed 

Date: 



Letter and Consent Fom for Principals and Teachers 

Dear 

Thank you for agreeing to take part in this study. This study is part of 
requirements for my Ed.D. @octor of Education) at the Ontario 
Institute for Studies in EducatiodUniversity of Toronto. 

1 have worked with a group of mother in "astronaut" f a d e s  and have 
k e n  learning about theu lives here and how they feel about the 
education system and their expectations for their children's leamùig. I 
would Iike to get some insight into the issues as you see them. I hope 
the resuits will lead to recommendations for teachers and 
administrators here who work with children fiom cultures other than 
the dominant culture. 

I ask that you sign the consent fonn below so bat 1 may use the 
information you give me in my thesis. 

Thank you. 

Margaret A. Sheppard 

1 have read the above fkom Margaret A. Sheppard about the research 
she is undertaking for her doctoral thesis and agree to participate. I 
understand that all information is confidentid and real names wiil not 
be used. 

Signed 

Date 
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Questions for Principals and Home Room Teachers 

1. What cm you tell me about your school that makes it different 
fkom other schools in the am? 

2. What are your expectations of students who come f?om other 
cultures? 

3. In your opinion how does race and culture influence 
teaching/ieaniing2 

4. What styles of teaching are most appropriate for students fkom 
minority groups and especially for those fiom Hong Kong? 

5.  What is your greatest challenge in teaching students from Hong 
Kong? 

6. How many astronaut families do you think you have in your 
schooi? 
What do you think is important for the education of students in 
astronaut families? 

7. Do you have any special programmes for the students in 
astronaut families? 

8. Do you have any special programmes for the rnothers of your 
students in astronaut W i e s ?  

9. The mothers have some specific expectations. 1 would like to 
share them with you and ask what we can do as educators to 
assist in these areas or help the mothers understand us better. 

10. What aspects of the curriculum are Sinocentred or could be 
Sinocentred? 
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1 have read the htroductory letter from Margaret A. Sheppard about the 
research she is undertakùig for her doctoral thesis and agree to participate. 1 
understand îhat 1 am fiee to withdraw at any time and d l  records wiU be 
destroyed. 1 further understand that no names wiIl be used in the thesis. 

Date: 

- 
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